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Sorv!ng the communities of Terrace, Thornhill, Usk, Cedarvale, Kitwanga, Mezladin, Stewart and the• Nass Valley 
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• .Floyd and Aileen Frank donated this land to the city several years ago. Since then, Floyd 
has been planting trees from all over the coast on it to remind people how riOh the land 
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75 rents pluj GST 
Skeena C el 
goes after -. .~ • . . . . . .  • • • . .  . , 
Westar assets 
offtce. ~ iss, ed-: .a,. tm~ r¢ lea~ 
arguing that its proposal for the ~ 
Westar assets "would represent 
the best cl~ance to maintain 
viable forest operations in 
keeping with available timber 
resottrces: 137~¢ statement also 
alluded to the fact., tkar SCI's 
kraft pulp mill in Prince Rupert 
depends on  Westar for 30 ~ per- 
cent of its chip supply.: 
Lightfoot said the p lan  
would include native interests.  
Gerry Dodd, a Terrace resident 
and member of the city's For- 
estry Advisory Commission, was 
at the meeting and said he 
gained the impression that SCI 
was not interested in operating 
the Kitwanga sawmill or Tree 
Farm Licence 51, the smaller of 
Westar's two tenures. 
The Gitwangak band in 
Kitwanga has been trying unsuc- 
cessfully for several years to  
negotiate a joint venture with 
- -Cont inued on page 5 
made presentations to two meet~ 
ings last weekend arguing that it 
is in the best position to take 
over the northwest assets of 
Westar Timber, a Westar official 
said yesterday it is far from a 
done deal and Skeena Cellulose 
is not the only interested party 
left in the running. 
A government commission 
of inquiry held hearings Satur' 
day in Hazelton and Monday in 
Kitwanga to delve into local 
concerns over the proposed 
transfer Of Westar's assets. The 
Hazelton sawmill  and ~ chipper '
and the Kitwanga sawmill owned 
by Westar.have been floundering 
for more than a •year due to a 
shortage of logs, and in Septem- 
ber the company put them up for 
sale, along with the rest of its 
forestry assets in B.C. 
At the same time SCI vice- 
president of operations Reg 
Lightfoot was speaking to the 
commission, SCI's Vancouver 
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ireports a single chimney fire 
d~ng:  the past .week but. notes 
/~other incident hat is causing 
iS~fious concern. A false alarm 
• Was'triggered at the Terrace 
!~na at 11:34 p.m. Saturday 
nigh t. Before the alarm was 
determined tobe false, however, 
ablaut 30 firefighters and several 
pieces of equipment had 
~sponded to the scene at con- 
siderable xpense to the city. 
~.~,  .:~,.~, , 
~:iBeckett says there are no sue, 
i ;~is  in the incident, but adds 
~t  information obtained indi- 
~tes the false alarm may have 
~en triggered by six females. 
He  notes that offenders can be 
~=ged under the Criminal Code 
~d/asks anyone with informa- 
:i~n that may lead to the identity 
6~i/ithe>offenders to contact the 
~,rrace Fire Department or the 
RCMP. 
, , . : .  
As  far as the chimney fire is 
concerned, Beckett says it is 
fo~unate a residence in the 4700 
b!0ck Olson was not seriously 
d~maged. The blaze destroyed 
the brick chimney but the struc- 
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intact. : .............................................................................. 
firefighters attended three inci- 
dents during the past week; two 
motor vehicle accidents and a 
medical emergency. The Thorn' 
hill Volunteer Fire Department 
reports no fires, but they too 
responded to two motor vehicle 
accidents with their mini- 
pumper. 
Snowarama set 
The' time and location for the 
1992 Snowarama have been set. 
The event will begin at 10 a.m. 
this Sunday at Trapper Moun- 
tain. The route to the start-finish 
line is located 17 miles south on 
| 
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Motor vehicle accidents 
accounted for total of six injured 
persons requiring the attention of 
Terrace BCAS paramedics last 
week. 
A 48-year-old Terrace driver 
of a southbound lumber truck is 
reported to be in satisfactory 
condition in Mills Memorial 
hospital after being freed from 
the crushed cab of his truck by 
Terrace firefighters. The acci- 
dent occurred at the intersection 
of Highway 37 and Old Lakelse 
Lake Lodge Road at about 9 
a.m. Feb. 6. .... 
Terrace BCAS •unit chief 
the Copper River Road and is Wayne Moi says he was pleased 
well marked. Participants are with the rescue operation, which 
collecting pledges for their 100- .involved the cooperation of 
kilometreround-tripjourney, and BCAS paramedics, the RCMP 
all proceeds will be turned over and both the Terrace and Thorn- 
to the B.C. Lions Society to help 
B.C.'s crippled children. 
This year's goal is to beat the 
local record of jus t  over 
$12,000. 
hill fire departments. According 
to RCMP, icy roads may have 
been the cause when an east- 
bound 1977 Ford pickup driven 
by a 39-year-old Terrace man 
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' . 1991 Hyundal Scoupe - Automatic / rear spoiler / A.M./F.M stereo cassette sport 
:~ bucket seats / remote trunk release / decor package 
~ Stk#266-OH 1 5 Year - lO0,O00Km. Warranty 
failed to stop at the intersection. 
He apparently struck the trailer 
of a southbound 1989 Mack 
tractor trailer unit. The pickup 
then continued into the path of a 
northbound 1981 Honda l driven 
by a 23,year-old Kitimat woman. 
The drivers of the two smaller 
vehicles were not injured, but  
the driver of the Mack truck was 
not so lucky. His tractor unit 
came to rest on its side facing 
north and his load of •finished 
lumber was strewn along the 
I 1991 Hyundai Excel Special Edition - 4dr. sedan / 5spd transmission 
i~.,- . rear spoiler / A.M.)F.M. stereo cassette / sport bucket seats / remote trunk release / 
ii _ decor package I allum, wheels - 5 Year-100,000 Km.Warranty 
li!:..All vehicles will be priced and sold at the absolute lowest prices so there is no guessing or 
I I  iil !,' haggling. Financing, licensing and insurance may be arranged on the spot and you can be 
I:~::'l assured of the best terms, lowest rates, and a plan to suit you. I 
[ THORNHILLHYLJnDI=II 635-7286 I 
i i • ~0~0 Hwy.  16 East,  Ter race ,  B .C .  o,7o4, . I 
I/~ " ~ ~ " M v - - - I 
i!~;~-,., SUBSCRIPTION ORDER FOR - z 
~;i~-i~i~ , . 1 year- $39.00, plus GST . ', 
~[ili [3 Cheque [3 Money Order i:]1 Master Card [3 Visa : 
I:i !' 'Please send a subscription to: No. ~ m .i~, ' , , Card  i 
;i~:;: Na, m,  ' '  . . ,: EXpiry Date~ ,,, ,, 
i/; Aaaress , r " '  " ' ' ' ' ' " • ' l '  i~!i Postal Code_ ~: i :- , ~ Mall or b~ng this form.to, i 
.all Phone :- ~ lerrace Review i 
m~:,', ~ • Seniors in Terrace& District $30.00 . " : - ' . . . .  e &Dis t r i c t  $33  00 4535 Grelg,Avenue, u 
I,:,~ . . . .  : Serdors outside Terrac • . . , , , . . . . _ _ -  a r ,  won  t lur'/ I 
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tions were the apparent cause of 
the accident.' 
In the only other incident, a 
young man suffered serious head 
injuries in a Feb.  4 ~ motor. 
vehicle accident'near Meziadin, 
Terrace paramedics met the 
Stewart ambulance at Cranberry 
junction and transported the man 
to Mills Memorial Hospital. A 
hospital spokesman says the man 
was later: transferred to 
Vancouver General Hospital by 
air ambuLlance: : :: 
highway. Two weekend skiing accidents 
Terracel and Thornhill fire- resulted in minor injuries to two 
fighters first stabilized the truck :persons. One, complained of a 
cab to prevent any movement sore ankle, the other of a sore 
and a 45-minute. extrication 
began. Covered with blankets to 
prevent injury due to breaking 
glass, Moi tended to the drivers 
injuries and  shock and 
hypothermia while Terrace fire- 
fighters used-their new Hurst 
hydraulic utters to remove the: 
crushed roof of' the truck. 
During the extrication, another 
rescue worker held onto Moi's 
legs. The stability of the truck 
back. There was a delay in the 
l 
transport of one Shames Moun- 
tain patient at'about 3i30 p.m. 
Feb. 9 when a motor vehicle 
travelling down theShames 
Mountain access road struck an 
ambulance headed towards the 
ski area. Damage tO the vehicles 
was minor. 
A Terrace women was injured 
when she apparently slipped and ~ 
fell on a stairway at a Terrace 
was still in question, and if the residence Feb. 3. A hospital 
cab began to move Moi would spokesman says she was treated 
have to be pulled free quickly, for her injuries and released 
Total damage to all vehicles and from hospital later in the week. 
loss of the lumber has been A Prince Rupert youthwas 
estimated at $75,000. injured at about noon Feb. 8 
Terrace fire fighters also during a wrestling competition at
assisted at the scene of a two- Skeena Junior Secondary School. 
vehicle collision at the intersec- He Was treated in the emergency 
tion of Highway 16' and Century room at Mills Memorial and 
St. in Thornhill at about 6 p.m. later released. : 
Feb. 8. Two women in their There were four medical emer, 
mid-twenties were injured. • gencies during the past week. A 
According to a hospital spokes- seriously ill infant suffering 
man, one was treated and 
released in emergency and the 
other was kept overnight for 
observation. 
A single vehicle accident at 
Breccia Creek, about 40 kilo- 
metres cast of Terrace, sent a 
Kitimat couple in their mid- 
twenties to hospital at about 
1:30 p.m. Feb. 9. Both were 
treated and later released from 
Mills Memorial. Icy road condi- 
from respiratory distress was 
transported to hospital at about 
12 p.m. on Feb. 8. Earlier in the 
week, three adults complaining 
o f  abdominal pains were also 
transported to hospital. 
There were two occasions 
during the week when an ambu- 
lance was called to the scene of 
• medical emergency but dis- 
missed on arrival. 
' @ BIA 
EXPOSEDTO THE WEATHER. With the number of First Responder:calls.growing; cola 
• Weather: earlier this week caused some concern for aging Rescue 01. The city will be going 
to tender Soon on a replacement emergency vehicle for the ,fire :department."The concern 
then will be finding a warm, dn/place to park the ne w vehicle .when. it isn't, being used. 
.Realtors happy with 5%.solutiOn 
" ' j .  
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could soon be placed at one, 
both .or neither of the intersec, 
tions. 
Hamilton believes there are 
many-families in the Terrace 
area who are now paying high 
rents and could easily afford 
mortgage payments but haven't 
bought because they can't save 
enough for a down payment. The 
previous minimum down pay- 
ment underCMHC terms was 10 
Pgrcent. In an, nouncing the new 
-.policy, CMHC estimated that it 
will enable 200,000 Canadian 
families to buy homes instead of 
renting. 
A government-insured mort- 
gage for live percent down has 
been available for about three 
years .through the B.C. MAP 
(Mortgage Assistance Program) 
initiative, but Hamilton points 
First draft budgets are fickle 
things, filled with much promise 
• but ultimately some disappoint- 
Canadians who.wan.t o buy 
a home can now get it with only 
five percent down~ Anewpolicy: 
announced last week :by: Canada 
Mortgage.. and. :Housing" Will 
allow, the low down payment,on 
a federally-insured mortgage for 
first-time home buyers. 
The program also involves 
payment of an insurance fee and, 
for Terrace and other areas 
outside inflated real estate mar- 
kets, a purchase price ceiling of 
$125,000. 
Gordon Hamilton, president 
of the Northwest Real Estate 
board; say s it's good" news for 
both buyers and the real estate 
market. "It's a great thing for 
young people," he said. 
ment. Foi this reason, no.0ne For 4600 block Lakelse mer~ 
should begin applauding city chants, though, a'traffic signal~it 
council just yet. But a gentlepat Lazelle and Kalum, making 
on the backmay help encourage Kalum more of a secondary 
long overdue positive action-on route in and out of the down- 
town core, may be preferable ,to 
removing sections of sidewalkto 
provide right turn lanes on 
Lakelse. "~!~ 
Another TEAC proposal w~ 
the upgrading, of all streets, 
sidewalks and ditches in toW:n~: 
, ~ . 
Council has sent that idea to .  
their committee el tl~e Whole,/to 
a few 'traffic problems in. town. 
Terrace city council has 
adopted almost.intact.the Tour- 
ism and .Economic Advisory 
Commission recommendations 
finalizedtwo weeks ago. Items 
now included inthe first draft of 
the .city's capital, budget include 
a.sidewalk on. the north side of 
Kefth Ave.: from the Greyhound -, 
bus •depot to Sande Overpass, " be discussed soon with the pro- 
an d. a pedestrian controlled posed 25.year city paving pro- 
crosswalk, at Kalum St. and Loen gram. Public questionnaires-on 
Ave~ that proposal may be in the mail 
Even without the pedestrian- soon. 
traffic control signal at Kalum... And .finally; one other city 
: and Loen, another measure to intersection ofconcern may.s0on 
out that it requires the buyer to improve safety~ in that part" of be.addressed..Cot~ncil has sug- 
take out a senna mortgage town is already under way. Tl~e gested tel,ks with the Ministry of 
through the provmcial.govern-~CttY has already approved the Highways to disc~s the merits 
ment in addition to the federally- '~installat|on f street ngh .ts, on ' o£ 'realigning: Tetrault St.: With 
insured, CMHC first •mortgage, "nearly" every pole on Kalum ,sande overpass. It may not bea 
The new, program allows the between Lakelse Ave. and Tuck new idea, but most people hay- 
ing to use the Tetrault-Keith 
intersection would likely agree 
it's one that's long overdue. 
Ave. B.C. Hydro will be install- 
ing the lights later this week, a 
B.C. Hydr0 spokesman said, 
entire transaction to be done • 
thro~ugha first mortgag e.
/ 
Hamilton said the lower A few other items that are not -" 
,O~v;,,ent:.::,,61iCV~:,:~which'::~,Ye, t;jn¢lu~d~iU~ithe-;'fir~t/.~f~gf~ :~That-:lhtersection is~ a main 
dbwn: t, ~,.. r . ,  ~.,. the city budget but could, still feeder into Mills Memorial Hos- 
will be in effect for two years, 
should be good for the local real 
estate market. He. noted, how- 
ever, that the market already is 
strong but there aren't enough 
houses to go around-  realtors 
• are short of listing s, and quality 
property that goes on the market 
is sold almost immediately. 
ALE 
FEBRUARY 12th TO 15th 
EVERYTHING IN-STOCK ONLY 1.0%"OFF 
Show them You Reafly Care 
make it, according to head of 
engineering Stew Chaste"sen, 
are traffic lights at Kalum and 
Lazelle, Eby •and Lakelse, and 
some modification to the side- 
walks in the 4600 block Lakelse. 
This latter item is set' for dis- 
cussion between 4600 block 
merch.ants "and the city, and 
, Christensen says all three items 
could soon play a role in 
improving downtown traffic 
flows and safety. 
• Christensen says traffic counts 
will be made at the two intersec- 
tions .and the RCMP will be" 
• asked for an opinion as well. 
Following that, he says, it will 
be a matter of placing priorities 
on each item, and traffic lights 
pital, making it a concern for 
ambulance drivers and hospital 
personnel. Terrace Regional 
Health Care .Society CEO 
Michael Leisinger says the board 
has not received a~ formal propo- 
sal or request from the city, but 
any proposal that demomtrates it 
will improve safety in the area 
weald probably receive-rave 
reviews. 
With a Gift from 
" Skeena Ma l l  " ' r~ "~ ' '  " " "  " '  "~ ' # # " 
PhOne 635-5616 " i; 
7 i~:airs, Eng. r .aVi'•,g r~Ap I' "~, ~ S nol inci ::~d"eid. I:IN :0.i ii: ; {!a,waysl ~:I ' i.: i• 
There may be a high hurdle 
between proposal and reality, 
however. Lcisinger points out 
that any move to sell or deed the 
small section of property 
required for the realignment 
would require the blessings of 
the Ministry of Health. 
Overp,ass crossing 
gets safety change 
A few recent improvements to 
the traffic signals at the north 
end of the Sand¢ Overpass 
should make ira safer intersec- 
tion for pedestrians. The Minis, 
try of Transportation a d High- 
ways has changed the timing of 
the lights and improved the 
visibility of the traffic control 
signals by increasing the diamo 
eter and upping thepower from 
=150 watts to 250 watts in the 
red, green and amber lights. 
The changes have been made 
at the request of the city and :the 
• RCMP following a pedestrian 
fatalRy at the intersection last 
December. These changes mean 
pedestrians can no longer cross 
Oreig A~,e. when northbound 
vehicles are turning left onto" 
Greig Ave. 
When pedestrians activate the 
"walk" signal to cross Grcig 
Ave., through traffic will get a 
l?-second red light, while west- 
bound traffic wanting to tttrn 
onto the overpass will see a 
fiashing green arrow allowing 
them to make the advance turn; 
The changes should effectively 
end all competition between. 
pedestrians and vehicles at the 
intemcction,-but a highways 
Sl)Okesman says it doesn't moan 
drivers and pedestrians can 
throw away their vigilance. The 
safety of the intersection will: 
still be the responsibility of 
those using it. 
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Review 
A weekly report on crimes against property 
in the  Ter race  area  
The following information is 
s=pplled by the Terrace RCMP. 
d~chment, These events hap 
. .~ed In your community and 
you may be able to help Ident- 
Ify~}the offenders. If you have 
~iiy; ~ information ubout these 
¢~leies, please telephone the 
'~eMP at 635-4911. 
Wilful damage to a vehicle 
parked in a parking lot in the 
4500 block Lazelle Ave. Damage 
Wednesday, February $ 
Theft prevented .by alert 
citizen•. At 3:45 a.m. Terrace 
RCMP received a complaint 
• about someone-attempting to 
. . : - . - 
• - , , . • . , - ,  . , _~. ,  - .  , ' - :  ~ . ,  ~ ,,  . . . .  . 
Break, eater and tbeft~at,;a Plymouth: van parked In-:the: and •make a quick~Stlmat6 you 
residence in ,the*~/~ 1800 !]~10ck 4¢~1)0. blocl~::Laicelse: Ave.i I A might come: Up:Wit h .something 
• Queensway,/Drive, An ! RCA ~ sliding: window was damaged~ {' close/to $3,000. ' . : 
television.- set and a leather Theft from a vehicle parked:in. This doesn't necessarily paint 
jacket were stolen, the* 4900 block Ols0h St. Stolen an ccurate,. . . . .  Picture of the van- 
Theft from a brown 1982 were eight .casse!te'/tal~ies anda. dalism problem,, though. It, is 
Chevrolet 2-door sedan .parked flashlight, cemm0n knowledge that a num- 
on Mountain Vista Drive. A Wilful dam~/ge' t0 a vehicle- ber of incidents 'each week are 
window was smashed and a parked in the 4600 block Scott ..never reported. You might, 
radar detector and an AM/FM Ave. The. offender(s) threw a theref0r,e, want to take a shot in 
cassette stereowere stolen, beer bottle through awindow, the dark and add.50, percent o 
- include unreported crime. That 
Friday, February 7 : :, woul.d bnng the total estimated 
Wilful damage to a green loss last week due tO vandalism 
1981 Volkswagen'parked in the Or ~. wilful 'damage to ,around 
to the passenger side rear quarter open car doors in a parking lot 
panel has been estimated at at 4931 Walsh Ave. Police 
~i  Monday, February 
~-ii!~Wilful damage to a .blue 1990 
~ge '  pickup parked in the Tuesday, February 4 
$500. 
Break, enter and theft at a 
private residence in the- 4600 
block Goulet Ave. A. compact 
disk, a CD player and jewellery 
were stolen. 
attended the scene and inter- 
rupted a person whowak ~appar - 
ently removing a stereo from 
one of the vehicles. Charges 
"have been laid. 
Thursday, February  6 
Wilful damage to a vehicle 
.. Break, enter and theft at a.  parked in the 2900 blo~:k Ken- 
private residence in the 4900 ney SL The driver's windowwas 
block Walsh Ave. A Nintendo 
game set and cash were stolen. 
Wilful damage to a vehicle 
parked in the 4500 block Greig 
Ave. A rear tire was slashed 
with a knife. 
Skeena Mall parking lot. The 
offender{s} ~ed a sharp object 
to scratch the Paint. 
Wilful damage to a white 
GMC •pickup parked in  the 
Skeena Mall parking lot. The 
offender(s) broke the grill out.: 
of the front of the vehicle. 
Vandalism to  the North 
Sparks St, bus shelter. The" 
offender(s) broke the glass in 
the shelter, -, 
4700 block Lakelse Ave.• The 
~dver's side rear view mkror 
W~:s broken off. The damage has 
5~n estimated at $150. 
/:Theft of the battery from a 
brown 1979 four-door sedan 
pi~rked in the 2700 block Thorn- 
hill St. - 
Saturday, February 8 
broken• Wilful damage to a grey 1984: 
Attempted break and enter at Mercury T0paz parked in the 
Twin  City Meats. The Skeena Mall parking lot. 
offender(s) were unable to gain 
entry. 
Wilful damage to white 1991 
! * i  ! MMis ter  of  S ta te  lot '  Youth  ~ d '~t~t  & la  Jeunesse  
i/i  1 . . . .  - k .  • 
<:- for students, o~amzabons of all kinds are telephone boo . , , 
I to apply for fund ing  a~istance-., ,.,,,,,-~,!. ,- , '  Become'a Challenge 92 employer .  
-!!ii:!~/:{- that supports the creation of summer jobs. It's good for students, . - 
• Apply now through your local employers and the "~ - /')/,n ~/~/~)92  
Canada Employment Centre- listed, future of Canada. a 
:! .'. 
~ API'JLICATICX~ MUST BE ~ NO "hATER THAN MARCH 13,1992 
' C ad'  
X , 
Vandal watch. A total of 10 
incidents• of vandalism or wilful 
damage are noted above. An 
accurate stimate of the financial 
loss due to these criminal acts 
isn't available. If, however, you 
were to evaluate the above items 
• $4,500. 
Projected over a year, the 
annual loss : tO the community 
would come to $234,000. 
When: it comes to cnme 
against private and public prop- 
arty, though,~this . i  still only a 
Part o f  the picture. Take a look 
at the break-and-enters and 
thefts listed above. Keeping in 
mindthat you don't normally 
break into a premiseS without 
causing at least some minor 
damage, try. estimating the value 
of damage and lost property due 
to these crimes in the past week. 
Vandal Watchwili be up and 
running in about three weeks 
and anyone who helps bring a 
criminal to just ice will: be able 
to claim a reward. On the other 
hand, why wait? Keep an eye on 
your neighbourhood. Report any 
suspicious activity you see.. 
Roadside inspections 
si dei ine the.,:- u n s afe 
Terrace RCMP and the 
regional motor vehicle inspector 
joined forces to check approxi- 
mately 250 motor vehicles 
betweenFeb. 5 and Feb. 7. Of 
the vehicles inspected during 
random road blocks, about 43 
percent had notable defects. 
At the completion of the in- 
spection blitz, says Cat. Gary 
Swanson, 24 vehicles (about 10 
percent of all vehicles checked): 
were immediately removed from 
the road by tow truck, another 
22 (around nine percent) were 
given 30.day repair and inspec- 
tion notices, and 56 (nearly 22 
\ 
were percent) cited for minor 
defects that required• repair 
work. 
Swanson says the two most 
common reasons for towing 
vehicles were inadequate brakes ` 
and loose or worn steering com- 
ponents. As for the driven given 
inspection notices, Swanson 
notes that if they fail to comply 
with the order they face a $500 
fine, the loss of their licence 
plates and a tow,away-order 
against he vehicle. 
Terrace RCMP advise all 
motorists tO have their vehicles 
checked by a certified mechanic 
on a regular basis, both for their 
own safety and the safety of 
others and to prevent he incon- 
venience of being forced to part 
with their vehicles. 
Illegal viewing suspected 
An RCMP investigatio n con- 
tinues following a complaint that 
persons at a location in the 3500 
nal. 
Police are currently consider- 
ing a charge underSection 
'-"-- '  block Kalum St. were illegally 326(1)('o) of the Criminal Code 
• I !  obtaining cablevision trans- which states.. Everyone commits 
" - "  missions. RCMP attended the theft who  fraudulently, 
location on Jan. 28 at 5:25 p.m., maliciously or without colour of 
, ~  ~ ~ [ - -~  uses any telecommunica- 
tion facility obtains tele- 
~ r  ~ and with the aid of a search right. 
warrant seized equipment beihg or . any 
O[~l= ~ ~ /  .~.~  ~, ,~-  T O L S E C  ~ed to intercept he cable sig-c0mmunlcation service."' 
dec.ns,ons are t  -z 24-hour Party pulls a surcharge 
.easier to mak '/W ALA R,I  S A27-year-oldTerracewoman warning, the party continued, lthan others..... • EC#200"• I has been tined ,1°°  as the result and p°llce returned t° the r.esi" " 
of a noisy party last summer, dunce at 4:24 a.m. This time, 
' Following a complaint, Terrace though, the pohce dlspemed 
~ ~ W ~ ' ~ [ [  Tetm:Ctt~AmC:, [ l~L~c~ml~0mtm. i RCMP attended a residence in with the courtesy era  warning. 
I ~ ; ,7""  . . . .  - II ~___.uu~.¥.. I~~q~,%,~' J I I  =:As.OAmuEWm I I~mt~,  i I~ ,e . r .vum II ~ ' ° "  I I~..,,,~'~.Y~I! PRINCERUPEm, D.C.VIU1Lt IlrmN~nEonnE, e.c.v2LsU I the 4500 block Scott Ave, at She was.charged under the Ter- 
i PMOIGISUINZ-S~S II "--'~.%~'.,,,, .,. ,o, I r LXwJ f~d ' l l l  PIt0NElS04) Oil'1111 II~0=(eu)meu4 I 2:52 a.m. on July 16, ,1991, and rraog Name Bylaw #1051-1985 
~ [ ~ ~  ~l l~ . lm ~(w4}Na41n asked the woman, to turn down and has now paid the price. 
V. ,dK"  "]1 I F~ (e04)m-,~l FAX(W4) eU4)SO her stereo. She fanled to heed the " 
q 
. .=, , . ,  • , - ,  • , . . 
R ..... Ob  1 : - r=:  bes  : 
.,soug.ht 
A police investigation 
continues following .. an 
armed robbery- at  B&G 
.Grocery located at the 
intersection Of Kalum and 
Haugland.' Terrace RCMP 
S/Sgt. John Veldman says 
two •male ,suspects entered 
B&G Grocery at about 9 
p.m;  Fei)~ 6,  wielding a 
sawed-off shotgun. The 
opemt0rturnedover $402 in 
cash andthe two men fled. :,: 
Terrace RCMI ), ask anyone 
whosaw" anything suspicious 
in the- area around the time 
of.therobbery to contact the 
RCMP at 635-4911. ' 
\ 
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E XodU s: from Cassi ar beg ins 
The_ B.C. government will asbestos and considered a pillar including Prince Rupert MLA when the underground operation 
spend $13 million to maintain 0fthe northern mineral industry 
essential services in Cassiar •until by miners will in all likelihood 
the end of June. By then, the be a ghost town. 
community that was built on 
• ~ ~!~ .... ,~:~ 
.~. . !~!:  .,, 
. . . . . . .  
A person in a liquor establishment;" when asked to leave by an 
establishment employee, must do so. Common reasons for asking 
a person to leave ate intoxication and patron conduct. 
Section 42(2) of the Liquor: Control and Licensing Act state s 
(a) A person shaU not remain in a licenced establishment aft.erhe 
is requested to leave by the licensee or employee. (b) A person 
shall not enter a licenced establishment within 24 hours after the 
time he was requested to leave the liceneed establishment, .. . . . .  • • 
Voluntary fine: $100. 
In British Columbia, IT'S THE LAW. • 
Government representatives, 
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ "  .-.:~.!/ ~,;~"~,. ~ . .  ~,.~ 
~ . .~ r
- - - -- - :~:~1. ~ ~ ~ ~ ~: ~ ;.;., ~ o. ~ ~ :  
Dan Miller and a job protection 
commissioner, held several 
meetings in Cassiar last. week. 
Inn Smallwood, vice president of 
the United Steelworkers local in 
Cassiar that is the bargaini.ffg 
agent for nearly all the 400"laid- 
off workers, said yesterday tltat 
an IndustrialAdjustment Se~ice 
committee has begun interview- 
ing the jobless miners to deter- 
mine retraining and relocation 
options for them, A contingent 
from. Canada Employment •was 
expected to arrive yesterday/t0" 
handle unemployment i surance 
claims. 
The mine is in the Process 
of being mothballed. Smallwood 
said that due :to the debt load 
Cassiar Asbestos was carrying 
• started, the mine never really 
had a chance. There was extreme 
pressure for production to PT,0~" 
vide cash flow, he said, ~i~: 
maintenance and mine develop : 
ment matters becomihg second- 
• . "  . ,  
7 
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PROTECTING OUR CHILDREN 
Issues and Action 
p rotecting children is one of the most important 
responsibilities ofa society. It must be done in 
a way that suppor~s,~amt~ies,A,p~3cL d y, i,(;!jpg h,~F , 
best to support far~ilies while ~Stotecting children 
involves looking at many of our most fundamental 
values. 
W e need your views and ideas, and invite y.ou to participate in a review of British 
Columbia's child protection legislation; 
T he Honourable Joan Smallwood, Ministe~ of Social Services, has appointed a 10.person 
panel to consult with British Columbians and to 
prepare apublic report on its findings. The•report 
will provide a framework for new child protection 
legislation that will respond irectly to the"needs 
of today's children and families. 
p anel members will be visiting all parts of the 
province and holding public and private 
meetings in many communities. Panel members 
are interested in meeting with special interest 
groups, the Aboriginal community., professionals 
and anyone who wishes to be heard. 
Public Meetings will be held in the 
following communities. 
Kelowna ....... "'" ": ': :~''i': ..-Wednesday, February 
Maple Ridge 
Surrey 
Nelson 
Cranbrook 
Chilliwack 
• North Shore 
Victoria 
Nanaimo 
Dawson Creek 
Fort Nelson 
Vancouver 
Vancouver 
Kamloops 
Williams Lake 
• Prince Rupert 
Hazelton 
Prince George 
Queen Charlotte City 
Port AlbernL 
Powell River 
Tuesday, February 25 
Thursday, February 27 
Tuesday, March3 
Thursday, March 5 
Tuesday, March 17 
TuesdaY', March 24 
Tuesday, March 31 
Thursday, April 2 
Tuesday, April 7 
Thursday, April 9 
Wednesday, April 15 
Thursday, April 16 
Tuesday, April 28 
Thursday, April 30 
Tues~y, May 5 
Thursday; May 7 
Wednesday, May 13 
Wednesday, May 20 : 
Tuesday, June 23 
Thursday, June 25 
• Watch your local newspaper for further notice 
about meetings in your area. 
If you would like to make a written submission 
and speak about it at one of the public meetings, 
please send one copy of your submission to: 
Community Panel 
Child Protection Legislation Review 
Parliament Buildings 
Victoria, B,C. vav  1X4 
• If you do nbt have a written submission but 
would like to speak at a public meeting, please 
book a time by calling toll-free 
1-800.663"1251 
(8:30 - 4:30 Monday - Friday) 
A discussion paper, Protecting Our Children, 
Supporting Our Families, prepared by the Ministry 
of Social Services is available as a background 
-dbcument .  
Copies of the discussion paper and further . 
information about the panel members' chedule 
is available by. calling toll-free 1-800-663-1251 
(8:30 a.m. - 4:30 p.m., Monday to Friday.). 
Province 'of' British Columbia 
Child Protection Legislation Review 
ary . . . .  
The ore body that the town 
was originally built around w~ t ,; 
near exhaustion when a new 
deposit was discovered. The new 
deposit, however, demanded 
underground rather than open pit 
mining methods. The soft groun, d 
required an unusual technique 
• called block caving, in which the 
shaft ceiling was allowed tocave 
j • 
in and the ore removed from tile- 
end of the supported seeti0wof 
the shaft. "It's really unusual;" 
Smallwood remarked. "There i i ie  
only two or three others like it 
in the world." 
He noted that the ore 
reserves are still economical nd 
the markets for the product are 
still there, but the need to re- 
structure the company's debt 
killed the operatior/. ' ' 
The government is com- 
mitted to maintaining services 
like water, sewer, road mainteii' 
ance and schools until the end0f 
June. : 
Westar  - -  
- -  Continued from page 1 ~ 
Westar• on the Kitwanga oper- 
ation. ~ : 
".Garth Langford; One of t~e 
commissioners, said Monday 
night he believed from what was 
said at the meeting that Westar 
and SCI had an agreement-in- 
principle on the sale, but:*a 
Westar official yesterday after- 
noon denied that. ~' 
After examining the sCI 
statement of Feb. 8 Bob chase, 
senior vice president in charge 
of finance for the Westar Group, 
said he doesn't ake issue With 
anything in the statement but 
added, "There is nothing in 
black and White, no agreement- 
in,principle or intention. We 
haven't Signed anything." 
Although Chase said he 
"wouldn't be surprised" if some- 
thing o f  nature did eventually 
emerge with SCI, he a.lso noted 
that Westar is still holding dis- 
cussions with other potential 
buyers for the Hazelton and 
~twanga ssets. 
Lane ford said he was 
impressed with the turn-out at 
the commissionhearings and the 
level of interest in the Westar 
transfer. He and fellow commis- 
sioner George Watts received 
about 25 briefs on the issue. 
They have until the end of the 
month to report to the Minister 
of Forests. 
Any sale agreement on the 
Westar assets and tenures Would 
have to be approved by the 
• Minister of Forests. 
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F 
or years now the mismatch between the capacity of 
industry to process wood in this region .and the 
amount • of wood available to be •processed has clear- 
i~ibeen a problem, bet one that wasn't spoken out loud i n 
~! i te circles..The only thing to speculate over was which 
~il ls would btte the dust and how they would go. Would 
:the¢conomic factors kill them? Would the government s ep 
~"!!and attempt o rearrange the resource allocation? Would 
:~i.es. shower dOwn from the sky? • .., ". ' 
:;/i~i~i!i:Skeena Cellulose'shed tO take over Westar s H~elton. 
~rat ions ,  if successful, would probably a good thmg for 
.T~,rrace because it would solve some thorny fibresnpply 
-~b lems for the Port Edwardpulp mill. That mill has been 
~tt in~ a third of its wood chip feedstock from Westar, ann 
~fi~y, restructUrmg of that arrangement by, say, an outrode 
~mpany purchasing Westar and..radically changing the 
fibre flow, could have had.s0me unpleasant repercussions, 
,::i~:: - in  ~t only: PrinceRupert bqt :also in Terrace. The fate. of 
[h~ Terrace sawmill is inexorably tied to the company's 
~t  priority, pulp. 
i:i!'ii,~ ~ iThe effect the deal would have on Hazelton and Kit- 
~dga,  where the Westar mills are locate, is less clear at 
.t~~ 13oint, but It is probably safel.io conclude that matters 
~d not get much worse for those two communities than 
-t'~ey have been over the past year. The inclusion of native 
~nterests in the proposed eal should bring some peace and 
i~operation to the woods, andthere seem to be opportun- 
:~  for developing the kind of secondary, manufacturing 
::i~f~Ust that hardly ever.comes about until the mass pro. ',L:.,., r y  . , .~ . .  o • 
-dO~tion operations wash up and leave a commumty 
.~nded with nothing but its own innovative drive. 
."~(~i!i.:Despite this hopeful outlook, there is still a matter of 
• ~;~,;~/~, ~ • . ~ .  . . 
concern. Rather than diversifying forest tenure, an 0bjec- 
:~i~ that makes communities less reliant on single com- 
~ ies  ancLsinole ind.uSti~s,-;~tlxis deal would.concentrat~::~,~ 
~ ~ ~ -  " 7~'~~ - ~ . " ." " ~ore te.nure in a company that already has vast holdings m 
:~Se!;regton. With the collapse of Wedeene River Timber and 
~i~:isale of tenures held by Westar and Toy-M, nearly all 
i~'~':iimber from Stewart o Bella Coola and Prince Rupert 
:t~ ~hst of Sm0thers would be held by two companies tf SCI 
it~ ik over Westar. No matter how responsibly they behave 
r~ :i no matter how good their corporate citizenship, the 
id el~ning dependency of this area on the good will and 
~i~ Uncial acumen of Skeena Cellulose and West Fraser- 
~ ~o is enough to make most people who live here nerv- 
c=, j 
Om. 
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Claus. And.there also is a job 
awaidng you. The S!~aker says 
jheexpectsno problem in work- ' 
ing with you. 
Ms Sawicki is a rookie, yea;. 
butsi~ is no fool. She has some 
Strong ideas about how the office 
of Speaker should operate - -  not 
the least of whichis getting rid of, 
once and for all, the assorted 
. crests and loges all marked "MR." 
Speaker, r~lacing the Mister ~th 
"The" .  
The  lesson She  has  l~med in 
the lessopAffair will hardly slow 
her down at all; and this corre- 
spondent predicts that she will 
handle the legislative .session. 
with its 51 rookie MLAs out of 75 
- -  like a veteran.., with a little 
help from the clerks, and ms Jes- 
sept 
In the wake (pun intended) of 
the rough ride that Royal Sealink 
Ferries had in its inaugural week 
-of operating passenger-only cata- 
marans between Vancouver and 
Victoria, you mtght ex.!~t the 
company to be filled with doom 
and gloom. 
Bumaby, of that derision, desp,'te But even though one of their 
the warning bells which one mtght sleek, speedy vessels was badly 
VICTORIA-- One has to won- 
der just how interested - - if at all 
- -  the general public was last 
week in what became known as 
The Virginia Jessop Affair. 
Some members ofthe media 
were all excited and churned up 
about it; the two opposition parties 
saw a chance to score: some politi- 
cal points; the clerka of the Legis- 
lature were determined to preserve 
their power position; and a rookie 
MLA learned atough lesson when 
she appeared tothreaten that 
power. 
To recap: Ms Jessop, a long- 
serving and  capable civil servant, 
who also happens to be the wife of 
lan Jessop, the former press ec- 
retary to the last two Social Cred- 
.it Premiers, Was offered ajob as 
secretary inthe office of the clerk 
of the Legislature. 
That offer came from the 
clerks, the long-serving, distin- 
guished legal officers who run this 
place regardless ofwhich party 
fm~s the government. "
• However, they cho~ not to 
inform the Sl~eaker-des|gnate, 
rookie iVlLA joan Sawicki of 
That is, it ..will if it can f'umn, 
cia"y survive the]-nitial deadheads" 
whichhave been strewh to date in 
its public-relations path (enough 
of the ocean-going puns ~d 
metaphors, alreadyD. 
The parent ~mpany in Nor- 
way chums out one of theses ~!eck. 
Cats every two months, and 
Sealink is hopeful that a couple of. 
them soon will be plying the 
waters between downtown Van;. 
couver and Nanaimo, if all the red 
tape can be sorted out. 
That trip would only take 65 
minutes. HeU, that's leas time than 
it takes to drive into Vancouver 
from Coquidam or Langley during 
the rush ~hourl What a way to com- 
mulet - - 
The ships are like large, more 
specious, more comfortable 747 
jetliners, and there are even, 
movies Shown during the Voyage 
for those asily bored. 
There is a log going for such a." 
service to become aregular fea- 
ture on B.C.'s C~.t;AII they hovel 
to work on is staymg, out of the 
way of floating debris.., and other 
furriest : ': - 
du~on:  .. Phone' 835#840 l 
Charles uosum, aekv. kqg.7969 I 
ANn, . . . . . . . .  x,~rc,~x Gill,. " . . . . . .  .' 
,jtt Ntzar , , . _ _ - .~ ,u , , , ,  ] 
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~YE'_ ;.T--.... ~ m o, Tw, m ,m~ Ukt~a .~m.m I 
ww~,-  ~T~f l~ l~add~m0mabow~.  - 1 
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expect would be sure to. ring when dam. aged when it was.in collision 
tie name Jessop w.~. raised. ~ with a much ~ger Sh~p from B.C. Parting Thought:.As Premier 
Ms Sawicki ~d m~Axl get a Ferries, and ~.en though one of its Mike Harcourtpromtsed when 
shock when hearing of the pmmotion~._ tripswas on seas o -he was in the Asia P~. '~ in  / 
appointn~nt, and she rul~ the her-. rough that,t was labell .ed. the "ride Novem.l~r_, othe..r pro~n.dal Cube- 
ins out ofo  . Sh, =a  ph" pen- net wm beduins the.= 
mated mtsbe bdievedthe MLAs ple'sspiri= .re:naln buoyant (O.K., soon.Next to go isForests 
would have objected ifMs Jessop no more. nautical puns, ed.). tet DauMlikr, .who leaves on Fri- 
got the post, ~ it would have Having taken ~e. cruise day for 10 days m Japanand 
~eated a politcal controversY, be~n the two ctuea - -  down- Korea, :. • 
But after three days of attacks town to downtown i  two-~..d-a- Watt. hfor. him to be followed 
and ~wer plays and her own half hours -71 have to admit hat e~,.iy, this Spring by Agriculture 
political controversy, tSe S l~er ,  the sem.'ce tS useful, comfortable, Minster Bill nart  of O..tuma. s n- 
upon being told by the MLAS convenient a d affordable. And I , Penlicton, and Tourism Minister 
House leadem, that here were no therefore fully expect tt to become Darlene Mar z n d . .  
objections' withdrew her over-ml- popular mong tourists and busi- " -:, Why? 'Ca0se there's money in 
eng. ~ " . n~le  on both Sides of the them ~ Asianhills, folksll And 
Yes, Virginia, there is a Santa slmtL B.C. wimts ~ of iL 
is week: . . . . . . . .  " '  . . . . .  : ' -  ' . . . .  . . . . .  " ' . . . . . . . . . . .  , .~. ,"  . ,  :.~.~::<,- , . ;: . ~ ,  .:-.: 
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The sun sets on a - 
forester's languish Insights 
T"  ~!!!:~";~:.'~:'~ 'ii :!;~.~!~ i:ha~ ' !~eV~r tee lfladen~dt f~ ifoSr 8- '. 
climbed: into his company truck, estry, almost wice the commit- 
ment here.in B.C. And the way His" twil!ght descent of  Beetle 
Mountain had resulted in a few 
tumbleS' He  rUS~ed-a bruised 
right shoulder and poked at a 
minor abrasion on his left knee. 
~"DoI reallywant to be a part 
of this?" he asked himself or a 
third time. He stuck the key in 
the ignition andstared into the 
blackness ahead. "Sweden," he 
muttered.• "Is it really all I 
believe it to be?" ..... 
Sweden, though, was not Her- 
by's immediate problem. Writing 
a new five-year harvesting plan 
for Jovial Logging Inc. was. 
Squish started the engine, 
winced as the brightness of the 
headlights tunnelled into the 
darkness, and swung into a near- 
by landing to turn around. 
"Sweden," he muttered again 
as he rattled towards Highway 
16. Preoccupied with inner con- 
flict, Squish navigated the famil- 
iar logging road as he drifted off 
their land is allocated is much II 
different too. The Swedes actual- 
ly own the land they work. disaster .... The devastation 
A state-owned operation has  caused-by.unedu~ted, uncaring, 
title to only about 20 percent of cut,rate tree planters further.up 
the forested land, private com- 
panies have just under 30 per- 
cent, and more than half is  
owned and managed by individ- 
uals who•operate small wood- 
lots. 
"It'S not like Canada," Squish 
mumbled as he swung east onto 
the highway. "In Canada the 
state owns the forest and the 
companies lease the land... In 
Sweden there is no land leasing 
at all. It's a very different con- 
cept." 
Squish chuckled to himself as 
he recalled Seen Svenson's 
comment about B.C.'s "tenure 
nightmare". It made him think 
about his day wandering Plug 
Nicholl's phase contracting 
Terrace Review ' " Wednesday, February 12, 1992".i ::7 
by Tod Strachan, in consultation with Rod Arnold and Doug Davies 
the valley., The .peaceful illu- 
sion of forest surrounding Gear- 
box Lake .... The view of mis- 
management hehad been forced 
to ponder from the top of Beetle 
Mountain in  spite of his best 
efforts to ignore it. 
• Basically, he had decided, the 
situation had reached a crisis 
because people like Milton Jov- 
ial were in conflict over corpor- 
ate profits and management 
requirements. That formula all 
too often meant high grading the 
forest and doing as little as 
possible to replace it. 
"Whether you work on your 
own land or  for a company,, 
Svenson's words echoed in his 
mind, "each phase of forest 
management - -  from Cutting, to 
thinning, to regeneration-- is
heavily regulated and monitored 
by the Nafibnal Forest Board in 
Sweden." • 
"We have laws. Regulations... 
in B.C. too," Squish had argued 
defensively. 
"That's right," Svenson shot 
back. "But here the state has 
firm control. And there is also 
the long Swedish tradition. I
mean, this company has been in 
business fo r  700 years... 
'Modern' forestry practices have 
been in effect for 80, 90 years." 
"Modern forestry? 
"That ' s  r ight . . .  The 
'mechanical revolution' if you 
will. Somewhat like your forest 
industry, but unlike Canada we 
can do a little bragging. It is a 
Schools,.,,to _aet visitin.q scientist. 
In ~ conjunction with the 27th Education at the University of his biography. He was educated 
annual Terrace Science Fair Victoria to be this year's "Scien- in tl~e U.S., receiving aBachelor 
(with the theme, "Leaping into tist in the Schools". of Science from Minnesota, a 
Science") on Feb. 29, the Masters of Physics at Cornell 
Science Fair committee has "Dr. Williams was born at a and a Ph.D. in physics and edu- 
invited 'Dr. Richard Williams, very young age, but without he cation from Washington State 
assistant dean of the Faculty of Dr. in front of his name", says University. 
In between his formal eduea- 
• • ~ tion stints, Dr. Williams was a 
Russian and German translator 
involved with security work. He 
was a •teacher in the public 
...... Jl schools prior to joining the 
faculty of education at the Uni- 
well established fact that during 
that 80 or 90 years we have 
doubled the amount of for~t 
here." ~ ~
Squish let out a long sigh. 
"Doubled," he whispered loudly. 
with some resolve. "I have 'to 
admire those people. To double 
their volume of timber in one 
rotation is nothing more than a 
pipe dream here. 
"They manage their forests... 
Farm them. Their trees are all 
second, third and fourth growth 
and their industry is flourish- 
ing..." " 
Squish surveyed this lasts. 
thought and softened his stance 
a little. The* Swedish forestin- 
dustry is certainly in better 
health than ours, but Sweden 
" varsity of Victoria, where he has More on donation taught in both the physics de, par~ment a d science education. 
To the Editor ; On Dec. 14, 1991 the Elks Hal.has served innumerous ad- 
In  regard to an article in your Lodge No. 425 and the Ladies of mi~istrattve posttions at UVic. p r i va te  d o n 0 r s h o w s  
paper of Feb. 5, 1992 about he the Royal Purple Lodge No. 216 Dr. Williams has done research 
- -  Continued on pagerso 
support for CT scanner 
net and spent more than two 
months in Shaughnessy Hospital 
undergoing surgery and treatmenL 
"Now she is completely recov- 
ered and we .are so  grateful," said 
Mr. Sandhu. "We can enjoy our 
life again." 
In 1972 the Sundhus came to 
Canada from the Punjab, where 
Sarwan served in the British Army 
after his graduation from Punjab 
University. In Terrace he worked 
for Augie Geeraert at the Terrace 
Hotel (now the Terrace Inn) and 
still keeps in touch with him and 
his family. 
The Sandhus have recently 
returned from an extended visit 
with their •son: and family in 
Britain. They are pleased to be 
able to continue to enjoy their ga r
den and home on Haugland Ave 
and their family and grandchildren 
here and in Kitimat, Vancouver 
and elsewhere. 
presented the hospital the first 
payment of $9,000 on this joint 
project. There was a $500 dona- 
tion to the hospital proper, and 
$500 donated to the children's 
ward, for a total of $10,000. 
It is true that inost of the funds 
were raised by a joint bingo under 
the license of the Order of the 
Royal Purple Lodge No. 216. 
$10,000 donation to the R.E.M. 
Lee Hospital Foundation CT scan- 
net" fund by the Royal Purple, the 
amount was correct, but the facts 
are not and the following is the 
correct version. 
In December 1990 the Terrace 
Elks Lodge No. 425 and the 
Ladies of the Royal Purple Lodge 
No. 216 committed themselves to 
purchase for the hospital an iso- 
late, a pulse oximeter and a fetal 
monitor at a cost of $23,100. This 
is a five-year joint project. 
L. Baker, 
Secretary, 
Terrace. 
i i i  
i l l l l  i i i m i 
The Dr. R.E.M. Lee 
Hospital Foundation 
4720 Haugland Ave. 
Terrace,. B.C. VI~3 2W7 
in both the sciences and educa- 
tion, starting in the field of 
thunderstorms. He is presently 
working to unravel the mysteries 
of how young people learn "to 
think logically and critically. His 
works in science ducation have 
been published widely and he 
has presented over 150 addresses 
and workshops to teachers. On 
Wednesday, Feb. 26, beginning 
at 5:30 p.m., Dr. Williams will 
present a workshop for local 
teachers, reflecting his current 
interest, "Teaching for Thinking: 
Cover Less to Learn More". 
Dr. Williams is a school 
trustee fin the Sooke District on 
Vancouver Island. He is also on 
the intermediate steering com- 
mittee for the Ministry of Edu- 
cation on the Year 2000 educa- 
tion program, where he serves 
with Edna Cooper, School Dis- 
trict #88 school board chairman 
and this district's representative 
on the intermediate steering 
committee. 
Experience is a hard teacher, 
but it can sometimes be beneficial 
to others. 
It was a difficult experience for 
Sawaran and Sarwan,Sandhu of
Terrace that taughtthem the~value 
of the CT scanner like the one pro- 
posed for Mills Memorial Hospi- 
tal. As a result, they recently made 
a generous donation to the R.E.M. 
Lee Foundation fund to bring a 
scanner to Terrace. 
"My wife is so grateful for her 
recovery," said Sandhu as he pre- 
sented their personal donation to 
treasurer Helena McRae, "We now 
know the value of the CT scanner 
and we would like to help other 
people in •Terrace to be able to 
have the same treatment without 
the difficulty and expense of trav- 
elling to Vancouver." • 
Last year Mrs, Sandhu had to 
go to Vancouver for the diagnostic 
service provided by the CT scan- 
A THOUGHTFUL~.WAY TO REMEMBER 
is with an In Memoriam gift to the Dr. R.E.M. Leo Hospital 
Foundation. Donations are gratefully accepted at the above 
address, the Terrace Fire Department on Eby. St., or by 
contacting Mrs. Helene McRae at 635-5320. Income tax receipts 
are available. 
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• 8 Ter race  Rev iew ~ Wednesday, February 12,+ 1992 ' ' ' " ' " ' ~ ! Sigh..."DaddyLwas r ight--  I julietleamed.at-an early age.i , 
' ' " ' r ' '~ ' '  sllould've married Paris? " ,.Romeo Would finish them off + . + • • , . . : , .  >,~¢.=.: +. • . . . - 
......................... ~<. ,+++~>~+++:++~+.~~~ + ~ ~ Family pressures would a~.o. later. 
-::~::>++ ++,<++++++ :~+ :~ ...... + ,,+ ++m+ : + contribute to Romeo and Juliet's They would go their separate.+ 
:.~'~ . . . .  ~<:"+~ + : ++ ++-.+++ :+++++ ++:+ tension. Just imagine having the ways. Juliet might write a book' 
sword-happy Monlagues and about her experiences, later . 
+++~+~:++++,:+ . . . . . . . . . . . . .  dagger-wielding Cupulets together appearing on talk shows and in 
~+: .: ~i7~?: i +~+ :!! ~!~i!:~ . . . . . .  - .+ 
..... ,,:+~+.+++: for .Thanksgiving dinner - -  why, magazines. Romeo would disap' 
the battle over who carves the pear into some branch of the 
shrugged and told her, "Go  knows I hate thy sword. I'll be turkey could wipe out every military. : 
It's easy to see why Romeo ahead, marry the bum," Romeo scrubbing bloodstains from thy relative this side of Shakespeare. And on Valentines Day, we .. 
and Juliet top the list of popular might not have looked so good. tights all afternoon. Can't you get Their inevitable divorce would stili th i~ of romance,, but 
classic romances. First off, they After all, he was an uneducated, a regular job?" , would be a nightmare. Capulets not of Romeo and Juliet. Instead 
were young and attractive, unemployed, sword-brandishing "My dear lady Juliet, getteth and Montagues have never been we would choose a couple more 
Romeo Men,ague never had a teenager looking for a fight off my back." known for their civilized, friendly loving and gentle to epitomize 
chance to become bald and grow was he truly such a catch? "You Montagues are all disagreements. And any children romance r a couple genuinely 
' excess nasal hair, nor was Juliet And Juliet - -  a spoiled, alike. I might've known when thy . resulting from the marriage displaying mature, Irue-toAife 
Capulet plagued by stretch marks rebellious fourteen year-old rich murdered my cousin on our .would suffer. Jultet's response  to romance. A .couple We could all 
e ra  bus,line headed for the floor, girl - -  she was no trip to Holly- honeymoon." . a custody battle Would be to relate to. 
This couple looked good. • "Shutteth up, my lady." Here, medicate the children so they " Like maybe Fred and Wilma 
• i They also didn't have jobs, wood either. Th is  rnarriage was doomed from the beginning, Romeo would slam the door. appear to be dead - -  a habit Flints,one. = i+ ~ 
. thereby allqwing plenty of free '+ ~ • 
time for romantic discussions They were in too much of a +. 
about roses, the stars and the hurry. With a little patience, time 
~m They weren't married, so might have eased their raging ,,...,,~:<,//.:~.~ _<:<,:~+~:<:,~,z<+:..~,z.<~</z.~:::+'.~:,/...~,:~ 
;...:.:.:,2.,:;:::::.:..:.:.:.:. , 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . .  " . . . . . . . . . . . . .  + +  . . . . . . .  .......... M - ............................................. i t 'sa safe bet that Juliet never hormones with the reality of ..,.~.::.::+ ,, <.,/x.:<:////..#::::.z.:/::/,;'//~':::<.>:~/~<~!~*~ ~,.,::.~:::!:::::.,; ,, ,m.~::~:,~.~,...~;~~ 
• : ' . .  • . '  ,....,...~ ....:..~.:'.v.'.: . . .  ~ . . . , . . . . . . . . . " '  .. ~ / . .  ~'..:: . 
" ~ .  *" : ~ ,  " ~..' ':'.' .'." ' . ' FZ  : ~." '. ' . wfinesscd Romeo parked on the Hydro bills, mortgage payments iZ  . . . .  ::+' :+ '~':' !~':" ":": :~' +" :"* ~+ 
couch in hisunderwear, punching and garbage days. Their ~ ~'."::::.+:,~.+:!;m:i:+::+~C+++~i:+i:::++ :'.:.::;:::"."~. • ~ ~ ~:~ ~.~:~.~.~i:!:i,~ :~;.:i::".::~ ~. ! +:  ~; .~: : : :~-~ ~::~ ....... ........... ......... :.:.;,,:..¢, 
buttons on the remote control. He obsessions about stars and roses ~ ~ : : :  ............ ~ "' 
probably never caught sight of would have quickly worn thin. .:,/;:.~ :..~.,...~..~>..;,. : . ,.:~> . .  ~.:~,.:.:~..~:.~]..~:~.~..,,.,, :.++., ~<. .,.~::.,.:.>:: ~ ~ .  ~,~ v/:..~<.::~,~.~:~./,. ~ ,  :....,..+~.....,~:...:,~w:,.,.~ ~'.+.~#..~ , .  :. :::~>:.:~/::/.,~,~,,~ 
• ~":+" ~./.~.~...~;~.;~.:~;:~;~:~+~.~.:.~:~:~!:~.+~::~:i!~)~ ~.~'::'::'~'~P+~ ~ ~  Juliet plucking excess facial hair Eventually, Romeo's violent ~:i~ .... "~">:""":*:':'"+:"~'+"~"~ ....... " ..... ~' ' ' "  .,.  ........ ,/.:....... /, ,/~.:..;.,,:,,.. ,/...:,.+';: ,:..:.:.,:.:.....:..,.~-/...,~,.'.].~ , . : :~ .~.~  
:i Or fighting her way into control- lifestyle would begin to grate on 
i top +panty hose either. Juliet's nerves. Their bickering Don't you just love the way the how perfect are these chance Then there is Brant Stoker's 
Considering this, one must migh t start in the usual way. "O • motion-picture industry romanti, encounters?  Maybe ifs time to ruthlessly romantic Count Dracu- - 
ask, how well did they really Romeo, Romeol Wherefore art cizes that all-important first meet- take a quick peek at the story lurk- la. Now flash forward from the 
know each other'/What if Romeo thou,  Romeo?" ing between two people who are ing behind the story. 19th century to the end of the 20th 
and• Juliet had continued their "Here, my lady Juliet, where about o fall in love? While the Remember all those gallant century. As our sinister yet darkly 
romance? Would the relationship I do n my ballet fights and rest of us poor schmucks are wet- knights on their milk-white charg- handsome villain prepares to sink 
i' grow into a mature, stable affair, sword." tying about mundane things like ors who did nothing but trot his fangs into the throat of a libet- 
as solid as old. marrieds like, say, . "Pardon thou me? Thy b~ breath and receding hairlines, around the countryside slaying ated woman whom he believes to  
:~ Fred and Wilma Fiinlstone? sword? Wilt thou be fighting these silver screen characters are innocent dragons and rescuing be the reinczunation of h~ Iong- 
~, - Had their parents refrained again today?" having a wonderful time falling.in damsels hi distress? We quaintly lost love. She bashes him over the 
: from interfering, things might're "Only a few enemies, my and out of love hi exotic locales refer to this period hi our  h is tory  head with her briefcase and 
[ " been different. If Juliet's folks, lady. I will returneth by lunch." while romantic music plays softly as the ago'of chivalry, but 113, flip- demands to know his complete 
! Fred and Ethel Capulet, had only "Look thou, Romeo. Thee ,+L,jn:~e+.b~~.,~Bt~tle+xact!y~ , .  ~pingthecoinforaslighlly differ- medical history. Totally shaken by 
. ~ , .t~,:+ ,'-,. +,=.~:~,,::~: ' this strange xperience, the Count 
; , ~ +~ something 
! ; Sp  Knight has gallantly scaled the about he good old days when 
~ " onsoged by :  *' ~ Putting life and limb at risk, Sir slips away; mumbling 
~ ;'~ i.~Uniquely ours  Batting her baby blues. Mistress And we mustn't forget about 
., castle wall. on his rickety ladder, women were less vicious. 
i/ i " |B 'r id .al Boutique & ~ Damsel coughs politely before the  romantic scene where a man 
Fashrons 
• + t 
'~i | Magic & Flowerland / ~ '~  " quite awful, and thine breath could another across a freshly rain, 
" + S knock down a dragon at 40 paces, washed field of beautiful wild- 
+ |+Ud. " " k BR IDAL  Hast thou never heatd of Old flowers. But romance definitely I / . J on 's  Photo # :+/ " / /7/  . . . . .  . .  Mother Hinnpfrey's Industrial takes a nosedive as we watch our . - ' /  o *~e"  , / '-. Strength Lye Soap For Busy two lovers slip and slither through 
- . images by.K ~~/  ~ ~)~ S H O W  Knights? And look what smelly piles of wet dirt and soggy foliage. 
! ' ~ ~ / ~ thing thine ho~e hath done on Blinded by mud and flower go<), 
' mV:~ f .. ; Custo ~ yonder cobblestones; surely thou they bravely stumble onward. 
'i . J0eA+Ba~Vos, ~ i o .. ~, w i th  
"~ '~ ly use thine pooper scooper before another by nearly half a mile. 
I .Inn ot the Vy( D o u g Smi th  my delicate senses doth reell" Later we see them at opposite ends 
+ I ' by Then there are the two lovers of the field; he's sprawled at the 
i i :  4~ ~;  Inv i tat ion On ly  who lock glances across a crowd- base of a very large and lethal tree, 
ed room. Movie producen would while she's off chasing a stanled- .lst)L~hoi¢ 
I' pf u/i ' ; February 29th m. ,ook+g moo=. 
I <o ,nno+the e+  o+ +or  - -  + '  + a + - - .m+c+- - , 'Oo ,+ 
#, doors open at end look. Totally oblivious to cracked up to be, you don't have to 
' ~ their surroundings, our two lovers feel bad on St. Valentine's Day if 
:Rose '~c l~ ~ - . - - - - -  ~ '  +~" 7:00 p .m.  turn iuto a pair of wrecking balls someone should ask where you 
Fashzonsr • Grand 0 . . . . . . .  '=  astheystumblezombie-likeacross fn t met that special someone and 
, Ashbety 's "  pr i ze!  FASHION SHOW the room, mowing down other you have to admit hat you simply . 
• $600 in ~ 8:00 p .m.  t guests, winters bearing trays of bumped into one another in the 
" / ~  gift I feed and beverages' and any fumi" aisles °f the supermarket" Unless 
: ~ ~ ce~ficates • ,do0r prizes ture that isn't securely nailed to the this involved taking a nosedive 
~ • . floor. They finally'embrace amid a into the Campbell's Soup display, 
i / participating • romant ic  chorus of shouted curses in which case you might want to 
• and crunching lassware, lie through your teeth. 
. ¢ memhanS. For inv i tat ions ,  contact  
• i O"  ~ e merchants .  
t ,  • 41, It 
'~ ++ t i t@ • ' i ,  
411 ¢ 4 ~ : " ' 
. i I I'1 I ~)  
• ~ : ;; O ~ l;ubmissionoTneedtoB.G. Housing' 
- " ~ ' • ; "  • NI interested persons are invited to attend. 
+" ." " " " @ Pl co" Munl©loal CoUncil Chambers • i ,  _ _ a  • =_  
t • . , , .  , O " * 
O ,* '  _ • ,  • ' N Date: Wednesday, Fsbruary 19,1992 
• ° ' - ' * ,  Time:7:30 p.m. 
,VO + +"+ • ,,, f: . • For turllmr Information mnta~ Bob Ha,  soL 
, " I~  - , : Secretan/,SeniomAdvisoe/Oommissi°n ate35"6311' 
• i r i HI I 
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":": • ~ " ~ : " Terrace Review - -  Wednesday, February 12, 1992 9 . - .~  , , . ! , -  . " . .  . , ,  ~'- . , .  - .  , . : . . .  - ' ,  . - . , , . ,  . • . ;  .- . , ,  - 
• ' -U : n ' o d s own Cathedra l -  ~'  • , . : . ' .~  -~:~:~,.  ," .- • . .  " . ,  ~. - • . , . ,  . . , , .  ' . ,:,.-, , • . .- , . . . • .. . . . .  
;:i..: .  ;: : i::~:i0a:.)'a~.2Ya~. 24 i,'~. me,,-•.:-"genealogical. ' in fom~tioh :,•from{ se'n(::!0ff to . residential Schools,' openyour.eyes;,i. : .-:./--. : . .born, in the Kitl0pe,- ©xpressed':;:,:!:'- 
:~):: /', , i tng  Of.Aist6ncat. s~gni/icance to' .  the :.e/dcrs and  sl0/ting:it:: into : and',uadet,pre~sUte f rom the " "You people 0fletters, come amazement that. matters have :,::: 
.::::. ~ ," ~t~: f iaWe of  Kidope.watershed,  ~ frames of-. reference:,: that,, the, Department of Indian Affairs the into my heart.andtry to under- come. to.. the.. point, where, tl~9 :, :... 
i/,~ ;- ":., ~oo~ plac¢:~t the-Mount.Laj~ton government landnegotiators"cah" :.rcn~aining Henaakslala~.left "the stand. Take my hand; go:int0 a continued.-existence, of. flsh.is::~. :./ .: 
!i-.,.:::::::.,::Hot.,::,:.~..:~priags, !,..~.,T~enty-three '. deal With; He :als0matChing thel :"Kifi0pe In  the1950:s, :.moving place so beautiful:that the..Cre~ ' problem in coastal fiyers..one:0.f ;:~:~., 
, i .  ~:::  .i:,~.ple, lrepres~tmg native_and .:legends::With land n~, riui,.: carto--.ixi,o~h to .ama!gamate:i: w l th the  at0r .has said ..that eve~0ne .can i~is firs) jobs; he said, wns woi 'k  " 
, 3. . . .> : . " "  , - k . : . ;  ; , ' " . . . . .  ' ,~ !::'.:. ~.;... :. ~Wtr ia~.  :,! :'concern~i :. !...govern ' gt~phy:with :~.ral ~tradiii0n' ~: :. : . .Ha[sla.:  .-.: .!". / . . " ,  " ' . ,  . go in there: After"y0u Wash.y0ur. ing .on a barge; pus[iing pries o f  i : "  ~-'' 
i~" :: ~;?:::.." ~ ::.me~¢S/~:research:,s¢ientbts. and : :,. o~i ic~-:  0il ! :was:the. great. .!, :::i!*i~Ciii-Paul: was..: bornin" the face. in: the river, you.can hear!..dead fish into the ocean because..)!,. "  
:•:.,::.::il)::::.::: odie~ intere~ts:.'d~¢~sedoptions c~rreligy :.: of-::the:c0ast : in the  Ki i i6pe. aM.::taken away ~ tO a' the"river tai l~ he~.the: Wind iin:. the ' :~hi i ig  fleet, had taken .sO ,,!.: • 
i12:, ~i~ :~.i.~alternat.iveS[or.thefuture o f  tlmcs:bef0re Eiiropea~ ~me to.. rcSi~ientiai sch0of at Port Hardy the leaves.". Referring ~'to. the  many the canneries couldn't ::'" 
!!::.;.~:./~..:::O~:i:,#$O, O00~hectare .  area, They, this,ai.ea;:"of-:.the :12:'riversand. . , ~.!..,.. :,,.:...~:~.~,:,..::,.,.-.: . :-: :.:: .~",:,. .. . . . . .  " ., " ' . '.. . . . .  ": : . . . . . - .  . handle them.'"We thOught they _ • 
:.~'!:: : : ....... " :  ' " the..west:coast"ihat:. ,~:..L .. report; tke::thlr8~ a,series on,. cr~ks. on /  " " '  ::" 
':~,:" : : ::wlmt:.took.~lace~~ the' meet ing~ . have ha~,estab|6 oO l i c~ns : r~,  '/ 
• .: :....:..~ ...:pr~ents:a-~brtef hbtory  o f  the'. four of them lie ip I-Iaisla iterri, i:; 
~ :'-'.~: ~" ~~i Mol~,and .  ~ieWs~O/~ithe:people".. to~; ,  a: :c i rCu~tan~::thav gaye:::. 
~""" ::.: Who..~till canit, their:homel~md. the Hai~la.a strong c0mmerclal.. 
_ i .  :- " ....-. .... :: ..... - . . . . . .  ,- ... foundatlon ., and brought, traders" 
" - -  - by: .Mlc l tael  Ke l ly ,  ..! " :.-:, .... .. to"thc.ir tcrr itou :from. all over 
- .-.. . . ,  . . . . .  ' -. tl~- ,coast, "h wasi:an:arca of 
........ . incredible, economic • impor- 
' ::":-::::::!"r1~ ] , l :  . . . . . . .  " . . . . .  tance,,~Pritchard says, The Kit- 
.-. ,m Ot,OeSTLEOmmSOF ~-iE' I0pe. hada  major concentration 
L : , .  :. Henaakslala tell-of a.time:.when of population in the context of  
" there Were.no trees in the Kit-  the t imes,  with six Winter vii- 
.- lope valley. Anthropologists and. lages, and was als0 an important 
• archaeologists interpret hat to 
I 
mean that .the:,Heneakslala, were 
living, in the .Kitlope at the end 
• of the mOAt  recent ice ,age; in 
white man's t ime about 9,000 
• . years ago. . 
. .Now deserted except- for 
" Summer excursions to fish camps 
~;,-. and .research :trips by. Haisla 
people and, more reccntly, incur- 
/ :  ":sio~.' by fishing guides and 
~" ~* ~scicntiflc teams, the Kitlope was 
held away from the view of the 
" larger world by its remoteness. 
: .AlthOugh no one calls it. home 
"now, at least one anthropologist 
..... believes the: K~itlope/was: l~'rol). 
:: . . .  ablyal.tl!r, iving centre of'trade 
• "/.. and commerce in earlier times. 
" John Pritchard is doing 
.... : research for the Haisla Nation 
on their comprehensive claim to 
the land around the Douglas 
centre for cultural innovation- 
art, dancingand mythology 
for the central and north coast. 
Pritchard says theft, 'to the 
best of his ability to determine 
these, t~ngs, there were several 
hundred, possibly over a thou- 
sand, permanent occupants of 
the Kitlope until recent times. 
They called themselves the 
Henaatsiala and Were part of the 
same l.inguistic culture as the 
• Haisla, the Heiltsuk of the Bella 
Coola area and the Kwakiutl of 
northern 'Vancouver Island. 
Although they seem to have ha~! 
cultural ties. with the Haisla to 
the north, they were a politically 
independent pe0p le . . - ' .  
Contact with Europeans 
ended all that. Pritchard says 
disease struck down the Henaak- 
Channel and the Gardener Canal...siala with devastating force 
Lacking written records, he is by. the turn of the century there 
reconstructing the history of the were fewer than 100 people left 
Haisla and Henaaksiala people 'in the Kitlope. In the 1940's the 
by taking down legends and last of the.village children were 
: " : . 
TERRACE PUBLIC LIBRARY 
The Annual  Genera l  Meeting of the 
Terrace Public Library Association will 
be held on Thursdal~ Februa~ 20, 1992 
at 7:00 p,m, in the library meeting room, 
Elections to the Board of Trustees will 
!.take place and nominations for these ~ 
positions will beaccepted from the floor. 
Light refreshments will be served,i 
. . ' .  ". 
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' , ~ I /would be "there forever~ and now 
i ~' ~*~'~:'~/: ~ " :~ " .:We're: fighting over what's left, 
I ~:~r~ p'~ ~ . . . . . . .  ' ...... "' HOWdO we get i t  back?  thatn~S 
I 
_ .--. _. ., . ~:.,~:. . . . .  -.:,~ ; :  the bot tom line,of this mcet i  
.;: . . . . .  ' ' " ~ . Boundary  o f  T ree  . ' .  The - Ind ians -  are concerned ' 
" ~~11' '  '+ ; 3'''1 r '':'I'F armLlcence41 . because there is •going •tO bc  • " 
. )i i i  Area under discussion noth ing  l.eft fo r  Our : :  j 
SKEENA R I  E K IT IMA1 ) mm at Jan 23 ~ 24 Workshop . . . .  ' . . . .  " " grandchildren. That  should be a t : . 
~ : " : " ' "  I - " " . thecentreof . th ismeet lng."  . ::~.:., 
: : '  ":: "" .. .:4 " . :Mait land Was  one of:the.first:.:. " 
~J ' /  ' ,~  /KEMANORIVER people to go tO work for Alcan - 
. . ' . . . . . . . .  KEMANO When the aluminum smelter Was -! 
...... i built in Kitimat. "I was puzzled 
DOUGLAS ~ by talk •of a depression," he •. 
:HANNEL iTsAYTISRIVER recalled. "The Haisla were so . . . .  
"~.  1 rich from the land, we never 
knew the meaning of depression. 
KITLOPE 
RIVER First I was introduced to em-  
GARDENER ploymcnt, then unemployment. 
CANAL These were strange ideas," - 
KOWESASRIV;R / l l~  . Gerald Amos, chief council- 
P 
lor for the Haisla and facilitator 
for the meeting, added to Mait- 
land's remarks on cultural dif- * 
ferenccs. "Someone asked me 
when I'm going to retire," he 
said with a puzzled scowl 
~ ~  "Retire from what - -  life?" 
James Robertson was born 
in the IQtlope•.and, like Cecil. 
Paul, was taken away to a resi, .: 
dcntial school When he was 10, i* 
When the Oreenpeace :vessel .dr:. 
when he was 10 years old. He proposal to log the Kitlope, Paul Rainbow Warrior sailed into the 
remained there four years, learn- begged for understanding; "'You Douglas Channel last year with 
ing a new language and strange have to go to school also to a _boatload of scientists and 
religion, being beaten when he understand my knowledge, my journalists, Robertson went 
spoke his nativ.c tongue. Three hopes for my people. For a few along on a voyage• down the 
and a half hours of each day was dollars you a taking what does Gardener Canal into the Kitlop¢. 
spent in school, the rest was not belong to you, and when is i t  A Greenpcace crew member 
spent working. When he was 14 going to stop? If this [logging~ asked him what it was iike to go 
the school was finished with happens, I_ die, there will be  back. nit is •like going through 
him, and he returned to the north nothing left to live• for. I will the door of God's own cath©,: 
coast, have to die to protect he Kitlope dral," he replied.. 
"Only a few of us are left if all else fails." Gerald Amos went on to 
from the Kitlope," he told the But Paul concluded his clarify the Haisla position. 
hot springs gathering Jan. 23. statement on a note of optimism. "Preservation is a buzzword 
"We go back there every year." "We have different views, yet (n these days, but that's not really 
Paul dcscribestherivcras being the last half hour we have where we're at. The Haisla 
"like an artery... Our:tradition is talked, drank coffee, laughed always used what nature offered; 
thatyou can wash your face in together. When I saw that, I we're human, with needs and 
• the waters of'the river, feel the knew there was hope." .desires. We,re striving for a way 
blood of the earth,, and it will Elder Hebert•Maitland,:aiso t  use what's left in a manner 
" -" :, ' " " - that won't  cause us to fear. for 
- ~, , .~  ~. :~.  ~ ~ . @ ~ ) ~ ~ ~ @  the future and our grandchildren. 
~ ~ ~ J t , , , ~ J  ' "We used to be self-suffi- 
, cient; that's our objective now. ~,., 
~ " - What would  happen to us if 
- .... ,FEB 15 & 16 ~,n ,shut  dov/n?. It 'sscary how 
dependent.we are.., just like 
u ' C ~ '  5 A C t  everyone elsc;- 
"We have a lot of talking to 
c   "or  nmen "" do,  but we .. a l sohave  many 
• ' actions, to p!an. Our dream is not 
exclusion. Our nation grew by 
• • DOOR PRIZES the inclusion of other peoples, 
we ha'~ea tradition of welcom- 
• DISCOUNT BALLOONS i ng .  We we lcome you  to work  
• FREE BALLOONS FOR with us in wonder and respect in 
THE KIDDIES the Kitlope. My hope is that we 
'GIVE AWAYSI can p lan  in. a fashion that keeps 
,, . .... "L ~ . . people coming back. I've tried 
: . .  to look at the future, and the 
, CALL635.~90 OR scary part i~ 'ihat 4 fear people 
::. D~P•BY ~138B- IAKELSE AVENUE, TERRACE may never have the pleasure of, 
. : :  ~, :. O~h TUES,- SOt, 9:30 am - 5 pm. : knowing this forest." . " ' 
~ ,~ " ' " " " • N~(  week:  what  tke ,  
' . " . . . .  . . . . .  foresters-xeeeL • ....................... 
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Ill I Thor, hill iCommunitylChur ch : ; ' ]  
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I l l  I ~ 1:o0 a.m. : .. Office-.635-5058 
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i 
Sacred Heart Catholic Church 
Mass Times: 
Saturday: 7:30 p.m. 
Sundays: 9:0.0 a.m. 
11:30 a.m. 
• 4830 Straume Avenue 
Pastor: 
Fr. Allan I:.Noonan 
O.M .1. 
635-2313 
St, Matthew's" Anglican Church 
Holy Eucharist: = Priest ire Charge: | 
• ~ 10:00 a.m..  • Rev. Peter Zimmer 
Sunday School. | 
• 10:00 a.m. | 
I Christ Lutheran Church | 
I Morning Worship - 11:30 a.m, | 
I ~ Sunda.y.School : 10:15 a.m. ~ | 
I 3229 Sparks •PastOr'street Donald P. Bolstad. I 
[ 635"5520 ~ Long-time Terrace resident Florence Bailey celebrated her 
Development 
week marked 
The second annual Interna- 
tional Development Week was 
celebrated last Week in Terrace 
and throughout the province.The 
B.C. Council• for International 
Cooperation declared this year's 
theme as "Together we can make 
a world of difference ~'. 
Locally, Northwest Develop- 
ment Education • Association 
(NWDEA) sponsored the show- 
ing of two development'filn~ at 
Skeena Junior Secondary SchOol 
last Sunday, Kim Saulnier Spoke 
a t  Northwest Community Col- 
lege of her Crossroads experi- 
ences in Ecuador, and Jim Bath- 
gate and Kathy McDonald spoke 
in local schools on the impact of 
development. 
On Feb. 15, NWDEA is co- 
sponsoring, with the Terrace 
District Teaclters' Union, a One 
World Dance ~vith music by the 
Low Budget Blooz Baizd at the 
Thornhill Community Centre. 
Tickets are $10 and a door prize 
will be awarded. NWDEA's 
share of the profits will go 
towards assisting Kirsten 
" . . - 80th birthday on Jan. 24, with three generations of family. Murphy in going to Zimbabwe 
for work under Crossroad. 
hurc--~ " [ Terrace Seventh-Day Adventist C 
[ SabbathSchooh Pastor :  • \B  United hosts regional meeting / Saturday: 9:30 a.m. Ole Unruh-635-7313 B Knox 
/ Divine Service: Prayer Meeting: ~ . . . . . . . .  
/ Saturday:11.00 a:m. Wed. 7:00•13.m B Knox United Church in Terrace Queen Charlotte city axle Skide' community and viilag© will 
[ 3306 Gnfflths 635-3232 i is 'hosting the United Church gate, Port,Simpson, Klemtu, and report he events of their congre- 
• presbytery Feb. 13-16. south toRivers' Inlet. gations in the past six months 
Coordinator of accommodation ,Presbytery is held twice a year and plans for the future. Divi, 
Evan~¢iical Free Church .  ~ : / I l l  $1drJey,~.L~ind,~, ,"W¢'rt,~ amt~rno~es £rom~c0iamunity ;re, ~sions'~'(small committee groups)" 
. . . . . . . .  , :~,su..~s~0~or;,~:,  ' P . to r :  " '  | Ill ~xp~ting 35-so ,~pr.~ntat~. ~omm.nity within th~ r~g~o, for ~du.tion. en.o=, .nd 
• (for all ages)9:45 a.m. W.E. Glasspell | III from throughout the presbytery. "['be agenda for the Terrace .mi.'ssi0n, among othem, will 
, Sunday Services: Prayer Meeting: | III They'll all be billeted with Knox meeting has not yet been final- discuss business relevant to 
11:00 a.m. & 6:30 p.m. Wed. 7:00 p:m. | 1[[ Umted Church members and the zzed. . " each. 
" meal service willbelookedafter The representatives from the On the•evening of Feb.: 15, 
~ ~  [[[ by the local congregation." different communities meet to Knox United Church is hosting a
~[ dinner 
of the united Church, which gations' wishes in making deci- to whichpresbyterymembersare I Terrace Full GospelChristi~n Fellowship 1 ill Presbytery is the regional evel represent their individual congre- family dance andpotluck 
i I l~ i  • Sunday Service: lO:00a.m. & 6:30 p.m. - | I l l  covers the Northwest including sio~ about appointments of invited. The presbytery weekend 
III I + Pastor: • • B I l l  the communities of Hazelton and officers and governing of the will end with a special church 
I!1/+~ Mike Rosenau B Ill Kispiox, Kitseguekla, Kitimat, church, says Rob Pollock, this service atl0:30a.m. 0nSunday, 
.Ill| [ " ~ 638-1270 mill Kita-maat ~lage, Terrace, Prince year's presbytery chalrman. . Feb. 16 and a iuncheonafter the 
Rupert, Bella Bella, Bella Coola, Representativeg from ~ each service. • [[I t 3222 Munroe Street 638-8384 B [[I Rob Pollock invites members 
~ : / Knox United Church I Chu.~. u. ~,.. ~. ~ ~ I Worshi- at 3406 Eb'" 11,12 AM ~ i general public to attend. He can 
[ | [ I  Sunday Worship: Elizabeth | [11[ [ • _ .P _ _ . ~,...,., r , , ,  I B be reached at. 635-7008 for:fur- 
l ~unoay uc.nool .] u ]1 ~ra [ ]  thor information. [11['] 10:30 a .m. .  . Starkey . | [|[ ] . Phone. 635 9605 :~ B " ' 
[1[ ~ ~ l | [ [ | [ I  Sunday School. Youth Group. | I|l ~ ~ i- 
I l l /  10:30 a.m. 7:00 p.m. | [|[ 
!111 Terrace Pentecostal Assembly "'] 
i l l  i Sunday School. ?:30 a .m.  Pastor:- ' ,  illi ~ ,~,  ~!ii:~]~i~:,~:,~!~ii!i®ii~]~i~i~i!i~i~ 
i ",[|in Morning Service. 10:30 a.m. John Caplin " " | | i  . . . . . .  ........................ , 
~ : . -- ~ I n I U n ~, rl n 4Evening Service: 6:30 p.m. Assoclatecliff SiebertPast°r: "e nunUml il ...... a i Y Atrill, Smithers $50 I k ~ ~ i 3511Eby Street 635-2434 ;bi~u rY , 
i ~ ] GladysAtrdI, Smlthers 1550 I i  February 7 ., _ 
$50 I i! ' • ' • ' ~!; February 8 1 Carolyn Sobbtck, Toronto, Ontario ~ I 
' /  il "',~,ruarv9 / KenLioinskiPrinceGeOroe ]$50  ] 
ii February 10 Wilham Chnsty, Terrace [ :$50 
• ' !i February 11 Maurice Squires, Gi .twinksihlkw [$50 ~ 
, ii February 12 Jeff Town, Terrace , ' I $50 ~,:~ 
' "; ii  ioo, 
ii! tl !pita!:i i ; 
j '  
• , " .  : 
, ,,-,, 
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The Jack Parry rink topped the competition at the beginning 
of the month in the Terrace Curling Club at the annual Legion 
bonsplel. 
Rupert's All Native hoop 
extravaganza gets under way 
Prince Rupert is celebradng its 
annual All Native Basketball tour- 
nament his week with more than 
20 teams in,town for the 33rd edi- 
tion that started Monday, at the 
Civic Centre. 
This year's tournament had 
something verY •special added to 
the roster of games. Last weekend 
they brought in the  Canadian 
National team under coach, and 
.midnight each day. 
. . Several broadcasting outlets 
carry play-by-plays on many of 
the games by radio. and it's also 
televised. 
Over the years, thousands of 
dollars in prizes and trophies have 
They were in for two exhibi- 
tion contests against an American 
team from Seattle on Saturday 
night and Sundaynight. 
The tournament, running from 
'this past Monday to this coming 
Saturday, has attracted a full house 
of more than 1,500 spectators to 
the Civic Centregymfor several 
years .  
It is split into divisions of inter- 
mediate (under 21) and senior 
(over 21). They play a double- 
knockout series with contests run. 
ning from early morning to near 
been handed out, plus hundreds of 
dollars in scholarships for upcom- 
ing native youths. 
Persons eeking information on 
possible ticket sales hould contact 
tl~ Civic Centre office. 
Out-of-towners skewer .... -.. 
~O~¢led~i Rupert Rainmaker, Ken Valentine spiel pr,zes 
It was another successful annu- 
al Terrace Ladies' Valentine Ben- 
spiel last weekend at the Terrace 
Curling Club, even lhough all four 
event winners came from out of 
town.  
The three-day spiel atlracted 40 
rinks forthe four-event; round- 
the-clock survival of the fittest. 
'A' event (the only undefeated 
team) went to Janice Himech of 
Smithers. She downed Chris Car- 
son of Prince George 7-1 in the 
final. In 'A' semi-finals, Carson 
OLYMPIC/WINTER, GAMES.. FEBRUARY.8 - 23,1992 
PLEASE NOTE: :I'HE 1992 WINTER OLYMPICS WILL AIR ON "13/7, WJBK AND CBUFT (FrenCh)from February 8 to23. 
Please check local listings in Close Up maga¢ine for exact times. 
BOBSLED 
& LUGE 
Luge: 
Women's 
Singles 
Luge: 
Men's 
Doubles 
HOCKEY 
Canada vs. Norway; 
CISvs. Czech..; 
France. vs. Switz. 
FIGURE 
SKATING 
Finland vs; USA; Men's 
Germany vs. Sweden Originals 
Italy vs. Poland 
Canada vs. Czech.; 
CtS vs. France; 
Norway vs. Switz. 
Finland vs. Sweden; 
Germany vs. Italy; 
Poland vs. USA 
Canada vs. CIS; 
Czech vs. Switz.; 
France.. vs: Norway 
Finland vs. Italy; 
Germany vs. Poland; 
Sweden vs. USA 
Dance 
Compulsorles 
Men's 
Freestyle 
Dance 
Original 
Set Pattem 
Dance 
Freestyle 
SPEED 
SKATING 
Women's 
1500 m 
Men's 
5000 m 
Women's 
1000 m 
Men's 
500 m 
ALPINE & 
MOGUL SKIING 
Moguls Heats; 
Women's 
Combined Downhill 
Moguls Semifinals & 
Finals; 
Women's Combined 
• Slalom 
MOp'S 
1500 m 
Women's 
5000 m 
Women's 
Downhill 
Men's 
Super G 
Women;s 
Super G 
NORDIC SKIING 
& BIATHLON 
XC: 15km Nordic 
Combined; Biathlon: 
Men's 10km 
XC: Men's 10km; 
XC: Women's 5km 
Biathlon: Women's 
3x7.5km Relay 
XC: Men's 15kin; XC: 
Women's 10kin; Ski 
Jumping: 120m Team 
Ski Jumping: 120m; 
Biathlon: Men's 
4x7.5km Relay 
XC: Women's 4x5km 
Relay; Ski Jumping: 
90m Team Nordic Corn 
EXHIBITION 
BALLET/AERIAL 
CURMNG 
Freestyle Aerial 
Skiing Heats 
Freestyle 
Aedal Siding 
Finals 
Curling: 
Game 1 
Wednesday 
12th 
Thursday 
13th 
_ Friday 
14th 
Bobsled: 
Two Man 
Bobsled: 
Two Man 
Saturday 
15th 
Sunday. 
16th 
I 
Monday 
17th 
I 
Tuesday -oe,,,, Qualifying Game; ~ Men's_5000 m Men's . . . . . . . .  Speed Skiing: 
• nxt .  ~ Quarterfinals 41 r Short Track: Giant _ .~mn,o_.: . _ . .  Group 1 ;' 
/ 01111 ~ Games 1 and 2 j ~' Heats Slalom women s lOKm Cuding: 
. . . " . . uame z 
' . . " • 
[ This.schedule of .events for the - 
] Olymp,cW, nter Games,s brought to you by:. ~ ~ : 
I Canada's oldest Toyota dealersh,p /////a. _ :  , ,~  fever  T' 'll'errace Motors 
I i~(~pj, 4912 Hwy. 16 West, Terrace, B.C. " 
I *"1"  . Pho.e635-6558 DL#5957 . / ,  , 
beat out Prince Rupert's "Jenny 
McLean while Himech bench~ 
the local Joan Kucharyshen rinL 
Prince Rupert's Yvonne Cook 
won 'B' event, defeating Linda 
Dzuiba 12-10 in the deciding cowl 
test. Dzuiba, of Kifimat, knocked 
off.Maryann Martens of the host 
'club in semi-final action. Cook 
took out Jackie Munson of Terrace 
in her semL 
It was another Prince Rupert 
victory in 'C' event when Penny 
Brown outscored our own Paulette 
Patterson 12-9. Semi-finals for the- 
finalists had them down a.pab?-of. 
local squads - -  Patterson over 
Linda Kawinsky. and-Brown ov~ 
Fay Sparks. - 
The Kathy Butterfield four, 
some made it three titles for 
Rupert curlers. Butterfield efeat- 
ed CarolHindle of Kitimat 7.4 in 
the 'D' final. Hindle handled Kathy: 
Simpson of Terrace in her semi-; 
final. Butterfield took care o f  
another Rupert rink skipped by 
Karen Myers in the other semi . . . .  
This week sees the Terrace 
club taken over for the B.C. Senior// 
Ladies' finals with games all: 
week.  ", 
Kermodes  
set back 
'Terrace Caledonia Kermod¢ 
boys' senior basketball team lost 
out in another tournament in the 
l ower  mainland over the past .~ .'., 
weekend. ~ 
They started with a 99-89 tri- 
umph over Queen Elizabeth of 
S .m-roy. Mike Newhou.se had 32 
pomts to set the pace !n scoring, 
Jeff McKay chipped m with 26 
while Fernando Milhomens had 
14. . 
Agassiz thumped Kermodes" 
87-61 in the s~.nd match, Mil-, 
homens popped m 15 ~ leadus, 
McKay had a dozen while young 
brother Fraser McKay.had 10. , 
Kermodes were ehmmated by " 
s= ey's em  noo. Ts in then 
windup batde for third and fifthlY, 
Newhouse ~d Jeff McKay. tossed". 
up 25 each inalosing cause. Jon 
Shepherd had 10. 
Jeff Mcpy was named tothe 
tournament s second all.Star team," 
! 
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Ter race  Rev iew ~ Wednesday, February 12, 1992 - 
Terrace Men's Recreational Hockey League 
: Dighton Haynes - 635-2925 
GAMESCORES 
Jan. 30 Precision Builders 
:• Feb. 1 ' Norm's Auto Refinishing 
Feb. 2 Riverside Auto Wranglers 
Feb. 2 Inn of the West 
_. Feb. 4 :'~::=Back Eddy Pub 
Feb.,4 Norm's Auto Refinishing 
Feb. 5 : Terrace Timberman 
Feb.5 Northern Motor Inn Okies - 
,;  ;/STANDINGS 
Recreational Division 
i; Precision Builders 
A l l  Seasons 
)rm's Auto Refinishing. 
of the West 
:eena Hotel 
LCk EddY Pub 
Idtimers Division• 
)rrace Timberman 
Lverside Auto Wranglers 
0rthern Motor Irm Okies 
envoy Supply 
• • . . .  . .  
5 
4 
5 
5 
4 
7 
10 
2 
GP W L 
30 19 9 
28 18 10 
29 15 10 
30 14 14 
...... 29 13  14 
~ 30 8 18 
.GP  W L 
• 24 15 6 
~""30  13 12 
30  12 15 
30 3 22 
All Seasons 
Back: Eddy Pub 
Skeena Hotel ~ • 
Precision Builders 
: Inn of the West ' 
Precision Builders 
Convoy Supp ly  -"  
Riverside Auto Wrangler, s
t2 ,  . 
;,4 
1:4 
0 
1: GF GA PTS 
2 157 116 40 
0 142 120 36 
4 150 115 34 
2 136 154 30 
• 2 149 143 28 
4 122 135 20 
T GF GA PTS 
3 123 65 33 
5 92 107 31 
3 89 111 27 
5 79 173 11 
Terrace Timbermen Oldtimers Hockey Tournament 
- : February 12 to 16 
Vlsit ing teams areIn coloured sweaters; home teams are In white sweaters. 
Feb 12 ~iO;~O~'.rn ~ ,•:'Terrac'eCoriooyvs ~no .... ~ . . . .  , ~- ' ~. 
• ,111~; Feb. 13 10:30 p.m! Terrace Timb~rmen vs, Terrace Wranglers i ~ ~ i! !~ ~i ;~i ~;  
i i i1- Feb. 1"4 7:00p.m. Kitimat Molson Oldies vs Smithers Mutual Group ..: ;.. ~ :~r"* ~." p' ' = ' ~ 
: l l l :~i  Feb. 14 8:30 p.m. HazeltonSkeena Vs Prince Rupert Wrinkles ~ . ; :  .::~!'., I~  " 
:i Feb. 14 10:00 p,m. Smithers Drillers vs Terrace Wranglers : ~ ~ i~ i  !::. 
Feb.,14 !1:30 p.m. Prince Rupert Puckaneers vs StewartElsworth " . ' " ' .= ~ ,i.;: .i. ~:=. 
~ Feb. 15 8:00a.m. Hazelton Skeena vs Thornhill Oakies • ; ~ ':.i ~/i  ~ ~ I!!;;iF e :11 5  i300::m S;itwhaer ~ SE iMs ~oUr~h Gv ~P,  ~sP~ln~seoRn uOP~e; uckaneers'' "" ' '; ii' !''/] '' ~ ''' 
Feb. 15 12:30 p.m. Terrace Convoy vs Prince Rupert Wrinkles " 
Feb. 15 2:00 p.m. Kitimat Merchants vs Smithers Drillers, " • .",.~!, . ~ ' . 
Feb. 15 3:30 p,m. Stewart Elsworth vs Smithers Mutual Group " " ... ' ,  
Feb. 15 "6:30 p.m. Jske DeJong Challenge Game . . . . . .  . 
,,..1~ Wet Coast Conference vs Dry Inlanders Conference . . . .  . 
;~ Feb, 15 7:30 p.m. BANQUET AND DANCE • • 
:.~- Feb. :16 7:30 a.m. Thornhill Oakies vs Prince Rupert Wrinkles , • . ~.;~. 
Feb. 16 9:00 a.m. Prince Rupert Wrinkles vs Kitimat Molson Oldies 
Feb. 16 !0:30 a.m, Terrace Wranglers vs Kitimat Merchants, 
Feb. 16 .12:00 noon Smithers Drillers vs Terrace Timbermen , . . . .  
Feb. 16 1:30 p.m. Terrace Convoy vs Hazelton Skeena 
" " : ' •  ' ' " ; ° " " 1"  - 
o ,  
~z 
. i 
,p  
• : ~ •:~i~i ~ / i:- ¸  1~: 
i ° I P  
; r :  
Teams 
"A" DIVISION 
Terrace Timbermen 
Smithers J.T. Drillers 
Kiiimat Merchants 
Terrace Riverside Wranglers 
"B" DIVISION 
Prince Rupert Wrinkles 
Terrace Convoy 
Thornhill Northern Oakies 
Hazelton Skeena 
• • . _ .  
A complete personalized Agency 
"C" DIVISION 
Kitimat Northstars Molson 
Golden Oldies 
Prince Rupert Puckaneers 
Smithers Mutual Group . 
Stewart Elsworth 
4648 Lakelse Ave., Terrace 
HOME - L IFE -  FIRE 
BOAT - BUSINESS 
.... , :~;." This schedule ofeventsfor the Olympic Winter Games . 
• ~ " is brought to youby • : • ;~': • , -! i . ' " - 
canada's Oldest toyOta dealership 
TerraCe Motors ToyOta 
4912 Hwy. 16 west, Terrace, B.C. DL#5957 
PLEASE NOTE: The 1992 Winter Olympics will air on ' 
TV7, WJBKand CBUFT (French) from FebrUary 8 to 23. 
Please check'local istings in Close Up magazine for exact times. 
j .  _ DAY 5- FEBRUARY 12 of 
The women's luge competition will.be one of the most closely contested events 
the Olympics, in which the top lugers may be separated by mere thousandths of a 
second.after four runs down the icy course. The 1991 World Championships gold 
and silver.medalists, Susi Erdmann and~Gabriela Kolisch .of Germany, are the 
-favorites. Cammy Myler of the United States, w[nner of the .1991 NYNEX Invitational 
~ompetition, is expected to makeastrong.sh.owing. ; . . . . . .  ' - 
./The nordic combined competition concludes with the 1b-Kilometer cross-country 
.skiino'Tace. Fabrice Guy of France will attempt o dethrone defendino Olympic 
champion Hippolyt Kemi)f of.SWitzerland, i '  • ~ :' 
: Other events on the agenda include the men s 10-kilometer blathlon, Women s 
• 1,500-meter :speed skating, the downhill portion of women s combined skiing and 
the moguls heats for freestyle skiin¢ Hockey pairings: Canada vs. Norway; France 
re. Switzerland; and the Commonwealth of Independent States against 
CzeChoslovakia. , ~  
.... : -DAY6 '  FEBRUARY 13 " 
• The mogul contest Of freestyle skiing is a medal event for the first time. Skiers; 
must show versatility and agility.while racing against he clock down a steep and 
bumpy course at.Tignes. One qualifying and one final run make upthe event. World 
I champion Donna Weinbrecht of the United States has a good shot stbringing home 
the women s gold. On the men's side, Edgar Crospiron of France, known as.the 
Wild and Crazy Guy by his peers, could emerge victoriousover a wide open 
competition. ' " 
The long distance portion of speed skating gets underway with the men's 5.000- 
meter race.. Johann Olav' Koss and Geir Karls~d are two Norwegians who excel in 
" thisevent.. 
Other scheduled events include !he men's original programs, in figure skating, the 
• womeq s combined slalom, men s 10-kilometer and women s 5-kilometer cross- 
:- country skiing. In hockey, Italy takes on Poland, Germany faces Sweden and in the 
final game of the day Finland plays the United. . States ~ .  
DAY 7 - FEBRUARY 14 
It will be a close race for the gold in the doubles luge competition. Italy's duo of 
Hansjoerg Raffl and Norbert Huber, 1991 World Cup champions, will likely do b~.ttle 
with. Steffan Krausse and Jan Behrendt of Germany..Primary competition should 
come from Germany's and Italy's second teams, as these two countries traditionally 
dominate the event. 
The women's 1,OO0-meter speed skating event will feature many of the same 
.names fromthe 500-meter competition. Germany's Christa Rothenburger, the 1988 
Olympic champion and perennial, force, is now retired, so the ice is clear for the 
United States Bonnie Blair and Germany s Monique Garbrecht. ' ; 
Starting off the day will be the women s 3x7.5-kilometer biathlon relay:Also on the 
schedule are the ice dancing compul~,ories and three hockey games:the 
I- Commonwealth of Independent States vs. France; Norway vs. Switzerland; Canada 
~;"  "" .~ - --! -'~ ~- ---"'~^ W~en the men's i~i~]ure skaters present heir long 
l 
, Artistry ano amledcism cul,u,~= 
• ,pPograms, tantalizing viewers with the possibility of a quadruple jump. Three,time 
-.world champion Kurt Browning seeks to become the first Canadian to capture a gold 
medal in this event. Other leading contenders are Christopher Bowman and Todd 
Eldridge.of the United States and Victor Petrenko of the Commonwealth Of 
Independent States. " " 
From style on, ice to the speed of the slopes, competition continues with the 
women s downhdl race from Meribel. Two~time defending World Cup champion 
Petra Kronberger of Austria and Switzerland s Chantai Bournissen, .~stand out in this 
] event. In the women's iO-kilometer cross-country ski race, defending Olympic 
champion Vida.Vinciene, formerly.of the Soviet Union, now skis for her native 
Lithuania." • Other scheduled events are men's 500-meter speed skating~-two:man 
bobsledding, the aerial heats of freestyle skllno, men's 15-.kilo.rneter c oss-country 
skiing, 120-meter team ski jumping. Hockey pairings: Poland vs. united States; 
Finland vs. Sweden; Germany vs. Italy. ~ - - d ~ ,  • • 
; . DAY 9 - FEBRUARY 16 
in a key hockey match-up, the Commonwealth of Independent States finds itself 
the undergod against Canada. The "defection" of top skaters to the NHL has 
substantially weakened the former Soviet team. The Canadians are led by explosive 
towards Joe Juneau and Eric Lindros. In other hockey action, Czechoslovakia meets; 
Switzerland and France battles Norway. 
" Latvian bobsled driver Janis Kipurs tries to repeat hisgold medal performance of 
1988 in the two-man competition. The formerSoviet driver will have to beat 
strongest rivals Germany and Switzerland for Latvia's first gold medal. 
Ski jumping moves to 120 meters for the first time in Olympic ompetition, as 
World Cup leader Toni Nieminen of Finland tries to continue his country's mastery of 
the "big hill." 
Other scheduled events include the men's 4x7.5-kilometer biathlon relay, men's 
1,500-meter speed skating, the ice dancing original set pattern, men s Super G 
skiing event and the aerial fitnals Of freestyle skiing. • ~ 
• DAY 10 - FEBRUARY 17 I 
The ice dancing competition features world champions Isabelle and Pau 
Duchesnay and European champions Marina Klimova nd Sergei Ponomarenko. The 
Duchesnays, a brother-sister pair from Quebec who represent France, are known for 
thrilling audiences with their daring moves.f In contrast, Klimova nd Ponomarenko, 
a husband-wife team from the Commonwealth OfIndependent States, skate a classic 
style that elicits high marks. 
The first round of the Olympic hockey tournament concludes with the United 
States battling Swede.~. The U.S. is a young team led by Scott LaChance and Shawn 
McEachern, while the veteran Swedish team features former NHL star Mats Naslund. 
Also in hockey, Finland faces Italy and Germany plays Poland. 
-~ " In the women s Super G, World Cup champion Carole Merle of France races for 
the gold on her home course at MeribeL 
Other events include the women's 4x5-kilometer c oss-country skiing relay, 90- 
. meter speed skating and the first games of the cuding exhibition. . , ~  
-,,o' DAY 11 - FEBRUARY 18 
World champion speed skater Igor Zhelezovsky, representing the Commonwealth 
Of Independent States, is the man to watch in the 1,000-meter race. Dan Jansen of 
the United States returns to Olympic competition in this event. He was world 
champion going into the 1988 Calgary games, but great expectations were dashed 
when he fell making a turn four nights after tumbling in the 500-meter race. 
Men's giant slalom starts today, with Italy's flamboyant Alberto Tomba the 
starting favorite. Competition comes from a strong field including 1991 World Cup 
champion Marc Girardelll of Luxembourg. 
Short'traCk speed skating, also known as indoor speed skating, becomes a medal 
J event for the first time this year. Unlike traditional speed Skating, the winner is the 
first person across the line, rather than the one with the fastest ime,. 
The quarterfinals in hockey, exhibition curling, men s 4xlO-kiloh~eter relay cross- 
country skiing, exhibition speed skiing, and team nordic combined 3xlO-kilometer 
cross-country are also scheduled. 
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, • , . . , • . ' ' , . ' Name (Skl l l  Leve l )*  C lub  Best .~me ' . :  
It s the annual Terrace Timber- tonight - -  Kitimat Merchants vs night beginning at scott Hums (4) Smithers 31 ~ *:' 
Tyler Harrison (4) Smithors 33:20  . . . . . .  
men Oldfimers hockey tournament the Timbermen at 9 o'clock, then: Saturday has six morning and Tom Burbee (4) Shames 34.'09 . . . .  
getting underway tonight, rnnnin" g Teffhce Conv0y vs Thornhill afternoon matches,: followed by Nan Tra?O (4) • Shames 34:26 
• Jana Tr I (4 , Shames 34'51 " " " 
tmtil SundaYat the Terrace arena Oakies ai 10:30. the annual Jake DeJong Challenge Reid sr~l~r(~ (4) Smithers 36:02 • • : : :  
w~th 12 teams competing in. three, Thursday has •only one game Game Wet Coast Conference ~ Ad~ene Wager (4) -- Smithere 36.'03 . . . . . . . .  i.::i~ 
four-team divisions of round-r0bin - -  the Timbermen vs Terrace vs Dry Inlanders Conference._ It's Oliva Polar (4) Smlthere 26.'04 .. -"~:'~ 
action. ' wranglers at 10:30. an all-star matchup starting at Jeanscott ReldFraser(4)(4) SmitherSsmithers . 36:1836:28 ' , '~::~:}:~f~:~f!: 
Only  two  games are set for  -: 'Four games are set fo r Friday 6:30. :, Bdan Hildsck (4) Smlthers 37 :12 ,  
" The banquet and dance gets Travis Murphy (4) Shames 37',41 i,: Mi hockey ps t rfed , . . . . . , , , , . , ,  Smithere ,37:67. . . . . .  ~" ~' l~h, n o r  ' re  . :u  underway at T:30. .- EdnHavard(4, Smithers 38:71 ...... 
.. ~: The last five games go Sunday, Anon Glngles 11) Shames 38:88  ~?,!~ 
. Zone double 'AA' Minor Hock- The Bantam'best -o f - i l~ saw. beginning at 7:30 a.m. ~ " Jordan Unterle (3) Shames 39:27 , ...... 
ey playdowns last weekend saw . Kitimat edge Terrace ~ 6-5 ,Friday Divisions and teams are as foi- AdamJenniferUntodsGemmell(2) (4) SmitherSShames :39.'6640:20 "': 
all Terrace rep teams eliminated night, then earn the series title lows: Laura Voitoh (4) Smithers 40:26 
by their Kitimat opponents. : with a 9-2 win 0n Saturday. • 'A' Division - -  Terrace Tim- Carol Kozior(3) .. Shames 40"51 . . Jonah McEwen (3) Shames 40:92 . . . . . . .  
In the three-team Midget bermen, smithers J.T.I Drillers, Jennifer Smith(2) Sharnee .41:77 .. 
series, it was m(xe or less round- Ki'fimat Merchants, Terrace River- Jaclyn Bowen(2) shames 43:28 . " 
robin With Kitimat dumping Ter- side Wranglers. Joey Scaife (2) - Shames 43',44 - ' - Marcel Giannella (1) Shames 45:40 
race  8 -3 ,  then an, 11-4 w in  for  'B '  Div is ion --.-; Pr ince Rupert Heather Bowen (1) Shames 45.'95 
Prince Rupert before we fied Kiti- Wrinkles, Terrace Convoy, Thorn- Matthew Pretto (2) Shames 45:97 
• John Schulmeister (1) 
mat 6-6.  K i f imat  also had a win Aloxandra Weiss (2 )  
The Peewees had a:best-of- 
three.against Ki imat. Terrace lost 
the opener 7-3, then won 7-5. The 
clincher was a 7-2 win for Kifimat 
on Sunday. • 
Kitimat squads now advance to 
provincialplayoffs. over RuPer t to .c l inch  the.series. 
Thornhili one for three 
Duchess Park 35-31. Thornhill's 
final appearance was a 25-23 loss 
• to the eventual tournament champs 
- -  J0hnMclnnes. 
The girls didn't come back 
empty-handed. They won the most 
sportsmanlike, team honout, while 
Autumn ,Richard was named to the 
all-star team. 
The Thornhill junior high 
school girls' basketball team took 
a trip to Prince George oarlier this 
month to compete in the annual 
Duchess Park Invitational tourna- 
menU- 
In three fight games they man- 
aged only one win. 
• They opened with a 33-20 loss 
to Vanderhoof, then defeated host 
S, ktt g Atlts eak.- 
Ski Tips 
by Tim Foster 
Skier Services director 
Learn to beat the 'steep' 
Often when skiing the steep, speed control becomes a 
very evident problem. 
I t 's  important  to  let go and let gravi ty do the work.  
Still, it is equally important to complete the. turn to 
control your speed. 
Move to intermediate terrain and start making turns 
downthe slope. Progressively exaggerate the completion 
of the turn until you almost come to a complete stop. 
Take these sensations of completion and head for the 
'steeps'. 
Overexaggerating the completion and blending it into 
the beginning of the next turn• will greatly improve your 
speed control. 
SNOWPHONE - -  for "Up-to-the-minutesnow and 
weather, conditions at Shames, out-of-town, call toll-free 
1-800-663-8300, Terrace skiers, call 638.8SKI (638- 
8754).For registration in the Skier Development 
programs, call 635-3773, 
Watch for the Sweetheart Deals on Valentine's Day 
(Feb,14) a~d President's-Day (Feb.17) at Shames 
Mouutair. 
REALTY WORLD 
Lakelse Realty 
Skeen a Mall 
phone 638-0268 
REALIYWoRLD" Supporters of . 
T~Ref, uzr~l~omL" ShamesMountam 
hill Northern Oakies, Hazelton 
Skeena. 
'C' Division - -  Kit imat North- 
star Molson Golden Oldies, Prince 
Rupert Puckaneers, Smithers 
Mutual Group, Stewart Elswo~. 
Allison Smith (1) 
lan Zylicz (1) 
Todd Holketad (2) 
Shawna Untaras (I) 
Deslree Peters ( I)  
. Justln Floyd_ (4) 
*Sklll level: 4 Is hlghest 
Shames 
Shames 
Shames 
Shames 
Shames 
Shames 55:58 
Shames 57:71 
Srnithers 79:94 
level locally and I is ~e lowest. 
:'7 
,:/Z,. 
46:84: .'. : - : <' " 1 :~ ~ 
47:48  ' .:,. ...... "" f::',~: 
. . . . . . .  ~ , : ~-i,"~. 47.65, ' ' , 
50:13- . . . . . . . . .  '~=":• ,- 
51:42 ' :"= 
I • 
11 th AnnU 
ke Ski Trails Onio La 
.9 a.m. Registration 
10 a.m:. Start 
Tuvo~t  20 rain, 
Lokelae Fist Spr ing= S m ln. 
Distances ~~ 
Mini Marathon 5 kin. C ~ 
Half Marathon 18,5 kin. t=. 
Marathon 37 kin. , .  
Sk i  Hut 
. ~ . . . . . .  • , . B l tmch 77 { 
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; i i ~  Ter race  Fan t as  y: E s c 0 rts/. 
Tree ,  T r imming  " - . - :  . .  " . ~,=, , , , , ,~ .~,~ 
I P.O.T C. "iResidentlal. commercl,landlndimtrla,'-IIlI I- t Will cutdownanytreel; ~ -- , ,~., , , .  I , ,~  -, ..~ ff.C~..~,O~cc;~r.~. ' i I I l i I  B.C. Certified"SafelY"climber ~ ~  RKq}ilonl.tl0 AM - 2°nAMdUly 
• ENGINEERING .' I I I I I I ~  : ~ I~ $1.000,000 liability for your pro~)ctlon ~r '~ (an,wering machlne In off hours) 
• ' - • (~ I}IVl$~011 oF IJ¢I011 I~DU$11111$ I.I0.) 
.. " IO~ OFF  ,R .MMIN(~ ~ ~i~ "..~ ~.~ I i  "77 "~ ,~ ~II ?' , 
. E lec t ron ic  Equipment for February and Marchl I 
635-5134 '4519 Lakelse, Terrace 635-7400 " -  
:i',' i - - - - - -  - - - - - - -  - : - - _ _ - _ -  1 
:i~ S IMONS CONSTRUCTION N~W" ~~N~ , 
' B&G : : : . i  Carpentry Renovations GREENING TOURS LTD. CUSTOMIZED TOWN AND COUNTRY SCENIC TOURS ( 
• " 2090 Churchill Drive, R.R. #4 GROCERY Seniom Rates Terrace British Columbia 
• Canada V8G 4V2 
3514 King Ave. . . . .  Beverley Greening, Owner Laundromat & Carwash 
(604) 635-7868 ~ "-,)= Open 8:30- 10:30 daily Terrace, B.C .  Ma lco lm S imons  Fax (604) 638-8991.  ~ ~" ' i  2701 S. Kalum 635-61 $0 VaG 4Z3 Ph; 635-7724 , I .' 
_="  . . . . . .  ~.- -  ~ _ = -  • . . . . . . . . .  _ ~ - _ ~-  ~ j_ .  . . . .  - - - -~  ~ - __  __ ~ - - ~ ,  . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
~.::~ -; - ~_..- ~-, ~:  ..~:~..:_.._.::; 
WestCoast  "YOUR AUTHORIZED _ ~ . ~ ~ ~ ~ : , ~ . :  
. LENNOX DEALER" ~;~-~.~' - : .~~; :÷.~:~~~:  : 
Landscaping Heating & .enccnum. , . . , , . .ou~.. .s 
HAMILTON & OUTBOARD MARINER JETS 
Air Condit ioning .OmLmm ~w, ame,s 
" YAMAHA 3 ~° 4 WHEELERS 
.DESIGN ~ INSTALLATION YAM~qNA lOWEll m00UCTS 
MAINTENANCE Jan B lake  Nodhwest Consolidated s. , . .m cM. SAWS 
COMMERCIAL--RESIDENTIAL 635"2572 SUppy Ltd. o..o.~ & lOWell m00UCTI 
• LAWN REJUVENATION 302391~l~mCr.. " "~"~:"  . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ' f'635 :~47~46GreigAve.,Terrac. L I ." PRUNING • SPRINGCLEANUPIRRIGATION SYSTEMS ...... "re.~ce. BC. * _  5239 Ke i th  Ave., .Tprrace ' 635-7158 ~___  
i ,.,.. .n, S.rv c, ,or 
, . ,  Motorcycles • Chelnuws 
Snowmobiles • Msdne Supplies " 
:A .  
-- SKIDO0 
SALES ~ L TO. 
4441 Lakelse Ave.Terrace Ph. 635-6384 
SKEENA BELTING & 
RUBBER SERVICES 
Inflatable Boat Repairs 
Durable - -  High Qua l i ty  
Vulcanizing Repairs 
We specialize inconveyor belt 
installations, splicing, and repairs, 
vulcanizing and pulley lagging 
638-8530 24 HOUR SERVICE-63~-066~ 
• _ 
.p -  
, , s in  " 
TERRACE LTD. 
47il-A Keith Ave. 
l 
Auto Glass Specialists 
ICBC claims handled promptly 
638-1166 
THE BODY SHOP 
Norm's Auto Refinishing Ltd. 
Collision repair and paint centre 
4630 KEITH AVE. 
635-3929 ~.~. c~,..o. FAX: 635,3081 
• COOSEMANS P IANOS 
SALES 
JINING, 
REBUILDING 
;oosemans 
;traume Ave. 
,, B.C, 
3A V8G 2C4 
,v..., .~35-9275 
/-Ietrw(   
s~mU ~ 
'o Pemu We Ip~.Jillze In • Fimlahl 
• Colo~r MradOht fazo¢ eh|vee • Manlewee 
• CrlIIIVll C.ll ~ t ipi l t  • POdlcglO 
• NIW Look C~IMI I~ I  • WIudM " 
• Braids & U1~o'8 • Hadla 
635,$727 or 635-4555 
4b~ L lke lA Ave., Term~e, B.C. 
"A True Northwest Company" 
EC #1051 638-0241 (24 Hrs.) 
c~ac~a~'s ~ar~eral ~;ert~ice~ 
& Q~renmt~ri~m tb. 
4626 Davis Avenue 
Terrace, B.C. V8G lX7 
Phone (604) 635-2444 
Jeanette Schulmeister 
James B. Westerman 
Doug MacFarland 
Serving Northwestern B.C. 
LIFET RISES 
jon's pbto Graph  
Weddings John Roders 
Portraits ' 
Family Sittings 
5 Minute Passposts 
Dry Mounting 
4609 Lakelse Ave., Terrace, B.C. 
Terrace, B.C. ¥8G ! P9 
Custom Framing 
Mat Cutting 
PoSters 
Limited Editions 
Laminating 
Bus. 635-5288 
Res. 635-$544 
\ 
. ,  . . • . . 
. .  . . :  . 
Murphy 
" 'L  . . . . . .  :" 
: .::': . .~- .  . ,  -, ., , 
• Webb-  
" - :  , - . ; , -  . .  
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Central Flowers 
Wilkinson 
Business 
Northcoast 
Trtmline 
Block 
Parent 
A way tomake 
your neighbourhood a 
safer, friendlier place t~ :BPPCI. 1968 TM 
Radio Shack 
FURNITURE & APPLIANCE LTD. 
Rmce I~.! 
~esby  
K arlene 
Park A~enue 
Dental Clinic 
/i:"::'i,~:~!i~. i ,  
Terrace 
Interiors 
Azorean 
o,'~. 
Lindsay's 
cartage & 
Texrace Pavl-g 
• Ltd. 
Kerm~dei  
SAFE HAVEN, Children sometimes need a place they can go if they're bothered by 
dogs or bullies, fall off their bikes, or are lost, wet or t~oId. And they need someone they 
can trust. That's where Block Parents come in. ,, 
~estern Pacific 
Maintenance 
CHIIJ~REN'$ 
Golden Woolworth 
RJ A Forestry 
t 
for McEvvan Mantique's 
Rs incoast  
Signworks 
• :~ . . . : '  
t 
16 :rerra,'e Re~'ie: 
: ; ! : : - [~ ' :  : ,  • - , : . '  - , ' .  
Fabrleland 
Telkwa 
Pet World 
t~t_.P--~ 
D~ Iq  tlfo~BdNG & ~-A I ING & I~E|~o[~AI tC~N 
' l ~ u k  
.~endes  
Petro Ca= 
& Son 
Rie, hard's 
Cleaners 
Wednesday, February 12, 1992 ,° : -  • _ ,  - :  : " . 
• Rhonda 's  ,Hair No xthem 
Computers 
PenmnaI 
What being a Block Parent 
means to you and your communitl 
The Block Parent program 
is simple and.effi©lent.,, and 
an essential part of the w©l-  
fare of every neighbourhood 
in our community. 
How does it work?In the 
most fundamental ten~,  a ,  
Block Parent is any rospon-~ 
sible adult who cares enough 
about the well being of 
children and other persons to 
volunteer his or her home as 
a safe refuge. A Block Parent 
sign in the window lets 
children in distress know that 
a Block Parent is home to~ 
provide a safe haven. 
But the Block Parent pro- 
gram does much more. Even 
when the, re is no cause for 
concern, the Block Parent 
sign teUs potential offenders 
• that yours is a neighbourhood 
that cares. 
Canada Inc., the sign is a 
universally..: identifiable, .red 
and white , graphic design 
• placed inside a clearly visible 
window. The Sign indicates 
to children and adults who 
p=iss by 'that they will receive 
Family name: : :-•- 
Address: 
immediate-assistance ..in an 
¢mergency,=:and~ tells: crimi-. 
nals and. trouble-makers that .• 
everyone in the neighbour- 
hood is wise to their ways so 
they may as well leave. 
B:LOC K PARENT: 
APPLICATION FoRM 
-~ . . -  
i 
Wife's maiden name: • 
Husband's.full flame: 
Telephone:: 
j , . . 
i 
i 
° • . .  
Date and Place of: birth,-husband: 
- .  Wife: 
For these reasons,.: you • , 
should seriously cousider Date°f.aPpllcatl°n: " .. 
getting involved. First, hOW-: Signature, •husband: 
ever, you-may,: have a few . . . .  
are .some Of the most.com- 
mon. " .  . .:The .slgnature Of each appllcant listed l.above 
Why Is the Block Parent constitutes " " for authority• the R,C,M.P. to screen said 
Program needed? The Block 
Parent. program offers an 
organized approach to pro. 
tecting both children and 
adults, and encourages 
prompt reporting of .emerg- 
ency situations to the police. 
To work properly, however, 
it's a program that needs 
total community commitment. 
Who can become a Block. 
Parent? Any responsible 
citizen, aged 18 years o r  
older who cares about the 
well-being of everyone, par- 
ticularlychildren; is prepared 
to be of assistance during 
whatever time they have 
available; and has been 
screened and approved by the 
police. 
What is the Block Parent 
• sign? The official symbol of 
the Block Parent Program of 
applicant regarding a crimina! record. Any person having 
a previous criminal record for violent, drug-related or 
sexual offenses, cannot become a Block Parent or live in 
a Block par.ent residence. Please write below thename 
and date of birth of all resident over 16year of age (other 
than the above) . . . .  : , . .  " / 
i 
.,,., 
Mail completed form to: 
Terrace Block Parents Assn. 
4840 Sunset Drive 
Terrace, B.C. V8G lC6 
(Call 635-4845 for more information) 
or dropit off at the Terrace R.C.M.R det.achment, 
attention CP/CP coordinator 
,J . 
Nearest school: 
Centrat Gi /~ 
Pizza Hut 
Mutual •Life 
SlgUt & Sound 
HAIR BUST£1¢ 
Skemm~Mal] 
of  
' 
Slm-oi-ghets 
Overwsitea 
Foods I 
Kermode 
Band Council 
VI lE  
Groat -West  t 
AS~U~ANC][  ~ CO~P&Nv 
I 
R 
';i 
"e ' /  T ~  & ~~,w - 18  4B.P.oz. Equipzzmnt 
Sales 
Elan. "IX'avel 
• " .  
' -,~;:':- . . . . . . . . .  ": ." TerraceReview - -  esday, 12, 
, . 
.:: ~naC~_ n~U Credit :: : . :~k~ " . :':":Seam":"'~'!i :.,.,~,: ,~. • 
• .: : Mobi le  Woodlma 
Forestzy 
• Car ly le  
:Shepherd& C6.  
A.- few stories 
t~,nmm's  ][~'ql, someOne over the age of 18,. • ppy  _ Robin 
]l~lM~lmUlZd•]j~te~eAD who ha' been screehcd by w.th ha endings .e i 
the polic e, is available zn the 
. , home. For the Block Parent, • 
Skeena 
Ce l lu lose  
meet 
- Works  , 
west  Point-  
• B & G Grocery  
Auto  
~|t lp lmk_ahzm 
Native Pubttc 
program 
there, is .no change- in, life-,. 
style. If: you're, unavailable 
for any reason, even though 
you might be home, simply 
remove the Sign. Its absence 
doesn't mean your home is 
unattended, only that you are 
unavailable. 
What kinds of things are 
Block Parents not expected 
to do? Block Parents are not 
expected to provide, food or 
beverages, toilet facilities or 
transportatio n . They are not 
expected to administer first 
aid, to leave home tobreak 
up a fight, or to actively 
engage any dangerous per- 
son. 
When should children use 
a Block Parent home7 When 
they are alarmed by strangers 
or vicious animals. When 
they or a friend are involved 
in an accident. When they 
• :January. ~ ::Walking ~,home 
• from ikindergarten • through a 
skiff of •fresh fallen snow. 
It's a magical timefor a six- 
year-old boy. He's new to , ,  
town, though, and' the dis- 
traction of the snow makes ,it 
hard to  keep track of the 
landmarks that are supposed 
to show him the way home. 
A large van drives by, 
obscuring'the mark at the 
final tu rn .  He ventures 
another 15 feet and nothing 
is familiar. He's never seen 
thesehouses, cars or people 
before. He panics and starts 
to cry. 
A car swings into a nearby 
driveway. As the female 
driver and her son climb out 
of the ear they spot the boy 
in distress. "Are you lost?" 
the woman asks. Strange 
people.., sobbing even 
feel ill, or are lost, being louder, the boy backs off.. 
bullied, or caught unprepared Sensing the boY,S apprelien- 
~n-sevem, weather-oonditions, ...... sion;lhe womaii tells'her ;S0h 
What should your own 
children know? (1) Their 
:Own address and telephone 
number. •(2) Always to play 
in safe places. (3) Never to 
talk to strangers, never to get 
in a car with a stranger, and 
never to accept candy or gifts 
from a stranger. (4) To take 
the same route to or from 
school whenever possible. (5) 
To walk in groups whenever 
possible. (6) Where nearby 
Block Parent homes are 
located, and how to identify 
a Block Parent home in an 
unfamiliar neighbourhood. 
(7) Where to go in an emerg- 
ency. 
Block Parents in your 
neighbourh0od are there to 
he lpyour  children if the 
need ever arises. If you 
would like to offer that 
same security to their 
children, clip out the cou- 
to run into the house and put 
the Block Parent sign in the 
~ ,from window. "Will you go 
to that house?." the woman 
asks 'after a moment. Seeing 
the sign, the boy wipes the 
tears from his eyes and nods. 
As the boy heads towards 
the front door, the woman 
races down-the driveway, 
around the end of her house, 
and through the back door. 
The boy knocks. The woman 
answers the door. The young 
lad looks a little confused, 
but knows the home is safe. 
There is a Block Parent sign 
in the window. 
After some reassurance, the 
boy calms down and it's not 
long before he spots his 
missed landmark just down 
the street. Glowing/he hap- 
pily announces he. knows the 
way home and prepares to 
leave. To be on the safe side, 
thouRh, the woman asks her 
son to,'accompany the boy[  
home just to besure  he I 
artivessafely. 
Febru.a/'y. An energetic 
nine-year:old i falls, in ,some 
mud during recess, The 
school principal: gives her 
permission to go home to 
changer'.On the way, a ,group 
of teenage boys start teasing 
her. Then, in the name of 
harmless fun, .they. begin 
chasing her. She's terrified. 
But the gift knows what to 
look for andshe doesn't have 
far to run. She spots a.Block 
Parent sign, runs doWn the 
walk, and knocks on the 
door. Her pursuers grind to a 
quick halt and disappear. The 
Block Parent phones the 
school, and someone is sent 
to pick the girl up and return 
her to school. " 
March. The early evening 
quiet is shattered with the 
clatter of metal against pave- 
, ment~  and ;,the ~.scteams,~ of~= a,, 
10-year-old boy. Block~,Par - 
ents from a nearby home race 
to the scene. The boy has 
fallen off his bicycle, dislo- 
rating his shoulder. He is in 
obvious pain. One Block 
Parent comforts the boy 
while the other runs back 
home to phone the boy's 
parents. The parents arrive a 
short'time later and take their 
son to the hospital, where he 
is treated and released. 
April. A spring-likeSatur- 
day morning, a 10-year-old 
boy, and a skateboard. The 
fun doesn't last long. Within 
n half hour the boy's parents 
get a phone call from a Block 
Parent. "Your son took a 
nasty spill and has deep cut 
his knee," they are told. 
At the request of the boy's 
parents, the Block Parent 
drives the boy to hospitltl, 
--Continued on page 18 
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Happy endings 
where he receives 10 stitches 
in his left knee. The boy's 
parents arrive several minutes 
later and take their sore but 
wiser son back home. 
May. A car idles slowly 
• through a residential neigh- 
bourhood. It stops briefly 
then is slowly driven away. 
Five or ten minutes later,.the 
same vehicle returns. It 
approaches a group of young 
children, and stops. One of  
the youngsters gets into the 
car. The driver speeds away. 
A suspicious Block Parent 
wr i tes  down the vehicle 
description, liccnce number 
and direction of travel, and 
phones the police. A wise 
precaution, but in this case, 
everything was okay... It was 
only the father picking up his 
own child. But it could have 
been something very differ- 
ent and a tragedy might have 
been prevented. 
June. A seven-year-old boy 
playing on the street falls on 
a piece of broken glass. A 
deep gash in his leg is bleed- 
ing • badly. One of his-friends 
spots a Block Parent sign and 
heads for help. The ,Block 
Parent administers some 
emergency - first aid. The 
boy's mother arrives at the 
scene a short time later and 
drives her son home. 
July. Summertime boredom 
of a hot July afternoon. A 
restless 10-year-old boy 
doing a high-wire act on the 
front yard fence loses his 
footing. The boy's parents 
are not at home; a friend 
summons a nearby Block 
Parent. The Block Parent 
tends to a lacerated elbow 
with a cold cloth and a ban- 
dage. Because the parents 
aren't home, she phones the 
RCMP, who transport the 
boy to the hospital emerg- 
ency room and. later drive 
him home to his parents. 
August. A happy pair of 
• . ,  . .  ~ : ' . •  • ~ . ; 
. "  ".  
Knowing where it's safe to go when in distress is an 
important: .part.of, .gr.o,wing ,up,:with a ,feeling . of.~sequrity-fer ,~ • 
children. Neighbourhood B lock  Parents  can add•to that 
feeling. 
12year-oids are out for abike 
fide on a sunny summer 
afternoon. One loses control 
and crashes into a ditch, 
slashing his right wrist on a 
broken bottle. They're •a mile 
from ,home, but there'S a 
Block Parent home right 
across the street. 
The boy's friend reports the 
accident to the Block Parent, 
who in turn notifies the 
injured boy's father. The 
father arrives shortly after 
and takes his son to Mills 
Memorial Hospital for See- 
• eral stitches. A short while 
later, father and son return 
home, thankful a Block Par- 
ent had been nearby to offer 
help, 
September. A Block Parent 
mom spots something suspi- 
cious as she is dropping her 
chi ld off at a local school. 
The driver of a van had 
stopped near a young girl and 
invited her inside. "Do you 
• want a ride home?" he asked. 
The girl hesitated, then reluc. 
tantly got in the van. The 
Block • Parent noted the par- 
ticulars and phoned the 
police. 
The vanwas stopped a few 
minutes later and the officer 
soon determined everything 
was fine. The girl was feel- 
ing i l l ,  and her. mother had 
sent a neighbour to the 
school to pick her up. If 
things had been: different, 
however, it might have been 
an offender.., who would not 
have gotten far. 
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New matters 
re:NAXES " 
©o~rll~uted by Certified General 
A¢c~untlnte Association of Bit . ,  
• E file - -  is ihe.  Revenue• 
Canada name for an electronic 
filing process which has been 
• expanded to  include 'B.C. 
residents' 1991 returns. If you 
decidet0 E-fiie, •your return will 
go : directIy from your  CGA's , 
computer tothe Revenue Canada 
Taxation :computer over a 
te!ephone line. 
• ¥ederal Surtax the 3% 
surtax on high incomes has been 
raised rtO 5% for 1991. 'I'he" 
threshold above which it applies• 
has been lowered from $15,000= 
tO $12,500. ' 
, i  
*'B.C. Temporary Surtax - -  
there is a new 10% surtax on  
B.C. tax ~in excess o f  $9,000 
applicable to the 1991 through 
1994 taxation . years. It is 
reduced by a $50 non-refundable 
tax credit for "each dependent. 
• New measures for the 
disabled 
a)the disability tax credit has 
been increased to $700; 
b)attendant care costs of up to 
$5,000 not deductible against 
employment income, qualify for 
the medical expense tax credit. 
c)home modifications, designed 
,to provide access to the home, 
-or rooms Within it, to the 
persons with permanent; severe 
.mobility restrictions but not 
confined to a wheelchair, qualify 
for the medical expense tax 
credit. 
d)businesses are hOW allowed a 
100% write off in the year of 
installation for modifications to 
their premises designed to 
accommodate disabled persons, 
whether customers or employees. 
• e)recipients of lump sum C.P.P; 
disability .benefits may spread 
the amount •over the years to. 
which it relates as opposed to 
reporting the,whole amount in 
the year ofreceipt. 
• • • 
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"We can help yoU chOose the RRSP 
that'sriohtf~ "'"" " " or you.::~ 
, • ,  . . ,  i :  r . ' .  , 
"The Mutual Grouphasa: full range of Registered 
Retirement Savings Plan Investments. Let us help 
you make • the choice that's best for your needs. 
. . . .  For,personal service~icallior, drop,in and see us ~! • • . . . 
Skeena Mall 
Terrace • . , . . .  , . .  
..... •.  ;:~' • l t l l  xheM'~u= ° r ° " P ' ' '  
u~n~v,,~ ..~., U~,om.=~Mut.~" mV' - i  F~ng,'l'omo,-ow 
tnve~t~ me.. two of The M.S .~ Oroop;. ' ' " Together  
T-4 Slips 
By what date should one  have received all "1"-4 slips t;rom 
employers? 
If you don't have a T-4 slip by the second week in March, 
contact that employer immediately. 
CARLYLE SHEPHERD & CO. 
CHARTERED ACCOUNTANTS 
' "he Tax  Profess ionals"  
• Financial Planning, 
• Income Tax Plann,ng 
• Income Tax Returns Prepared 
• GST Planning/Recoveries 
i 
z 
COQUiTLAM • SMITHERS • 
In Terrace, Contact: 
JOHN G. MCMYNN c.~. 
ERNIE DUSDAL C.M.A. 
2rid floor 
4544 Lakelse Ave,, Terrace • 
Phone 635.6126 
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Borrower beware .. 
more to mortgage costs than meets the eye 
cont r ibuted  by the  Soc ie ty  o f  Notar ies  Pub l i c  -• 
' Purchasing a home Usually means arranging a new mortgage. As 
' you consider your mortgage options, don't overlook the added 
, costs that can. amount to a surprising sum for the unprepared. 
]Prospective borrowers should make themselves aware of a number 
of costs that are associated with obtaining a mortgage 2--2 Collective- 
ly they can add t/pto thousands of dollars. 
Notarial or legal fees the cost to have a Notary Public Or 
lawyer prepare and register the mortgage varies• depending on the 
amount of  the mortgage~ Expect to pay between $100 and $450 • in_ 
• addition to the fee for conveying t i t le - -  the higher the mortgage 
amount, the higher the fee. 
i 
Notarial or legal disbursements--  in addition to the feels, you'll 
pay certain disbursements uch as title search and title agent fees 
as well as the registration fee to file the m0rtgage (and any title 
transfer), in the Land Title Office. 
Application and/or apprat~! fee -  lenders usually collect a fee ~ 
to process the application for~a mortgage to cover credit checks,- 
proPerty appraisal, etc. 
Surveyor's fee - -  most lenders require a certificate from a B.CI 
Land Surveyor to confirm that all buildings are within the - lo t  
boundaries. An existing survey certificate from a previous mortgage. 
on the property may reduce the cost, but one may not be available, 
Tax holdback • lenders'~ay withhold a portion of the mortgage:: 
funds to be applied to the following year's property taxes. 
Interest adjustments.--  some lenders hold back part o f  the 
mortgage funds to pay interest from the date the money is loaned 
to the actual start date of the mortgage (interest adjustment date ). 
Broker fees - -  although not normally used in mainstream rcsiden, 
tial mortgaging, a mortgage broker may be hired to find a lender 
and will charge fees for services. You may also owe a finder's fee 
to the person who referred you to the.,.broker. . ' ~ 
Mortgage insurance fee - -  if the mortgage amount is greater than 
75% of the property Value, then a repayment insurance fee is 
charged of up to 2.5% of the mortgage amount. 
John G. McMynn, C.A. 
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Providing services in the following areas: 
Aud i t ing  :: - " . . .  . • . .. :. ~ , . • 
v* A¢¢ountl .g  hsait"[:  iS,ill anR n SP? ..... 
,,- InCome Tax  Consul t ing . . . . . . . .  ~ ....... -...-.. ' - ... . . . . . . . . .  • 
,~, gement Consulting ,Retirement Savings Plan;' is a special ~ . '~:~ D D ( ~ D ~  
~,~ Out~ Pro~e. | [Ng  kind 0ftax fre~ savings plan. When ' t ~  ~~J~-Y  
- _ , i you contributemoney. 'to an RRSP, . T " 
F IVE POWERFUL you are investing .part.'oflwhat you by BrigitteGouhrd 
" #31M-  45.46 Park Avenue . REASONS I earn today; bef0re:.tax,:for your use in 
 rrooe. B.C. Too ,, 
: , MUTUAL RRSP 
em ryt  ksl ,ow T .pora ax ma ~3avewithconfldenc¢- 
• ' " - Mutual has .highest credit 
75th anniversary. • • ,New Loan Service,- up to 
• 12 months to repay 
(NO--The First World war was raging, 
and the government had just raised a 
call to action; 100,000 additional men 
were shipped overseas to fight the 
battle. In order m pay for this, and to 
finance the repair and-expansion of 
Canada's fag system the government 
needed another source of revenue. 
Hitherto it had relied mostly on duties 
from customs and excise, postal-rates 
• and other miscellaneous sources. 
.The B.N.A.'Act empowered the 
federal government to raise revenues 
by my mode, direct or indirect, if such 
action was deemed necessary, In 
IT'S Y O U R  
HISTORY 
by the Military Services Act, or con- 
scription bill, which was seen by 
everyone atthe time as being by far 
the most important' issue facing the 
country. 
A business.profits war tax act had 
been put in place at the outset of the 
war. Care was taken to avoid double 
taxation (since dividends were already 
being taxed). A personal income tax 
of 4 per cent, with exemptions of $2000 
1917 it.was, andso income tax was for singles and $3000 for married 
inuoduc~l as a temporary war:time couples, was l_eded. A graduated supcr- 
measurei It was. passed as only.one o f  i.ta,3, ' ran~mg~ ~om 2~25: .per .cent~,W ~ , 
a nmmber of ~nipomntbiIls IoOked~3,. ~]Sb:~ ~ ~  ~hl~ ~ .  
by the Parliament which opened m Tlianks to me ~auona~ .,u-craves 
January of the same year. of Canada, documents which details 
Ironically while they both had every aspect of Canadian life, including 
many more significant consequences, 'this very taxing one, have been 
income tax and legislation giving 
women the vote, were overshadowed 
• Widerungs ofsavings and 
investment options 
• Attractive interest rotes 
• Transfer your RRSPto  
Mutual and get much more 
Don't delayl 
Get your RRSP by  Fel~29 
~¢J The Mutual Grou Facing Tomorrow 
Together- 
Skeena Mall 
Terrace 
phone 635-2387 
the future. ' " .' • 
Who canbOy..an.RRSP? Any 
.pe~on Can purchase an RRsP with 
employmei~tearnings;.income from a 
business, alimony, 'or.rental income. 
However, • some types of income such 
as pension.and deferredprofit sharing 
plan income,..investment income, 
capital gains, and..retirement income 
cannot be used to purchase RRSPs. 
What is Om purpose of an RRSP? 
An RRSP is. a tax shelter'that allows. 
you to postpone, ..or defer, paying 
income tax on themoney that you 
contribute to the plan;"An RRSP is 
also a means of encouraging .you to 
save money for your retirement, when 
you expect your income to be lower.. 
. Where can you .purchase an 
" RRSP?  You can purchase RRSPs 
from Trust Companies, Banks, 
Insurance Companies, certain Stock 
Brokers and Mutual Fund Companies, 
Credit Unions and Calsses Populaires; 
Can I lake my money out'. before 
retirement if I need it? RRSPs can 
usually, be cashed in at any time you 
wish, but .funds withdrawn will.. be 
taxable in ihe year that'withdrawal 
occurs. In order to take full advantage 
ofall the' tax. benefits,, you should 
only withdraw the funds when you 
absolutely require the money, when 
• you require retirement i come, or in 
the year you turn 71. To avoid paying 
the deferred income tax on your. 
RRSP, you must transferthe money •
into another plan such as annuities 
or Registered Retirement Income 
.Funds (RRIFs). 
To learn more about RRSPs visit a 
branch of your local trust company. 
This article was prepared by the Trust 
• Companies Association of Canada. 
Minimize .credit card interest 
Everyone knows it's best to 
pay off Visa and MasterCard 
bills .. in. ,£utl,,;eveay, o month,,.: to 
avoid interest charges. But only 
about half of us manage to • do 
so, according to Consumer and 
Corporate Affairs Canada. 
Still, there are ways to mini- 
of 
preserved so that interested Canadians L lmml l l l lmm~m~ 
can use and learn form them. mize interest costs for the rest 
- " etai ~ [ 1  .us. The Canadian:Bankers' As- Examine all financial d Is sociatiOnreminders: has issued these 
• F requent  payments  make ie t sense: If y°u can't pay y°ur before you sign a car ase balance infullbytheduedate, 
frequent payments.between due 
for expansion. The lease is not dates can reduce interest charges By JEANNE POOLEY~ CA 
Some people have. difficulty 
sorting out the difference be- 
tween renting and  leasing a 
car. • 
'Many  rent cars for weekend - - ,  ~ 
jaUnts or When a bi..gger car is 
needed for a wedding. ' that 
simply involves shopping for 
the best deal" The rental firm ~ ~~.V~,v _ 
takes the risk and the respon- 
sibility for maintenance. 
But  leasing is different. You 
face a more  serious financial 
decision that involves choos- 
ing from the many leasing ar- 
; ra~gements  in . the 
marketpla.ce and weighing 
them agaznst conventional 
bank loans or using capital. 
Right away you find the 
main dlfl'erence isyou assume 
al l the risks along with main- 
tenance and repairs. If you 
get a-lemon, the problem is 
[[:y~rs, the:same way it would 
II ~ | fY~ bough.t he car. 
ll:(.Leasingdlso is for the long 
llrterm, usually two to five 
II~years.i :~e :smaller monthly 
IIi'~aymen ts:i  and :"do: wn pay 2 
!1 ~e~its.offe i~ed resuitfrom the 
loans. Bankers want  you on 
the hook with them, so they 
demand larger downpay-  
ments.  Month ly  payments  
also are larger, because bank  
loans are for three years 'in- 
stead of the longer ter~s leas- 
ing companies give. " ' 
Establish 
true rate 
But you should look for the 
true interest rate in your leas- 
ing contract. The company 
isn't required to disclose it, 
but reputable ones will pro- 
Vide you with the rate upon 
request. YOU will usually find 
it is higher, 
considered a debt which I 
means you can get a larger 
I business bank loan. If you 
finance, the bank will also at- 
tach other assets. . 
That poses a threat to your 
business if you can't keep up 
the payments. Ifyou are leas- 
ing, you simply turn the car in 
and pay the penalty that ran- 
ges .from three months' pay- 
ment to the balance due on 
the contract. 
Leasing can also have some 
tax advantages, allowing you 
to write offthe entire amount, 
whereas you can only deduct 
a .set rate for depreciation if
you own the car. 
But there are many kinds of 
leasing companies and many 
kinds of leasing contracts. It 
is an impor tant  f inancial 
decision, so you should shop 
around to be sure. 
Leasing may suit your life- 
style. Many high income 
people prefer to lease rather 
than tie up $35,000 to $40,000 
in a car. Thatmay be why you 
see so many sporty cars these 
days, thatcostasmuehas2 t 
considerable. They're calculated 
on each day's balance from the 
day the purchases were posted to 
charged retroactively tothe date 
of .posting regardless of any 
partial!payment you might make. 
• Payment "application: Partial 
payments are applied to the 
items in your outstanding bal- 
ance in order noted on the back 
of yoi~r account statement. 
your account . . . . .  
• New purchases: Purchases 
don't cost interest on the state- 
ment on which they• first appear. 
If the account isn't paid off in 
full by the due date,, interest is 
• Cash  advances :  In teres t .beg ins  
from the day you receive the 
money and it continues to grow 
unt i l  it is  repa id .  
• Cons ider  sw i tch ing :  I f  you ' re  
carrying a large credit card 
balance over a period of months, 
another type 'of loan might save 
you money. 
,Know where  you  s tand:  Don, t  
operate in the dark. Don't end 
up with unpleasant surprises. 
Your bank staff can help you 
understand how interest is calcu- 
lated and can often make recom- 
mendations to help reduce 
charges. 
A major Canadian~bank surveyed Clients 
purchasing RRSPs or in Registered company 
pension plans/The survey revealed that over 
22% did not have a valid will. 
Do .you?  
I 
Secure your family's future 
Seethe expert, 
G.W.Wayne Braid 
NOTARY PUBLIC  
4648 Lakelse Avenue, Terrace 
li,oo,, es,,m. d pe,.on's oc Iil I res~ie value of the ear at the cupahon play a large part in once paid for a house, phone 638-1965 
. . . . .  " : . Th is  the  dec is ion ,  Many  runn ing  , : fax 638-1361 
o,. a t ' the i r -  own small bus iness J eanne  Poo/ey m' w,th" Xerox  I I !  . , - .  ' | 
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. . . . .  RRSP reforms for 1991 and later years 
' - "  • .  -~ - ' ' "  ' .  = . . i "  ' ; .  * ,  ". . ,  " ¢ : . . . ~ .  ' . '  " . - L .  "' " .  " - • • . ' " - ~"  
~. ~:~.~:.:~i~X.~.~..~;~...~;::../~::~.>.~%i~.~#.~.N~g4~ Most features of "the Ju..e 14, income, to a spousal RRSPwil l .  mcome. , . ~ 
m- ~,~..~.~.`.`~.`~.~.~.~*..~r...È~.~.~/.<.~:...:~<~::~/~:~".*~;È~:~.*~È~:~:~/~:~.:.*~ 1990 legislation are effectwe in only be available forthe years .contribution limit is now 18% of i . , .  .: ~:.:.:~.:~/,:~.~:..:~.,/e~ .~.:v/;~ ::..~z~::,X:~.~,,~/~z:~.:~/x'??.;2?.~//: :~2.:~F/", " .7:~:.:::..¢ 
i '  ,": ;~.~:f4~:::~`~::`;~:::~.;~:~.~:~>:~:~.~./~:~/.~:~2~.~Z..+~2:.2::':~:~:~X.~:P~£~:~::~:~::~::.~:;:~.~::z~::~:::~:X4:~:~:~::~f./.-q~::::x::4 
ll-i!~'..~~~'..~~.?.'.)~:.:a.~:,,:~:.,.: 1991 and future years, as set out 1991 to. 1994, .. " . earned income " . . . 
• ~' •" ::::: ,::' ":~: ::.:~.~:::i ."~.:~:<" ". "E:>.~:: ":'~:~'~ ~ 1 ~ ~  ~ ~ i : :  fyou have RPP or DPSP ..-alimony paymenls will bededucted ...... :~*:~...~~~:::: .: .~:::~,.::,~:~.. ~i~'~}~:.~.. ., .~.. ~'.:.~:~ below..However, the transitional Thus,-! 
m:~~~~:~:~;~.~t~::~:~:~;~:~::~,~ provision ~ which allows a tram-. income m 1991 you way contribute in compu.li.,g ~ ] ~m" m~lNi  It ' l& ;4~k~!~A~:~ ~,P~. . , ' . '~ . '4  ~..'.'~:;: f~ . : *z . :~d~: : : : : :~ :~.4~ ~ ~:'~,:':~  
~=,::""~ ~.°..~..:::~'~°:~:~.~:~.>>:~':~;~:~.~.:.~.~~.~.~::~:~'~~;`.....*~*~.~.~..:.~.~::~.~..~.~.~.~::.~..~.:~`:~:~:~:~.`...`~>~::~.~::~.*~.:~ ferof up to $6,000 of Registered up to $6,( .}00 during  first 60 days "Conm'l?. Ution :limits will i  
IN , t : :  ~~' . : . / . '& ' . .~  :~;:::.q:~:::~ :,. .:x:;:,.:'./.~ ~i.'.:~ ?&::::6%:::~.:::~:~ + E'~f:~2:::~:~:v:::~::#:W5 f(~ a ini ,ng+ } r '  i " . . . . . .  Pension Plan(RPP)orDeferred of 1992 a spousal ~ '  and.' annually to $15,500 in 1995 after Y R U co l~roff i .Sharing Pl 'n (DPS, )obta in  a 1991 deduction fi'om whi ,  tlds,mitwiilbeindexed. 
- . " Unused RRSP deduction entitle- 
. . "  . , . " " , '  ' - ' l  " " 
There are wars gomg'" on acrosS . face out of the. broccoli.." ~ I ments may be carried fozward up to 
the -country. Small lV ie to l ies  8 r~ ' It: goes dowel  from ! there. 
Won over dinner tables.Casualties: Soon,. the. i, z r  ..,spome .! i moves . 
dral m thdnSelves on living room :beyond men/.T.-4/s.~nd:.RRSPs, 
sofas. •It's RRSP tim©, ' and the  delving int0:the heavy.artilieryof 
annual, combat of f~y  fimneeS RRIFs, oI'Cs!andDPSPs, S~den - 
has begun, ly :every. conve.rsationis peppered 
Evexy family is made up i0f.tw0 w!th the click Of caleulatorkeys, 
species of pea)pie: financial types dropping t0t~is:fike tand ,~n~ 
• . . . ' . .  . . ' , • . 
(F'rs) and non-fimmdal t~aes " - . . . . . . . . . . .  
• . % . " .  . • 
(NFTs). Thereare no multi-human :,wiiat axeaR, tliese papers here 
• households filled with one species fo 7" ' ' ' . . . . .  
exclusively. It's o~ o f  nature's r, ~; ~. , i , :  ~" " : /  
laws• On the contrary, in the world .~ . :K~'~tu f f  a aln n 
• Of "nan=,  ,t seemSl opposites . i l~ .now;•~l /S l  ~T.]3,S 2 u, 
attract. The result: RRSP wars. . . . . . .  , 
The FTs relish the RRSP season 1 ~ U  ~ wmo=y! - 
. . . . . .  re" - Christmas. To : ' uon ~ start that wire me.. me way gt~ llsn. " • , :  / ' '. 
these calculating investors, there's i "Its E-Z. C F U have N-F 
nothing morn fulfilling than (Iron- 
ing on endlessly about portfolios, 
return rates and (they rub their 
hands together on this one) tax 
sheltbrs. 
The NFTs doze off immediately 
at the words "eamedin~me". The 
very mention of / "pension adjust- 
ment" sets these folks to snoring, 
and "accumulated interest" will put 
them in a deep coma. 
For this reason, RRSP season 
incites the deterioration of family 
dinner-table conversations~ ~It"s ~the~ 
FT spouse who generally throws 
,the. first bomb in this battle, as he 
reaches for the bread: "I'd better 
get our portfoli 9 in shape before 
the deadline, dear. Where are those 
T-4's?" 
"Uh, T-4's, honey?" 
"Yes dear,'I need to look atyour 
earned income." " 
• f f Z Z Z Z Z Z ~  I I  
"Wake up, dear.• We need to 
decide whether we should get into 
bond funds or equity funds." 
"Zzzzzzzz." 
Now the kids jump in. "Mommy, 
wake up and pass the butter. Bond 
funds are fun." 
"Daddy,.what's humiliated inter- 
e, st? Mommy said she wasn't inter- 
ested in interest." 
Sigh. "Please lift your mother's 
.L: 
- . . , .  
money 4 a OIC." 
,Stop talldng ln:~pital letters." 
"Y R U complaining? GICs R 
OK. 
"Stop that;" 
"U want a..D-¢ return, don't U?" 
"I'm taking my. T-4s and leav- 
ing." ,. • 
"Like L U IL" 
The number, of FTs and.NFTs 
divides equally among..ina!e and 
female genders..Thi's s not a sex- 
related., battle~ :of :differences, but 
rather simplegenetics. 
In the womb, we all originate as 
NFTs. The twO. human financial 
genes, Rand.P, arcfairly innocu- 
ous on their own. When the toss of 
hereditary dice puts two Rs and a 
P .together, you got what's known 
as an,"RRSp faqtor,; resulting in a 
genetic financial.:mutiztion. The 
~species meetand marry. Revenue 
Canada dangles: the prize: retire- 
ment security and a tax reduction. 
And then, war. Peaceful co- 
existence for these financial opP0- 
sites can only: be achieved with 
professional guidance. It won't be 
a bloody bat t le ,= - one side can 
barely speak WithOut capital letters, 
and the other keeps falling asleep. 
Mediators are waiting atyour 
favoudte bank. 
, :,, " • M0ney market i.:/., .• 
: $iocks and bOndS Income tax 
Stalks and bonds In come tacks 
DEMERS & BRODIE 
Certif ied General Accountants 
. . . .  . . . 
• PRovIDING A FULL RANGE OF 
" AND MANAGEMENT CONSULTING 
i./: 
';11: ~i; ¸~! 
• ":' . . ,  
PROFESSIONAL ACCOUNTING SERVICES, ~ ''"'~: ~ "~'''::" 1 :" 
• ~ INCLUDING DATA PROCESSING,'INCOMETAX, 
~ _i '~ii :
Andrew C. Brodle, C.G.A. Donna Demers, C.G.A. 
/ 
2-4623 LokebeAvenue 
Terrace, B.C, V8G IP9 
688-8705 
seven yems. 
,Contn'hutiom can now be deducted 
in the year of your k:heioe, subject to 
contn'bution limilsin the cun'ent and 
fur=yore. 
• v.evcnuo Cana~ wiU begin provid- 
ing'tsxpaym a doUar ~gure .knOwn 
as RRSP Contdoution Room. 
This figure ~H be sent o taxpayers 
late each calendar year and will be: 
determined from ~nned income as 
reported in the previous year's lax 
mum together with informalion 
reported to Revenue ~ by RPP 
or DPSP trustees, in xespect, of thai 
previous year. 
The result is a one-year lag in 
RRSP contn'bution room because, for 
exal~leo the 1991 figure will be 
determined from 1990 informalion. 
• You may no longer roll over pen- 
sion income to.an RRSP except 
under special circumstances. 
• CreditUnion 
Move Into 
the Lead 
With Monthly 
Deposits 
With a Credit Union RRSP, you can make monthly 
contributions throughout,the year to keep you in the lead. 
STEP UP "YOUR INTEREST EARNINGS 
Monthly.deposits can maximize your RRSP interest income: 
Each month's deposit will begin earning interest immediately. 
The extra compoufiding effect can be dramatic over the. 
life Of your investment. 
ANNUAL 
CONTRIBUTIONS .- 
.. OF $1,200.00 
MONTHLY 
CONTRIBUTIONS 
OF $100.00 
PAINLESS 
Monthly deposits can ease the burden 
- of having to come up with a •lump 
sum deposit in the new year. And 
$I_':II~ QqO Rq*  ~1d.1 R_qflh Ald* with automatic transfers from your 
. v . . , . . . . . . . v . .  .,. . - . .  ,..... . . , - r .  account, your monthly deposit will 
After 30 Years After 30 Y0ars v ' • happen painlessly. Y6u 11 always be 
Difference in the lead with your RRSP. 
• . t  ~ RQI~ l~Qe STEP  UP  TO YOUR 
V ~ V V V n V V  " ' 
, . CREDIT  UNION TODAY ..... 
Cont r ibut ions  compounded annual ly  over , . , ,  . • 
r " 30 years at an interest rate of  8%. .  . = ;~osta , r t  malun.g your  month ly -  
. . Kr~v contriDuttons - -  pamless ly !  
TERRACE& DISTRICT CREDIT UNION .. ' 
~1~ ~P '  4650 Lazelle Ave., Terrace. "~ ~r1::~--p ~': 
Credit Union r n o n e b J 3 -  / Z 0 Z : ; 
(~fh l  Wockl CGIM1C II 04 C f~l  ~ l  ~ I I  UI~I~ U/~al  i~ l f lN  ISl l l  
i I I I i II i 
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Character interactien is the fundamental  element in pulling off Alan Ayckbourn 's  Norman 
Conquests  ,segment Living Together. Audience reaction would indicate the Terrace Litt le 
Theatre production had a sUccessful experience with it Saturday night. 
 rthwest Arts And 
" Ca lendar   n r  nment 
I . 
i R,E,M.,Lee Theatre . . 
~I ' <.Feb. 18, 9:30 a.m. and2 p .m. -  school performances 
! i:. i "Hot ~m~s "• socio-musical theatre with Axis Mime 
• oMaroh 5 i-- Eugene Ballet present Romeo and Juliet, hosted bythe 
' Terrace Concert Society 
• .March 7 - -  Terrace Community Band and Northwest Singers concert 
r Caledonia Sr. Secondary School 
• [ •,Feb: 22- - :  16th annual Big Band Dance, sponsored by Terrace and 
~, Th0mhill Band Parents' Associations 
The Terrace, Inn 
~GigJ's; dntil Feb.22 - -  Dirrenger • 
Nor thern  Motor  Inn, George's Pub _ , :  : ....... 
;.Thru to Feb.15 Long Gone ~ , 
.Thornhill Neighbourhood Pub ' * ' " "~* d " " ~: ~ L ;~ ~ " " 
• ~-Feb. 14and 15 . - -•Joker's Wild .... - . . . .  ~- . . . . . . . . . .  ~- .  :- -- .  
• • . . • . ,  . 
Bavarian Inn . . . .  
• Feb, 29 ~" Fasching and .Leap Year Dine &•Dance 
• Feb. 15 and 16 - -  Range Rockers featuring Peter Tumor 
•-Feb,,21 and 22 - -  Dart tournament and entertainment by jimmy Larkin 
McCall Playhouse 
i ~,Feb. 13,14, and 15 - -  Norman Conquests' Living Together, 
Arena Banquet Room _ 
• Feb. 15 - -  Low Budget Blooze Band, sponsored by Northwest 
'Development Education and Terrace District Teachers Union 
Elks Hall • 
• Feb. 16, 4:30 .m. - -  Sweetheart Dinner ~ Dance for seniors, 
P ' e * ; ' • " • sponsOred by Terrace Kinsmen and Kin.ties; free admmsion. 
. . • . ! 
/ Royal Canadian Legion, Branch 13 
f 
a nOthe r week. nd 
i i 
: o . - . 
• , . ' . ' .  . "  .2 . . . . .  
• . . ,  . 
staff te~i©wer~. /"" 
• , . L  • 
t 
• by,Terrace: :Review staff and t 
member~ioi~!the theatre audience, .' 
Aciing ne~:omer .Ray, Mar- I 
dari.,s" perfom~ance aS Rug, 
Sarah~s.:browbeaten but philo- 
sophtc~.l !husband, was well 
re cetyed. Hisi:character "breaks 
ape.n: the playkeeps it going" 
Said/one'a~dience member, Tom, 
playedby/$ohn McGowan, added 
• . . , . ,  . • . .  - 
~)ultterp01nt ito Rug's lines in a' 
demure ale. ~ 
:i Th(~.p|ay:igot ff to  a slow 
stari, with a: few•misplaced lines 
;and. ihe.ilming slightly off. BUt 
" :the flow}improyed as the cast 
" Warme,d:Up, An energetic on- 
frontation betwee, n Annie, played 
by Alison Thomson, and Sarah, 
played •.by.Karia Hennig, brought 
out the latters character. Com- 
ments'inelu.ded, ,It was success- 
fult 'Edidd'tl like her... "Superb 
• characterizati0nl".-/"She was 
pushy,oyerbearing an dUPtig ht." 
Of Annie, peoplesaid, "She 
"had' re~t facial expressions". 
:$~~p~ts~p~tiCti~ly Well... 'A 
goo d actor .-'consistent... I liked 
• what slle: did~ Her character 
seemed" !n ~nother world." 
No ,an ,  the lead character 
played byAlah Weston, "didn't 
seem quite :tit. devtl the poster 
• made I Iitm: 6.ut/to/be.. . hispart 
was melodramattc... Iwanted to 
get inore',ii~id c the character... 
:He did°!a~ek~ellent jobof his 
d~en scene... His bus t part 
was.'the. Sccne~in which he sang 
with the:rgr~moP hone... I liked 
- , . " ,  . • . - . .  . .  
his'. ,relatfomhip to Tom-the 
' m0St.~. He' played with Tom 
r 
visually. The beard-was good, 
but  :he should have been more 
/, 
ReViews •were mixed af(e~ tweedy; a.cardigan sweater with 
Saturday night'S peff0rmanc_e of leather elbow patches." 
the Terrace Little Theatre,s Ruth, played" by iMarianne 
• current production Norman Con- BroruP West0ni-came in for the 
quests Li~,ing Together. The second half o f  the play after 
follo~ving are Observations made intermission. One audience 
member observed, "In a way, 
she was too •good looking for 
Norman, and too.young at times. 
There was a vibrancy in ".her 
actions and the light in her eyes 
belied •her role... She~could have 
• looked older, harder in her'role 
as  the cold, business-oriented 
wife...i Uked her facial express- 
ions." One,audience member was 
especially impressed by Ruth's' 
"right hook" when she slapped 
Norman,s face in a heated argu- 
merit., 
The set was drab and u~e- 
markable, in keeping with the 
time and place Of the play, re- 
quiring lights to be placed at 
many levels ~ accommodate the 
actors' .different heights and 
sitting or standing positions. 
Sound in the play was well  
done. The gramophone towhich 
Normafi sang "Girls were made 
to love" worked beautifully,• or 
appeared to. The voices through 
t~e~elephone re(:elver were ve~ 
~alistic and the musical preiUde 
to Acts 1 and2 set the mood 
nicely. One audience.member 
commented that since the cat 
played such a large, although 
invisible part of the play, he 
would have liked to hear it 
t 
meow. 
• The net result of the actors' 
interaction was enjoyable. It all 
relied 'on the characters' rcla- 
ti~)nships being equal land bal- 
anced. The resolution of the plot 
appeared to work well, with the 
audience discovering it at the 
same time Rcg did. 
:.:nicely':---?,' he'. Could have shown Living Together will be show- 
i more .0f..that~ with the other lug this weekend and, due to 
cham.cters.,.-i.i.,i :popular demand, will also be 
i One .observer thought Nor. showing next weekend. V is i t  
• n~n'S costdniing was wrong for~ Jeans North or the Bank of 
• a lil~ratian, ' 'H is  clothing por- Montreal for "tickets and more 
• tr.'yed:~t6o' strong a character, details. 
. . . .  . -  ° .  . . . • 
,::Pa nter;  from Terrace s.past, 
! !iiiiiii: : elt U rln S fOr! :th !re e-Wee k lS h bW 
"by y, ~a  .. ,, :•. . , , . • ". .... :~do i Ee greatest ,'iof. Bett Ba  ! Peace'.: Rival. and learned tech- bell. ne with " 
, . . .  ' ", ..... " . . . . . . .  niques. ' Her.: greatest find was. feelingand respect".Her upcom-. 
From ithis Friday until March 6 artist Aar0~i.. McBryde of Maple .. ing Terrace xhibit she considers 
the" Terrace ~Art. Gallery will.Ridge, wile, taught her the ;eclectic. "! tried painting some- 
feature- the Original Works :and science of painting:seascapes,, thing, foreveryone. Everyone has 
lira!ted i:editien prints of former 
Terrace :resident Orlean Herr- 
Or lean  IHerrmann (then Alger) 
lived:in Tei'race. f0r26 years and 
:"even.went tohigh sehooi here 
when it' was a two-room:school ", 
she adds'.: With a laugh..During 
her fime:in Terrace _she worked 
for D_r, I~pp%r SLx..yea~s, ,tab- 
-lished 0rlean's Fashions; raised 
f0urc~ldrcn, and had aycarn- 
ing !o palnti Her first painting in 
Terrace was an S' x. t6': mural 
of i'-Niagara.- FaI!s on their the 
li~;iiig-room :~tall of herhome. 
Three weeks later she created:a 
scene of  Moslems gathering at 
mosque. In 1968, she was asked 
to .paint a mural on a wall of the 
Royal Bank, but lacked the 
confidence to do lit at the time. 
Orlcan's .one daughter and 
many. fde~ds till live here, so 
this tour 'to Terrace will give her 
the opportunity for a vis.it,, too. 
Last weekend, . she drove to 
-Terracewith all.'hex" Works care- 
fully bundled in, her car for 
'hanging in the galle~ today. She 
• sayi~, , i  cotdd n't i~*.t anyone Jse 
do It." 
' Hel-rmann:has been away. fro m 
she{left:Slle moved first to the: 
Peace ~River: and later to Alder- 
grove, where, she lives now. She 
says, "I was studying art:all that 
time."-She l arned art in Terrace 
-on her own,. took courses in 
Orlean Herrmannhas taught art a different.taste inert. I've done 
students (up ~to 24at once time) a Southern belle, a Mediterra- 
in her own studio,; Eagle crest nean scene,- seaScapes, people,.: 
Arts;.four lime's.per week for the Kermode bears, Sleeping Beauty 
past eight .years... Her students": Mountain and a special painting. 
range in age .from four years to of. =in eagle. crying/out (cailed~.- 
84 and many are awardwinners. Save iheEarth)". • • - 
She teaches a .quick methOd of :. , .: 
painting so thaieach student, can: Orlean Herrmann says, "My 
take a finished.work:home the i a~spirations are to enjoy• and 
first day. 'Then she gets into paintthe wonder of our beautiful 
theory and technique.. She Says~ - universe, and to teach others to 
"I do teach .water colour if do  the same.. It scems whenyou 
there's a call fOrit,, but oilsare Work something out•on canvas; 
. .my first.love," you  .begin to learn andappreCi- 
• • ' ate so much more about the 
Four former Terrace residents subject. Life and creation 
Ida O~tein,.Evelyn Thain,Alma become so much more, meaning- 
-Hoffman and Gary Valence have ful." 
attended classes at Eagle Crest. 
In fact, it was Ida who: got Or- 
lean teaching in the first place. ~=-~1~ i 
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OSBORNE~TAFF & RESIDENTS 
wouldliketo takethls opportunity to thank• 
all ofthebusinesses, service providers and 
individualswho gave so freely of their time 
• and money for our benefit in 1991. 
.Skeena Sawmills =- i  " :--C)verwaitea'F°°ds 
TerraceBuilders 
Skeena CellulOse : . .  : 
-Knox United Church 
Kinsmen Club 
-- Tillicum Twin Theatres 
Woolworth . . . .  
Tim Horton Donuts " 
Terrace Stock CarClub 
Terrace Food Bank " . Northern' Drugs 
Alcan Smelters 8~ Chemicals Ltd. Straw Machinery 
CFrK Television . : ........ : River Industries 
Caleo.Computers " r " :"  "~ ...i'::"..,, .'TerracelSteelWorks. . 
Mount Layton Ho tsprings .- _, . Columbia Auto Haus 
*- ..... Golden Rule- . irly Bird Builders ..: 
Northem Motor Inn - ~.-. 
Don Hull & Softs 
Pet World 
"Canada Safeway. 
Co-op Builders, Grocew & 
Garden Center 
Phi SetaKappa 
Thornhiil EleCtric 
Salvatl°n Army Le!ion 
Royal Canadian . 
Wayside Grocery 
Ray Dmuger 
Hopefullywe haven't forgotten anyone/may 
.1992be healthy and enjoyable for all.of y0u. 
Again thanking you, Nardis Blomgren, 
Administrator, Osborne • Home - Ksan Society. 
by requesting private instruction l[  
for .. herself. Orlean recently Te!r r a c e C o n c e r t S o c i e t y 
taught a seascape course (begin- [i Prf._~8//,fS 
ntng with the scientific move- Eugene Ballet ComPany, s &  ~. t 
mentofwater )  tos ixTerrace  Romeo -Ju ie artis s, hich then led to .the 
idea of an exhibit at the Terrace " 
Public Art Gallery. The Terrace 
Parks and Recreation Depart- 
ment will also be offering two, 
two-day.art .courses this month ...,:~ :,.:.i .... 
and', next,: ,~ontlucted..,by~ ..Herr- :-.~~*' Vd t-..-~+,,~.-::!~::; ........... :~:' " '~ .... - 
mann. :"..i :': ~ :": ":" ...... 
" ~i, .'; :,:::~::i~, ii!ii!il : . : .  - .  ," . . . . .  Even with her scientific i:i:!':i:i~: ii!il i:~•::': " 
approach to painting seascapes, : :.:.., ~!:i:i:::':~:.:.::~:.:".:.~:T:.: - 
Orlean describes it as "more like : ::::: ;:ii:i!::ilill 
magic than science, and all must - : - ~"~"~ 
• •i~i~, !:ii~!~i~,!~i~ ~i::" 
: - ,d~ 
o 
" 7  • ~ • • • ' 
: .~? 
..4!:" 
March 5th,'1992- 8 P.M. 
R.E.M.LEE THEATRE 
Tickets- Erwin Jewellers 
• * Skeena Mall 
Adults ' $20.00 
Students & Seniors- $15.00 
Co-sponsored bythe TerraceStandatd 
~ 1 ~  .- '¢'mDAt"I¢ Z'lll BWlCi 
~ m ~wlnNr l l l~ l lW i l  i l l l r i~Bt w, mi~lb  
London Winter Showtime 
Packa 
• Aiffare from Vancouver 
• 6nights hotel accommodation 
i .Tickets for Phantom, Miss Saigon or Les Mis 
.Sightseeing 
from only $1277 
4611LAKE~EAVENUE 635- 2281 
• ~ The friendliest "Inn"' townl ,, ~=, ,~ 
Make our place 'Your Place" to enjoy an even ing  t ~ [ ~ ~  
• of intimate dining and reasonable preesl i~q¢, ~ , ,T I~ 
Leap Into the New Year by iolnlng our 
TIGER PRAWNS SAFARI 
SHRIMP STUFFED PRAWNS,  $14.50 I 
with steak fries •& cocktall sauce ~ I 
I 
for 
GARLIC PRAWNS ' :  $14.50 _ ~ 'N , - .~  . 
our 
with saffron rice & vegetables / (~"~:~¢s~ I LEAP YEAR IDINE & DANCE 
CAJUN PRAWNS $14,50 ~ e ~ ~  [ FEB. 29TH 
9nb.ecl._ofspl.nach feflucclne ' ~ [ ~ ~ t .  
C (~MBQ " $16.50 . 
Can't declde? Try a samply of oil ~re.e, 
Treat your Vatentine to 
a spedalevenmg out, 
R~s~nw Now 635-9161 
[DINNER: M ~ "  4332LIkelsllAvenlie Lur'~'H= Tuetday-Fdday ] 
• o 
s 
i ~ 
,q 
'~,'.': z' ,:.'., 
,?  
e 
. '-. . : "  , . :  : , "  : . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . .  - -• . . . . ;  . . . . . .  : . : '  
,. , ;  , ' i i  - , , : : ; : .  • . 
Joshua Lozinski,- a member  of the Seventh Jesse Dusdal of the First Terrace ' Cubs Ryan .Beckleyof tUe First Terrace ~coum m me 
~Terra.ce. Beavers, enjoys, a sing-a-long with his demonstrates the Scout salute, wearing a:heritage Horseshoe, a Scouttraditional_ ..m°vement': .~ . '  i i .>  ..... ' " 
• SCouting friends, uniform. . . . . .  . • . •, . . . . .  
 Guide-Scout Week, February 1 6-23 
'~ng part in  :sevcral."activ!ties 
,t~!maflt:i.theOcc~iOn:•:. •i • ~ . 
? 
f 
":~ SCOUTS For further information included international travel, 
~0ntrlbuted by ~ .. about SCouting, call Per Hal- sponsors~p of development 
--EfloHsrkOnen . . . .  :~  ............... vorsen at 635-2118..It is an projects :in Third World 
i:~ ii. =,..~ . . . . . .  :.::i:~ '~: ' '~!.: enjoyable program for everyone '.countries, community 'iserviCe 
• ~ !!..:.::i:~ iNationaliOuiLle-Sc:oUt WC~.k:~i' who gets involved in it. ~cC.l~itinesdlthe traditional Outdoor 
' "i: i~ iCanadawi l lbe  Celebrated :!.~n' " " ' 
~Ce!next  w~k from,Feb: 16- • GUIDES During 1990, 9.2 percent of 
,".":: " . . . . . . .  dl~e ~girl~' ,bc(~veen the ages o~ 
2&: The 225 re~isierediS~:o'u~ng= ~o~tyipu~ed,,,b¥ -~. , , - ,• ,  . . . . . .  
' :mi ~ibels ,trio area- will. ~e: Kathleen Davies tire :an~il~/v~ere in the Guiding 
- movement, and total membership 
i ! :~  ACam fire program will be Totem Division ann ar~ uau~x 
: ~::~' lieldlFeb. '2 I  from 7:30 to 8:45 the supervision of commissioner 
p~fiL ;at the Thomhill C0mmUnity 
~nt ro  in company With local -Totem consists of eight _uni~: 
The Terrace, Guiding groups  .had increased by three •percent 
are collectively called the Ta l l  over ~the previous year. Total 
Division and are under membership in' Canada, includ- 
ing girls of all ages and jun[.or 
Kathleen Davies. The Tall and adult leaders, is now 
269,532; 
~.O.Uides. Scouts and Guides are 
.!i preparing a dbp!aY that will be  
.setup at the Skeena Mall on 
Feb. 22, the birthday of one of 
the movement's f0unde/s, Lord  
• ~ ~den-Powe!l .  And on-Heritage• 
=DgY .youth members  o f  the 
iiinovement will be dressed in 
/h~ritage uniforms and practising 
i traditional Scouting 'handicrafts 
.at-lythe display in the Terrace 
, :~na  banquet room. 
.•:~i~!i:Scoutlng • is .  made up of. 
• "B ~ Vem;.Cubs, ScOutS Venturers,. 
IR ~ :e~:.:an, d thei!..!eaders.: There 
Environmental concerns 
were prominent in 1990 Ouicllng 
:~e.i'iivei;:org anized '~gr°ups in: activities across • Canada..: The  
::~iCc.:i:tlt¢ ~'  First; Fou~h, Sixth, girls and-leaders g6tinvolved in 
"::~llthasid..,,: ~.., ..Eighth'.,. Scouting. is: she.reline clean-up, recycling 
always-looking for adult volun-, projects, tree planti'ng and'pro- 
:~=:,so::t~t tilts g~at program• 
, ~i~Ont lnUe :in ~the Communi ty .  
~,~ : :  : - - - - ' " - - ' - -3  
' ?C  .", : ' ,  
. . . .  - . ~--~ : , : .  
' :~  ~! : " '  i,:'i' 
4PROVING #209-4526 Park Ave., ] 
OURGAINsTODDS Terrace, B,C. ~ I 
- . , " 
ANADA'S VSG 1V1 . 
1 KILLER .638-1i67 
i~thoughtfuli, way to remember is withan:. In 1 
::=..~.,.r g i f i to .~e Heart and StrokeFoundafion 
1 'i~nl oi'i ~id Yt~on. Please mad your donauon :,to 
~," . t i~v . ,~t .~:  f~f ld~[~SS '  and include the name of the 
iZC , /Vv~ ~4'~- . .  -~  . , , , . ,  . . . .  4"  • " ' " "  " "  
~d, i -y ,O~: i~ iana .  • aaaress, as y .e . .as  me 
. . . .  'r"" ~i. : .~ddres'~ e l l  the next-of -k in  for .an • 
!~!~;:.~;,/~:~;~.~ :~, ;.:•-~ "¢ i.!i(i" : ";ii:~'~!!/t~-• ~"  ~ . . . . . . . . . . .  ~ ' ; ~ '" ~'  •': ' '~#~ ;(/' 
Tradition is a strong element in Guiding, as show by this 
group of  Terrace girls. The three • in back model heritage 
uniforms of leaders, and the girl in fron t •is wearing a guide 
uniform from years gone by. , . 
Sparks (up to five years ofage), • . . :- 
four.groups of Brownies (six to 
nine yea.rs), two  groups,:.of. 
Guides (rune to 13 years)and 
one group of Pathfinders (12 to 
15 y e a r s ) . . .  
girls in the.Tall Totem, led by • - .. ' . . . . . .  . , ' .~- 
21 adult members affd a junior A l l  wedding gowns ..... , , :. . . . . . .  
leader. There are six adults in . in Stock now reduced ~:, , 
the division executive. .. ,30% to  50% : - 
A l l  headpieces reduced " ~' ;' i .. " 
30% ' 
ENDS SALE  -- ' - - -  
I FEB.  29tb, 1 9 9 2 .  " i , 
motion of environmen on- ~... :~ :~.- ........ ,." ~," .... ..-' 
ckaging Other oJ'~ctS - ... " .... : '~! ible p : s a . pr . . . . . .  ~,,~ .:~ ~,~. . .  . 
. : . . . . .  : . , - _ . :  • "~,  . 
L " i 
' ~ -"  " !' "~ i: ~ "~ " " . 
Maggie Park ~,....,:•:t~..... i l  -,:,:...,.•~ 
..... ' P ne 635 3666 3230,KalurnS ee Terr e • ; 
k~ 
h ; 
f 
~q  
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Fi rank s leave c g 're'e n hillside legacy 
by Tod Strachan 
Heritage Week in British Col- 
umbia begins Monday, Feb. 17. 
And in recognition of our own 
local heritage the Terrace 
Regional Museum Society has 
planned aspecial project. Every- 
one should be able to participate 
-- there is no special time to 
attend, anyone with an interest 
can choose your own day and 
hour during the week. The place 
is centred on a focal point of 
Terrace's past--  Eby's Landing. 
Eby's (or Kitsumgallum) 
Landing was located on the bank 
of the Skeena River about two 
kllometres east of the Kitsum- 
gallum (Kitsumkalum) River. Ed 
Eby and his family, along with 
brother Sam, moved to the Ter- 
race area around 1906. In 1907 
the Eby brothers opened ahotel, 
bar and store near the riverboat 
landing which would soon bear 
the name Eby's Landing. 
The hotel was simply a stop- 
over for traffic headed north. To 
take advantage of that north- 
bound traffic, the Eby brothers 
The trail used by the Frank 
family in 1908 was in a slightly 
different location than the 
freight road then under construc- 
tion, although both began from 
about he same point at the base 
of the bench. The historic trail 
has been preserved over the 
years by the Frank brothers, and 
is now one of the main features 
of Frank Park. 
Frank Park? You may not have 
heard of it, but you can access it 
either from the north end of 
Frank St. at the base of the 
bench or from the extension of 
Kalum Lake Dr. on the eastern 
perimeter of the Pioneer Cem- 
etery at the top of the bench. 
Floydand Ailcen Frank built a 
home at the base of the bench, 
on the west side of Frank St., in 
1938. In 1991, they sold their 
property to Skeena Sawmills and 
moved to Twin River Estates. 
Sixteen years earlier, however, 
Floyd and Arleen Frank donated 
their historic two-acre hillside 
on the northern edge. of their 
property to the city. The Franks 
wanted the park to be used for 
made trails branching out from 
the original Frank Trail and 
fashioned park benches on the 
hillside for resting and viewing 
• the Skeena River, and decided to 
investigate. 
"On Sunday afternoon, Jan- 
uary 26, 1992, we donned our 
rain clothes and Walked the 
trails. Parking at the bottom of 
the bench on Frank Street, we 
soon found the sign 'Frank 
Trail'. Under it, a few printed 
words told of its historic import- 
ance. The trail led us above the 
park forest. We walked to the 
point where the trail scissored 
back and went east and up to the 
parking lot of the Pioneer grave- 
yard. 
"Instead of going up, we 
followed along the well groomed 
trails to the far end of the fields 
overlooking the Seventh Day 
Adventist School and the sand 
and gravel pits. At all points 
walking along the trails we had 
a beautiful view of the Skeena 
River and the old site of Eby's 
• Landing; or as it was known at 
the turn of the century in the, 
"As there was no snow and 
the temperatures were mild, it 
was a delightful hike. The grade 
on the trails was such that even 
as seniors we had no trouble 
hiking along. This being Jan- 
uary, the trails should be super 
when Spring arrives and the 
birds return. Imagine watching 
the geese flying• overhead as 
they prepare to land in the open 
fields next to the Pioneer Cem- 
etery." -_ 
Floyd Frank's legacy includes 
yet another heritage offering. 
Anyone who wants to find it can 
borrow or dig out those old 
Stompin' Tom Conners albums. 
Find one labelled "My Stompin' 
Grounds". Pick out and cue a 
tune called "The Song-of the 
Cohoe". Then lean back, close 
your eyes, and conjure up your 
favourite Skeena Valley scene. 
The Song of the Cohoe is only 
one of Floyd Frank's songs that 
have been published. You may 
want to search out others. 
Because Floyd Frank - -  logger, 
farmer, dairyman, song writer, 
.pioneer and local historian - -  
has catalogued much of our 
heritage in a variety of imagin- 
ative ways for the pride and 
pleasure of this and all future 
generations. 
at the mouth of. the Skeena 
River. In the spring of 1908, he 
and his family made the trip 
from Port Essington to Eby's 
Landing by sternwheeler. From 
there, the family, packed their 
belongings. ` up the trail to their 
pre-emption cabin located on the 
property where Northwest Com- 
munity College now stands. 
their footsteps ometime during 
Heritage Week. 
"Many people have walked the 
trail or heard talk of this treas- 
ure and decided that some day 
they would investigate the trail 
and see.first hand the planted 
trees from all over British Col- 
umbia," says Kerby. "I had heard 
stores of a Mr. Quigley who has 
. • . /  
also established a freighting the enjoyment of present and mailing circles, Kitsumgallum 
business at the landing in 1907. future generations of nature P.O. 
The Rby brothers freight busi- lovers in the area. 
ness hauled supplies from Bby's Frank Park boasts the 1907 
Landing to settlers at Kaium trail, plus a few more tllat have 
Lake and telegraphers and lines- been add~ over the years, and a 
men 'working on the Rosswood, numberof trees native to British 
Anyox, Telegraph Creek line. Columbia. Over the years, Frank R '  I '~*]~'J"V']L" L E E  
included:.-a,-has planted,,sitka~....Englemann,,~ . . . . . .  TH  E D-  . D A T I O N  
The hotel compoundbarn  which housed two •teams of white and black spruce; western ITAL oUN____ . 
horses, and for a short period of red and :yellow cedar; western . K.F,,.M. Lee I-tospttat 
t ime Ed Eby owned property hem!ock!i alpine, amabiiis H o S P  "" ~ 
between the landing and Kalum (Pacific .silver), Doiiglas and _. _ • rs of the Dr  ,,; . ce~ thaWS to 
lake where heres tedand grand fir, lodgepole, white and ~r t : ?~1%txOt :~:  ~ho~ttr~/~°~.h:~al~sh gC:~- 
changed his teams, ponderosa pine; and larch. Yet to 
To accommodate the Eby be plantedare yew trees. ~O 
brothers 1907 freighting. busi- For the benefit of those who al l  who __.~ ,,, those who supp 
ness, a road was needed. And might have a little difficulty vast year .anu ,-, 
although It may have been identifying one tree from eztdarplL'o,ec4:" • .. dat, i o~wi th tyesuPP°~ot : :  ' 
altered somewhat, that road still .another,: 32 trees from this ll.tix.tunlty d_oztal. .  
exists. Anyone wile has travelled assortment of species in the park "~.[ope~%~.lY, ~h~r~:~n d CO . . _;o~de ,ou~,= o~ 
the short sect,on Of logging road are conveniently labelled with inaiv uat,.c° e moriaI Hospitat Pr which  rein- 
between the north end of Frank their name. ,-an help ~.Me._  ~,, treatment , "  - -  
St. (at Skeena Sawmills) and Last month, a few represents- ~[_ ~,~ "alized care =,,d r cent~es. 
m= or  ~a - eel t~, othe ira Kalum Lake Drive has travelled tires of the Terrace Regional dentS must now __ ,__ ,ho C.T. Scanner'°Ur_ 
it. Museum Society, including + xut u,-.- 
Pioneer Floyd Frank remem- Mamie Kerby, toured the historic With a goal o t $600,0%00 including a gcant i tem 
bers the construction of that trails of Frank Park. They found . _  nw stand~ ,=t $440. 
original road. Frank was born in . it a pleasurable experience, and hllxd.Ilow _ 
1904. at Port Essington, located encourage everyone to follow in the City of Tercace. 
EQUIPMENT DONATED TO MILLS ME/AeRIAL 
THE DR. K.E.NL LEE HO$- 
HOSPITAL TI~OUGH DECEMBER 31,1991. 
pITAL FoUNDATIOIq ~fO 
(With kinds designated ~or the foltowing): 
op. th o o  Eq ? ...............  27,084.00., 
cm ~cessor Ventilator.; . .............. $25,208.00 
199~9 ~'xa,P ir0m TuberCUlOUS & 
" 're (In memory ot .vauy , ,,,o !°.  
1991 t~a, ._.~ ~,., hr. G.E Hicks) :.~,000.00 " 
(Do I~a~ ~'] --  .~_~,,,~a .................. ~r  
1991 Ntt"~osc°p~"- ' - - -  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . .  • .... ..$2,700.00 
Education Grants 
YoUr on O g support is greatly appreciated. 
• Heritage Day, at the arena 
Everyone. is invited to take a trip through the past Feb. 23 
when the Terrace Regional Museum Society hosts its annual 
Heritage Day celebration. There is no charge for the event, 
scheduled to be held from 1:30 to 4:30 p.m. Museum society 
president Mamie Kerby says this year's theme:is "Family 
Heirlooms and Attic Treasures". 
Terrace Guides and Scouts are offering coffee and donuts 
at no charge. 
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. . . . . .  . . . . . . .  " ' " 1 th  b / r thda  Eleanor Woodh " tes - - -  " ' - . • " i f ,om,on .  
etty Bnrton " friend, in Toronto. Eleanor and toncal qucsttOn,off a bridge, 
her mother had travelled to were jumping 
anor Woodhouse celebrated Canada in the spring of 1912 for would you follow them?" The 
105th birthdayreccntly in the marriage. Shortly after their family, which included four 
ice with her daughter, Rita arrival, Eleanor was hospitalized girls, Rite being the third (the 
-Nielsen. Rita is a long-time with a ruptured appendix, d~ay- last born died nine (lays after her 
~ce resident, having' moved ing the wedding, birth), lived in Toronto for many 
'erracc from Vancouver in She was a school teacher in years. 
after marrying Ken Kerr. England before she married. Rita Mr. Woodhouse, an structural 
t still a city girl," says Rite. says, "She always remained the engineer, built a bungaloW for 
[r only son, Richard>was the school teacher. We all knew how the two of them after the girls 
baby born in the Red Cross to read and write before kinder- grew up and moved away. H e 
pital in Terrace in the la te  garten." She adds that her died in his mid;seventies. Mrs. 
D's. • mother has always been "a per- Woodhouse stayed.in their home 
re. Woodhouse was born in fcctionist and an intellcctu BIn. .until she was  in her eighties. 
Breton, Cumbria, England on Rite gives particular credit to She was an av id gardener and 
16, 1887 fo Margaret Alice her mother for teaching the kept a beautiful home. She then 
Captain Henry Thomas  children values and etiquette, moved into her own apartment 
.._j inson, a Master Mariner. In Her father was  a real family when the house got to be  too 
E leanor Woodhouse  celebrated her 105th birthday recently January of 1913, she married man. Rite fondly recalls a story much work. 
with daughter  Rita Kerr-Nielsen at their home here in Terrace. Richard Woodhouse, a childhood he told her shortly before his In 1983, at age 96, after the 
death about a Christmas when he death of her eldest daughter and 
• ~ and their mother wired and son- in - law,  in Cambridge, 
decorated an old dollhouse for  , Ontario, (with whom she had OOkln bsCk.., the. gtrls f°r Chnstm~" It was l~wcd f°r 10 years)' El©an°r 
to be "n in March. swttched m such a way that Woodhouse moved to Terrace L 
gt . when thcv turned on the parlour w i th  the assistance of her daugh- 
• AGO THREE YEARS AGO . .  -. ~.--. . . .  ,, ..,,,-,,~.,,~ the tar Rite and Rim's son Rtchard. 
ONE WE~,.~,cl lulos c mill and T~TcSW?~ c'Ouncil's Committee FOU[sRY~. .  ' AGO ;og~lh°:~n~i~m:;. "H;; '"~ath:r t oMrnccabdcenM?o W2°:~°~oe v~: d 
T I~ Skcena - .... - " - - , -  ---..* in what was to THI . . remembered that as the happ . . . . . . . .  ,_ . . . . .  "4 ~'er family. 
.,,,,~, ,¢ me ~outh side of Terrace o[ mc wum~ m,.,, . . _ c.,,, council voted to mac water . . . . .  ,,,_ melr eaugm~a u , -  - ,, 
" " "  . . . . . .  t mcetin ever to l~asn ---v " uay ot ms ,L~. .  e name lives on e,d out for more than be the las _ g_ • sewer rates b five percent. At _ arents The Woodhous __. . We~ b~Ck " l " e swimmm and Y Sh© says both thetr p . wooa-  
hours • after a wolent out the future of !11 .t_g the same time they voted to defer . . . .  ,_ . . . . . . .  individuals, m 105-year-old Eleanor _ 
two amion: After much dts- . . orougm m~m uF ,~ in cousins across the 
windstorm knockeddownahydro- pool exp . . . . . . . .  -,-- a 3.37 indemmty acreage for ,,,~ .,~,o,t, er frowned upon peer house and . . . . . . . . . . .  
,occurrcdinsc'~ral . . . . . . .  " - - -said defunct RAFT program, . " . ~ :.. - -  r r td~l ,  olr.~dr.~d[::~ " [ 
t l~rcgion. . .B .C.  BuildingsCor- wind ows_.Ma.y°rJac~.x;t:~ohi_,, duledto open within a month at l i ~  )~ / J L~ I i ( ]L~, , ,%~'  _ [ 
ass l~S. siblc location for the new announc~.t  P l==t;o~nsandc~Yul~ per , - -  from the previous year. ~ / i  4610 Laze  
cor rect ions  centre. Murphy satd .seats, w lh  " : . . . . .  ..... 635-6600 
local residents would be given a " .  " ~ ~  "All the supplies you need" 
lli=dh~of ,~gs from an overturned n ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ t U ~ i J k ~ J ~ l l ~  • . ,Lar ,¢  s¢]ectt~n of  y~|paper  
• truck rolled down an cm- i i V m - v  ~ ~ ,  ...~: . . .~= _ - -  &m~-- - - - - -  ACROSS " ' ' ~ -~-~g-~_~_L_~. :  '~ 
l ogg ing  . . . .  ~ , w c,~-~, t -~r~-S i~-~ I ram! 9. 
bai~ment and hit the Skeena Man, _ i R"~'.~O. 1~1~I5~ ~-I-'~IlIIV~----[~ I ~nd less than a month after a car ARIES it is time to stop worgying a_bo.ut Pro~Cmut that r ,: g~d~Sp. 
w truck's Mar. H-Apr. 19 are not yours, unange your atmuuc--u p ~ 13 Hues ~ _---~m/m~"XI- 
came loose from a tO  . mind to worK. ,4 ,,d,an IS Z~. i l~*__ l _~ 
• same . . .  • 15 Stoute~ • hook aBd shd d0wll the .... TAURUS " Onemdecmvemomentc_ouldcausea.m.ult.itude ,, co,=e~ ~ ~  
t and hit the btlllOlng, .20  Ms  20 of difficulties later on. Be oirect and oe lira. 19 Showyactor ~.-~- . - - -~  u - - ~  embankmen Apr_  - Y 20 Bewilders ~ ~ "  ~ i 
cr L da Brat . =~ Hu,,,~ ~ ~ i  Skeena Mall manag ~ ' v rs are a t to be met with =3 Exslsted a S 'I 
• " " n from GEMINI  A l l  romant tc  endea o. P . • ' 24 Altemoon parties u 
feld was looking for aerie . " re'ection but do not gwe up. Mr/Ms R~ght us stdl 2~ p~onoun "6 
. May 21-June 20 J 
city council. Breffcld suggested there, z=~ ~.o~ooc~ooo - 
concKete bardem at the north end CANCER You may be called upon to share your experience ~o Elhlm Allen DOWN 
of the Sands Overpass could take June 21-July 22 with others. Teaching could become a second 31 Fir 1 Firth of Fodh. trill. 26 Rock - 3 Leave 2 , , _~pronobls"  8 Ne i ther__  . 
career for you. 34 Mistake 3 Annoy 29 Wager 31 Monk's hood, pl. 
care of the problem. LEO When asked to participate ina creative project, 3o Sink. as the sun 4 Stalk 
July 23-Aug. 22 accept graciously. Show enthusiasm, even if you 3~ Five bucks 5 Crag 32 Nourished . 38 Farm lmplemenl 6 Upon 35 Ridicules 
have none.  39 Type of mall derive,y, Inll l Aim 37 Comedies 
VIRGO Good time to re-stock your cupboards. Home 40 Foundation 8 Jacob's twin 39 Kingdom 41 Bowling, for one 9 Throbs 40 Large snake 
TWO YEARS AGO Aug. 23-Sept. 22 demands attention and should receive it. Beware 43 Pro 10 Eroded 42 Vim 4 Tnsr'd country 1 ~ 8ps~ks 3 Unfettered 
of too  much sugar. 48 Outlined tO Young boy 44 Tell on 
THIS ~ . .  LIBRA "A borrower nor a lender be" is good advice at 49 Skin m Bury 4S __ OeUer 
A new computer, modem and Sept. 23-Oct. 22 this time. Take care to handle problem 5o Outbreak m Sate 40 Three. II,2 Gr. lett r 21 Flmn animals 7 Summer, Ft. 
printer linking Terrace to  an  clcc- diplomatically. 53 It Is. poetic 22 Oyster gem 48 Time period 
tmnic interlibrary loan network SCORPIO Extra money isrequired before you can make the o4 Host 7.3 Succeed 5t Electric current, onot. 
Oct. 23-Nov. 21 changes you desire. Check thoroughly before ~ PollaCk fish 25 8hleld 
was installed at the Public Library. committing yourself. 
The device would give library SAGITTARIUS Do not be taken in by false advertising. Stand ] ~ ~ ~t"l 
m*,m~ 
members the opportunity to borrow Nov. 22.Dec. 21 firm and be wary of anything that sounds too ] o 
good to be true. " 
books  from major library collec- CAPRICORN A. co-worker may try to upstage you. Keep your 
'~ tl°ns a~'°ss Canada and all°w Dee' 22"Jan" 19 h~ad and temper in check' but d°n't all°w t i / - - i t l  
~ libraries to sham scarce and costly anyone to step on your toes. _ __. 
resources-.. Vandals bake into the AQUARIUS You gain the good graces of a desirable group !0 
: Tillicum Theatre in the middle of Jan. 20.Feb. 18 of individuals. They may expect something, however, for this acceptance, zz t~ ,s 
! the nlghh causing extensive dam- PISCES Get to know your co.workers better. Plan an 
" " ! , ;age  and creating a mess in many Feb. 19.Mar. 20 outing or get-together fo that purpose. Let them 
know you care. - ~ ,sz I 
: OffiCeS in rite building before being 
" : : .~tcd  by police ... The Terrace (~ ~ - I~" -  - -  
.. :Video Stop was set  to appear in Sweets for 
~ ¢0ulrt after b¢hlg ¢hargexi with S ' ~ nn 
:;eight violations o£,thc federal your west  ___  
^o; [ m 
marched, through ~, snowstorm Va lentzne  choco la tes  - 
- Spark ,  s t  to [TOrn Ber t ' s  De l i ca tessen!  ' - i "  " " 
ii ~ J im Fulton's office to mark I ;" " 
. i t~  ann ivc i sary  o f  the  repea l  o f  the 4603 Park Avenue, Terrace - 
 tan abortion law ... Over 55 635-5440 ' I I 
::i:.~nfime~ of snow was recorded ~ - , " • . I 
! In ~t~ first week of February. ~ 
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CLASSIFIED AD RATES ] 
4535 Greig Avenue, 
I Terrace,  B.C.  V8G IM7 • Phone 635-7840 
All classified'and classified isplay 
ads mnst .be prepaid by either cash, 
Visa or M~ter~rd, except for es. 
tahlbhed business accounts. When 
phoning in ads,. pl~se have your 
card number and expiry date ready. 
. DEADLINE FOR 
CLASSIFIED ADS 
10 a.n~. Tu~lay - 
DEADLINE FOR CLASSI]FIED • 
DISPLAY ADS 
$ p.m. Monday 
RATES: $4.50 for the first 20 words 
per week, plus 20¢ for each addi- 
tional word per week. All CAPITAL 
or boldface words are $1.00 extra 
per insertion. $2.00 extra for box 
service (plus postage if required). 
REVIEW SPECIAL: Get the fourth 
ad FREE. i Four •regular classified 
word ads for the price Of three. Sav- 
ings of $4.50 or more. Prepayment 
only. 
CLASSIFIED DISPLAY ADS 
$5.75 per column inch. Minimum of 
one inch. 
PICTURE CLASSIFIEDS 
$10.00 per week. Non.commercial 
'use 0nly. • 
TENDERS AND LEGAL 
NOTICES 
$7.00 per column inch per insertion. 
Minimum one inch. :: . "  
Terms and Conditions: Advertise- 
ments hould be read on the first 
publication day. We are not respon- 
sible for errors appearing beyond: t~e 
first insertion. 
Agreement: it is agreed by any 
display or classified advertiser e- 
questing space that: the liability of 
the paper in the event hat errors oc- 
cur in the publishing of" any adver- 
tisement •shall be limited to the 
amount• paid by the advertiser for 
• the portion of  the advertising space 
occupied by the incorrect i em only, 
and there will be no .liability in any 
event beyond the amount paid for 
such advertisement. 
I 't. r • . ' . .  - 
, . .  .. 
' . -  
• . ' " .  ' .  ; . _ - t  
, , : , .  , 
Nis a'a Valley Health Board 
C RTIFIED nEHTAT. . . . .  
) 
ASSISTANT ' '  
The Nisga'a Valley Health Board Dental Clinic Will, in April, 
have an opening for a Certified Dental Assistant. 
Throughout the year the services would be required for two 
Weeks per month during the school terms. 
The work would be in the New Aiyansh (65 miles north of 
Terrace) Dental Clinic and would  involve working 
alongside the dentist with hisstaff of Chairside Assistant 
and front Office staff. 
Travel allowance would be given for travel to and from 
New Aiyansh and free accommodations would be provided 
in New Aiyansh. 
Contact/Forward Application/Resume t0! ......... ~ ~';,;::,~;,~-~-,- 
• Mr. Floyd A. Davis 
ADMINISTRATOR 
Nisga'a Valley Health Board 
256 Tait Avenue 
New Aiyansh, B.C. Y0] IA0 
Telephone: (604) 683-2212 
Fax: (604) 633;2512 . . . .  
• ? • , 
EXPERIENCED 
HiAIRDRESSERS WANTED 
Jon's Hairstyling requires 
one full-time and and one 
part.time hairdresser. Should 
be able to work with a mini- 
mum amount of supervision. 
Call 635-7737- 
t ime _PPSiUon for _ 
Cert i f ied Denta l  
Assistant. 
Send resume to: 
Dx. ]¢dc Gustavun 
I0  - 4546 Park  Avenue,  
Ter race ,  B.C.;  VSG lV4  
or  Phone:  68FPgO6S 
NEEDED-  Telephone sales people 
Monday to Fdday. 4:30 to 8:30 p.m. 
Houdy rate of pay. Also needed, peo- 
ple for light delivery. Must have pwn 
car. Hours day and/or evening. Excel- 
lent rate of pay. Phone Bill at 635-; 
668i any time. 2/12p 
One full.time position for Home 
Support Worker II. Required qualifica- 
tions: Continuing Care Assistance 
course or nursing background. Start- 
ing wage as per collective agreement. 
Apply• at Home Support Services. 
635-5135, ask for Betty or Louise. 
2/19c 
Newspaper roll ends from $5 to $25, 
depending on size. Phone 635-7840. 
tfnp 
Aluminum pflnting plates, 24"x36", 25 
cents each. Phone 635-7840. 
If rip 
Household goods - -  brown couch, 
$35; toaster oven, $30; Phone 
635-4810. 2/26p 
1976 Chevrolet Monte Carlo, excel- 
lent ~0ndition. For more information. 
phone 635-2408. 2/19p 
EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY with 
growing delivery business. Must have 
dependable vehicle. Will train and 
supply C.B. Ddver must be very de- 
pendable and any ageover 19. Phone 
638-8398. tfnc 
WANTED-  Forty ovenNeight people 
tolose 10 to 25 pounds per month. 
100 percent natural, doctor-recom- 
mended. We pay you. Se'dous callers 
only. Phone 533-5576. 2/12p 
Full seNlce salon offerlng halr styllng, esthetics, tannlng 
and toning has an Immediate opening for experienced 
hair stylist. Excellent opportunity to build clientele quick- 
ly. Apply at: 
Images  by Kar lene 
4652 Lazelle Avenue - 635-4997 .... 
PART-TIME 
AIRLINE TICKET AGENTS 
Central Mountain Air Ltd. requires part-time ticget agents for 
their Terrace operation. 
Candidates must be well groomed, possess good communi- 
cation skills, be service oriented and able to work within a 
flexible Schedule. 
Travel benefits available, Rate is negotiable depen.ding on 
experience. 
Please hand deliver resume to 
Central Mountain Air counter at the 
Terrace Airport between 3 p.m. - 7 p.m., Monday to Friday. 
Executive Producer 
Broadcast Operations 
Northern Native Broadcast'mg 
Northern Native Broadcasting is one of the 
youngest Native communications groups in 
Canada. During the coming years this 
society will become one of the leaders in 
Native Communications. 
We are looking for candidates for the 
position of Executive Producer with the 
B.C. Native Communications Society.- 
Northern Broadcasting based in Terrace, 
British Columbia. 
The position will be both challenging and 
rewar~ng ~for an individual dedicated to a 
broadcasting career: The executive 
producer will play a key role in the 
development of this young and dynamic 
Organization. One of the key tasks of the 
position will be to help in the development 
of satellite radio programming for a 
culturally diverse audience. 
The successful candidate must have 
experience in all aspects of radio 
broadcasting and a strong employment 
performance record. Experience in 
television production is an asset. The 
Executive Producer will be familiar with 
the culture andpolitical;issucs ofNative 
people in B.C. and Canada. 
The successful candidate for Executive 
Producers position will be an experienced 
broadcaster, with excellent interpersonal 
skills and a strong management sense as a 
program and news• director. 
Northern Native Broadcasting is |ocated in 
Terrace. B,C.. a community of 20.000 that 
is very attractive in its mountainous 
environs, mild weather and the 
recreational, educational and lifestyle 
opportunities it presents to its residents. 
If you are interested in this position please 
send a complete resume, covering letter 
and audio resume to: 
Mr. Ray Jones 
.General Manager 
Northern Native 
Broadcasting, 
Box 1090. 
Terrace, B.C. 
V8G 1S6 
Closing Date: February 14, 1992 
Start Date: March 2.1992 
Salary: Negotiable 
6 month Probationary Period 
| 
il 
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ii 
1983 GMC pickup, 3/4-ton, 6.2 litre, 
diesel, power steering, power brakes, 
automatic. Open to offers. Phone 638- 
8794. .2/121) 
20-112 IL tandem axle Rustier travel 
Ireiler. Fully loaded, in excellent condi- 
tion. Must be seen to be appredated. 
$7,200, Please call 635-2804 after 6 
p.m. 2/12p 
Two'20.foot marine storage: contain- 
era for sale or reaL Phone 635-6802. 
3/@ 
Five hp enowblower, motor rebuilt. 
Asking $350. 1981 23-ft. Sangster on 
tandem trailer, 140 hours on rebuilt 
motor and leg, radio and  depth 
sounder. Asking $15,000. Phone 
635-2127. 2/121) 
Landscaped lot on Kerby Street. 
Double garage and fenced. Phone 
635-2127. 2/121) 
Kirby: featuring New Generation III. 
No obligation presentation. For cup- 
plies; service, warranty all models, 
telephone Dianne Rowe in Terrace at 
638-1349. - - 2/191) 
Honda generator, 1500 wan, good 
condition, seldom used. $700 OI30. 
Phone 635-3034 after 5 p.m. 
2/121) 
Mobile vending unit - -  contains 
three deep fryers, frkJge, gdll, hot and 
cold water and bathroom. Licensed for 
business. Phone 635-4179 for infor- 
mation. 2/191) 
To give sway to good homes: Are 
you a cat-type person who enjoys 
cuddling up toe little furball of low 
after a, hard dayll?? If so, I have six 
Idttens dying to meet you. 'Give m"a: 
call at 635-9314. tfnne 
Auto parts - -  Dodge 440 cu.in. 
engine, only30.000 miles, with Edel- 
brock performance intake manifold. 
No grease, lots of power; $450. 305 
GM heads recently rebuilt; $125. four 
15-inch GM.five4)oit aluminum mags 
with new rubber; $425. Phone 635- 
6809. after 5:30 p.m. 2/121) 
USED MODULAR HOMES 
960 tO I;056 sq. ft. 
Priced from $21,4:)00 to $25,500. 
,Delivered to Terrace area, 
setup prices available on requesL 
Call Herb Styles st (403) 264-6122. 
544, 950, 966 and 980 loaders (will 
also rent); 1213 crusher complete; 740 
Champion grader with snow wing; 455 
track loader; four backhoes; single and 
double drop Iowbeds; several dump 
lrud~s, Iracter and belly dumps. Call V¢ 
at 1-493-6791. 2/26p 
1982 john I:)eere 310A backhoe, A-1 
shape, low hours; $17,500 OBO. 
Phone 627-4996 in Pdnce Rupert. 
2/12p 
Hobby farm for sale - -  12-1/2 acres 
on Bomite Mountain Rd. at Kleanza. 
Includes: 1992 14x70 mobile home 
with 12x36 addilion; 32x80 three-bay 
. shop; 28x56 lean-to shed; spring well 
Water; septic nnd hydro; 10 minutes 
from town; million dollar view; school 
bus service. For more Information, call 
635-7235/ 2/26p 
J 
Two.bedroom double wide mobile 
home for sate. Natural gas heat, 
 ,er, only: 
e,~2~.000, Phone 635.-7411. 2/lm - 
~; ' - '~  r r , '  " ' "~' ~ " . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
FOR LEASE 
1850 sq. ft. suitable for 
office space at street 
level on 4644 Lazelle 
Avenue. 
Phone  635-3475 
:FOR RENT OR LEASE 
1100 sq. ft. office building 
with 2 bathrooms; natural 
gas heat and air condition- 
ing, Phone 635-2411 askfor 
John or Marilyn. 
.MINI,STORAGE UNITS 
AVAILABLE 
Reasonable rates. 
Old Bridge Properties 
635-5350 
FOUND --Pair of lady's black leather 
gloves left at the Terrace Review office on 
Fdday, Feb. 7. Please drop in, 45.35 Greig 
Ave., to pick them up. 2/19nc 
LOST-  Girl's ring from Thornhill 
Junior Secondary School; 10 carat 
yellow gold, thin band, blue sapphire 
stone set at an angle. Sentimental 
value. Please call Val Belina at 638- 
0116. ' 2/19nc 
BCYCNA 
BRIT ISH 
OOUJMBIA  
AHDYUKOIq  
COMMUNrrY  
NEWSPAPERS 
Aaso¢ IK I1ON 243 
Ainouonvf 
Engines rebuilt for cars & 
trucks. 6 Cyl. from $995, 8 
Cyl. from $1095. 5 Year or 
100,000 Km limited warranty. 
Bond Mechanical 872-0641 
8-7 p.m. 7 days. TOll-free 1- 
800-663-2521. 
BULDING SUPPL IES  
DOORSI WINDOWS! Inte- 
rior and exterior wood, metal 
and French doom, woixl win- 
dows, skylights. MOREl Call 
collect to WALKER DOOR 
and WINDOW in VancoUver 
at (604)268-1101. 
BUSINESS OPPOITlrUNmES 
DO you have a flair for colour 
anddeslgn? Decorating Den, 
Canada's fastest growing In- 
teflor Decorating Freq..hiss is 
expanding in B.C. Training 
provided. Lower Mainland 
525-8722, Provincial 1-800- 
565-8722. 
Join a new fast ~rowing com- 
pany. Alpine Air Purification 
Systems. Reddential, Com- 
merdal, Indusffial. Applice- 
Uons Including agriculture, 
hospitals/clinics, etc. Unlim- 
ited potential. Call 1-800- 
561-2035. 
Earn $4,000 or more this sum- 
mer. Dickla Dee Ice Cream 
Bike Badness in YOUr town. 
Everything provided. Invest- 
ment required, Coast/island 
521-1292, Inteflor/North 768- 
3699. 
'Vancouver Island, B.C. 
Duncan area. High exposure 
tire business. 10,000 new 
end used. In operation over 
10 years. Good return 
$110,500 trades? 743-3771, 
743-9698, 246-7053. 
,T I , , ,  
LOST-  Female long-haired tabby 
cat from the Jackpine Flats area; 
white front and paws. May be heading 
for Thomhill. Phone 635;6869 or 635- 
5236. 2/19n¢ 
.LOST - -  Older male Spdnger spaniel, 
brown and white. Answers to Major. 
Missing Since Feb. 1. Phone 635- 
2261 and ask for Diane, or 635-7113. 
2/19n¢ 
i 
Kalum Family Day Care has openings. 
Fenced yard,.pets and toys. Ages newborn 
to 12 years. Full-time, part-time or drop-in 
available. Phone 638-8429 or 638-8398. 
: tfn¢ 
Hemschild care with a difference--Fuel 
Storytimes, arts and crafts, etc. Have valid 
first aid ticket. Pre-schoolers, infants wel- 
come. Monday 1o Friday, 7 a.m. lo6 p.m. 
(noweekends). Phone 635.6269. 
2/26p 
RED CROSS LOAN Cupboard. The hours 
for the Terrace Loan Cupboard are as fol- 
lows: 
Mondays from 9to11 8.m. 
Thumlaya from 10 a.m. to 12 noon 
The Cupboard is located in the Skeena 
Health Unit, 3412 Kalum SlreeL Emergen- 
cy inquiries can be made in between 
service hours at .the following numbers: 
635-2122 or 635-7941. tfn 
tlll~ I IU I  C l i  ]1' t I t ; t ,~  
books on all your 
interests, hobbies 
and sports. And 
it's a great place 
to meet your 
friends. 
It's Your 
:Library 
Terrace 
~ • 
TURNER-- William Perde, 33 years, 
in Terrace, B.C. on Jan. 3, 1992. 
Mamodal service was from the Knox 
United Church on Wednesday, Jan. 8 
at 2 p.m. Cremation took • place from 
the Terrace Crematorium. 
DOBLER - -  Peter James, 25 years, in 
Terrace, B.C. on Ja0. 3; 1992. Funeral 
servi~s were from the Knox United 
Church on Thursday, Jan. 9 at 2 p.m. 
Cremation took place from theTenace 
Crematorium; 
UTTLE-  Mary Cathedfle, 82 years, 
in Terrace, B.C. on Jan. 10, 1992. 
Memorial service was from MacKay's 
Funeral Chapel on Tuesday, Jan. 14 
at 2 p.m. Cremation took place from 
the Terrace Crematorium. 
JOSEPH - -  Nicole Aivine. 5 years, in 
Vancouver, B.C. on Jan; 5, 1992. 
Funeral services .were from the Salva- 
tion Army on Friday, Jan. 10 at 1. p.m. 
Interment in the Terrace Municipal 
Cemetery. 
LUNZ-  Elizabeth June, 52..years, in 
Terrace; B.C. on Jan. !3, 1992. 
Catholic Funeral service was from the 
Knox United Church on Fdday, Jan. 
17 at 1 p.m. Interment was in the Ter- 
race Mu, icipal Cemetery. 
SEATON - -  Francis Henry Massey, 
78 years, in Te~,  B.C. on Jan. 25, 
1992. Funeral services were from the 
Sacred Heart Catholic Church on Fri- 
day, Jan. 31, 1992 at 1:30 p.m. Inter- 
ment in the Terrace Municipal Ceme- 
tery. 
BLANKET CLASSIFIEDS 
These ads appear in more than 100 community newspapers In B.C. and Yukon 
and reach more than 3 million readers. 
• TO PLACE AN AD CALL THIS PAPER OR BGYCNA AT (604) 669-9222. 
r 
8USmESS OPPORTtmmEs 
12 Unit Motel plus R.V. Park, 
Powell River. Excellent fi- 
nandal statements. Excel- 
lent living quarters. Ocean 
view on two acres of highway 
property. Private sale 
$365,000. Call (604)485- 
2911. 
Becoming a millionalrel A 
etn~-'tured approach to flnan- 
wealth. For Information 
wdte The Investment Corpo- 
ration, 8415 Grenville Street, 
Dept. 146, Vancouver, B.C. 
V6P 429. 
ONE. An in-deplh forecastof 
wherein store for you in 1992. 
All cards. 1-803-824-3455 
ext 750. •.  . 
Fun-filled love life, People 
ask Dr, Don 'where can we 
get sexual products dis- 
cretely?' Now they're avai!- 
able - privacy guaranteed. 
Ordercatelogue $5.56 to: Dr. 
Den's Produots #1173-1124 
Lonedaie Ave., N. Vancou- 
ver, B.C. V7M 2H1. 
COMING EVENTS . 
-NEW CALGARY Agd and 
RanchTrade Show. April 29, 
30 and May 1,1992. Exhibits 
relating to agriculture, aquas- 
Man, ranching, irrigation. For- 
more Information: (403)469- 
2400 or fax (403)469-1398, 
r CATm. 
TRAIN TO MANAGE an 
Apartment/Condominium 
bollding. Many Jobs avail: 
able. Government llcensed 
home study certlflcatlon 
Call for detalls: course, 
~49.)781"5456 °r1 "800"665" 
Ei~CAllON 
CHEF TRAINING PRO- 
GRAM. In just 17 weeks 
make your future financially 
secure. Join Canada's #1 
Industry. Cooking is n re<~s- 
don-proof career. Short, In- 
tense training. Rnendai as. 
sistence. Gov't funding. Stu- 
dent loans. ConUnuous en- 
'olment. Accommodation 
an'anged. DUBRULLE 
FRENCH CULINARY 
SCHOOL, 1522 W.8th 
Ave., Vancouver, B.C. 738- 
3155 or Toll-free 1-800-667- 
7288. 
roR  ue.Bc. 
986 Loaders, Grapple or 
Bucket. Asphalt Plant and 
Paving Equipment. Dump 
Trucke, Back Hoes, 1213 
Crushing Rants; 18" x 36" 
JawCrushers, Belly Dumps 
and Pups. 100 Banal Water 
Tanks and Truck Call Vic 
Kampe 493-6791. 
BURGLAR BARS. A~aotive 
white window gdlls provide 
discreet home ssoudty. Eco- 
nomldal and guaranteed. We 
ship, you Install. All sizes, 15 
years expedonco. Canadian 
Secudty Products. Toll-free 
1-800-661-7555, ExL 1. 
Attention: Ford 8upercab 
owners 'F' sedes. Seat lift kJt 
avallaldeto raise mar bench 
seat. Safety approved/no 
ddll[ng necessary. Call toll- 
free: 1-800-561-7867, 
Calmer. - 
100% natural herbs that gave 
me the frick-start i needed for 
mY excess fizL For 
rmation send largd 
S.A.S.E. to HONL, #6;9360 
Mill SL, Chllllweck, B.C. V2P 
4N2. 
FOR 8AI.E MISC. 
MUSICAL BABY BOTTLE 
BASE. Insert cup, bottle or 
glass, and till Rays mudo 
autematically. Available col- 
ours #1611 Pink, #I 21 New 
Blue. Batterles Included. 
$14.95 (Includes S & H). 
Order Box 942, Fort Nelson, 
B.C. Call (604)774-2945. 
O 'mF.BN . 
The Ultimate Gardener's 
Store. 1,000'sof Products, 
Greenhouses, Hydroponics, 
Drip Irrigation. Huge Book 
Seleotion. 72 page, photo 
filled, 1991 catalogue, $4, 
refundable on order. West- 
ern Water Farms, #103- 
20120 64th Ave., Langley, 
B.C. V3A 4P7. 
NELPWANTEI) 
cover the BesL Fun, educa- 
tional toys, books, games. 
Adaptable to Special Needs 
children. Catalogue Sales, 
fund raisers. Part-time ca- 
reer opportunities. Informa- 
tion call evenings collect 
Christians (604)538-2804.. 
ENJOY TRAVELLING? Are 
you between 18-307 Do you 
have practical farm exped- 
enos? For Information con-, 
tact the International Agricul- 
lured Exchange Assodation 
at 1501,17 Avenue S.W., 
Calgary, Alberta, T2T 0E2. 
PROFITABLE FASHION 
CAREER. Umited numberof 
expedenced sales repre- 
sentetivea required to pro- 
mote excluSive ladles wear. 
Moil-order catalogue. Small 
personal wardrobe invest- 
menL Ceil 604)538-6556 or 
• 1-800-685-~145. 
for 25 
$195- 
1kl.70 each additional word 
I 
HELPWANTED 
HERE'S THE CURE for the 
• No Money Blues'. Ircbpsnd- 
ence,Job flexibility and unllm- 
itecl potential can be yours. 
So,..Shske off those blues. 
Call us today 1-800-661- 
3305. MA CHERIE Home 
Fashion Shows (EeL 1975) 
Burlington, On,ado. 
BE RICH AND FAMOUS, 
New Breakthrough In $14 bil- 
lion book publishing market Is 
making people wealthy. FuI! 
corporate training. Protected 
terdtedes. Huge profits 1- 
800-465-5400. Readers 
Club. 
PERSONAL 
ADD A LITTLE SPICEI 
Okanagan College Room- 
mates. Cindy, Usa, Diane 
andJennifer - have exciting 
personal photos of them- 
selves for sale. For discreet 
Info, wdte SPICE, Box 670- 
GB, Kelowna; B.C. VIY 7P4; 
,~lults only pleasel 
• REAL E8TATE 
for unpsldtaxes. Crown Land 
avallabllity. For Information 
on bothwdte:Pmperties OepL 
CN, Box 5380, Sin. F., Ot- 
tawa, K2C 3JI. 
• SERVICES 
Joel A. Wener b-lal awyer for 
22 years. Cal l  collect: 
(604)736-5500. Contingency 
fees available. Injured in B.C. 
on ly .  
TRAVEL 
/ 
50% off Hawaii, Mexico, [.as 
Vegas, Florida Hotels. Info: 
send self addre seed stamped 
envelope: Miller and Cake 
RR3 C-16 Alkina Road Gan- 
ges, B.C. V0S IE0. 
/ 
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BRIGHT - -  William Matthew, 82 years, 
in Terrace, B.C. on Jan. 1, 1992. 
Funeral servi¢'e was from the St. 
Andrew's Anglican Church in New 
Alyansh on Monday, Jan. 6 at 2 p.m. 
Interment in the Greenville Cemetery. 
HARMEL --Leon Joseph Gerard, 
age 71, in Kitimat, B.C.on Jan. 3, 
1992. Funeral servlcewas from Chdst 
the King Catholic Church in Kitimat on 
Tuesday, Jan. 7 at 2 p.m. Cremation 
from the Terrace'Crematorium. 
Happy Valentine's Baby 
Roses are red 
.Violete are blue 
What can I say 
I'm thinkin' of you. 
Kelly + Lonnle 
4) 
To GII 
My husband,.. 
My lover, 
My best friend 
• ." Love Always 
Anne 
" Province of Ministry of 
British Columbia Environment 
Lands and Parks 
REQUEST FOR PROPOSAL 
SKEENA'4 ANGLER DAYS 
igibleangling guides are invited tO submit a bid and 
ospectus proposal for any portion of 696 availableangler 
Lys on thewater known as Skeena4, being that portion of 
e Skeena River upstream of a point 1.5 Km. above the 
,moetz River confluence. 
1 information package and fuilher information may be 
quested from the Regional Fisheries Biologist, Bob 
~oton, at Bag 5000, Smithers, B.C., V0J 2N0, or by phone 
47-7303). 
~plicants should be aware that the ministry is under no 
)ligation to maintain the 1000 angler days specified in the 
,trent angler use plan.lt also reserves the right to 
~gotiate with the proponent of any proposal and may reject 
~y or all proposals. 
roposals will be scored against a maximum of 100 
~rcentage points with each of the following sections 
)ntributing 1/3 of the m~imum possible score: 
1/3 angling guide: qualifications, experience, knowledge, 
history, performance record of guide and staff. 
Invitation to Tender 
In accordance with the Ministry of Transportation and Highways Act, I 
Section 49(1), sealed tenders are invited for me following: 
Project No. 07079-9202 Location: Cantral/North East Region and North 
West Regiorl . 
Description: The Contractor will supply two or three pilotvehicles as 
necessary to maintain up to twenty-four hour piloting through various jobs up 
to seven days a week and an average of five flagging personnel will be 
required daily. Vehicles will be 1987 or newer and have a fuel tank large 
enough to,cover appmximatolySO0 kiiometres. One traffic conVoller per shift 
is required to possess a valid IndusVial Rrst Aid Certificate of Class "B" or 
better. 
Sealed tenders, completed in accordance with the Conditions of Tender on 
the forms provided, will be received by the Ministry of Transportation and 
.Highways at #213-1011 4th Avenue, Pdnce George, B.C., V2L 3H9 until 2:00 
p.m. (local time) on February 27, 1992, when tenders will .be opened in 
public. 
A surety bid bond will be required (in accordance with the conditions of the 
tender.) 
A pretender meeting is not scheduled at this time 
Tender documents com piers with envelope, plans, specifications and 
conditions of tender are available at a cost of $25.00 per set plus 6% PST 
($1.50) and 7% GST ($1.75) for a total of $28.25 from the Ministry of 
Transportation and Highways available at #213-1011 4th Avenue, Prince- 
George, B.C., V2L 3H9 or may be ordered/viewed through any Regional 
Office of the MinisW of Transportation and Highways. If applicable please 
sand fax revisions to 565-7016, between the hours of 8:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. 
Monday to Fdday, except holidays. 
Where required, payment for contract documentation shall be made by 
certified cheque Or money order, made payable to the Minister of Rnance 
and Corporate Relations. All purchases are non-refundable. 
i For further information contact Mr. Ken Cullen, Project Supervisor; 
Seaicoaling at (604) 549-5454, or fax (604) 545-9331. 
The lowest or any tender will not necessarily be accepted. 
4_ ,41 J~,~ Province o f  
~ ~  British Columbia .... 
e @ ¢ , I  0 II g O 09  @,P  00  O e g 00  O e I 
'M 'M ln i s t ry  of Transportation 
j~r  tlY ~ and Highways 1 
1/3 Operation: level of investment, consistency with 
management plan, value added, financial stability, 
employment, quality of PtOl~Sal: ~ ............................................. ~ ~ ~ := '~  ~''~ 
1/3 Price: a score will be assigned based on the II Happy20th I price oar angler day the proponent is willing to pay, 
'he deadline for submissions to the regional office is March II I = , , ,=  No extensionswillbemade forlatesubmissions. 
1| to  a special Mom.  I ".w. Chamb. ed i ,  
II and Dad. I leglonal Fish and Wildlife Manager 
II " Love I II ace., Jude & Den | ;keena Reg ion  : 
II 'roll' Jacn:a: '°bby II 
, , , • . . , 
ii Vida, Dave, Bradley & Alyssa II 
i i  Link,& T im II Invitation to Tender 
,o =.=n= ,,o =. , . , .  o, . , - - . . -o .  . . .  
Section 49(1), sealed tenders am invited for the following: 
Although I have 
trouble to organize," 
Planning ahead I 
truly despise. 
Though you're not 
funny ALL the time. 
You're Still my only 
Valentinel 
L 
Jake 
w - - o f  s 
angels with just one 
wing. And we can 
only ~ embrassing 
each other. 
Klera 
CHIMO pilot car available for long 
and short trips, Is radio'equipped, 
bonded and insured. One-hour notice. 
Phone 638-8530 or 638-8398. tfno 
Accommodation wanted for single 
working male as soon as possible, 
board and room, sharing apartment or 
anything else please. Phone 638- 
0129 after 6 p.m. 2/12p 
Project No. 07079-9201 Location: Central/Norlh East Region and North 
West Region 
I)escrlptlon: To supply five tandem dump trucks as and when required to 
haul granular matedals. Units will be required to haul and dump into a 
highway spreader to fly spread sand when required and to haul to pre- 
selected stockpile sites. The trucks must have a legal weight capacity of a 
minimum 8.5 cubic meUes and come equipped with an acceptable hitch for 
hook-up to the highway spreader. 
.Sealed tenders, completed in accordance with the Conditions of Tender on 
the forms provided, will be received by the MInisW of Transportation and 
Highways at #213-1011 4th Avenue, Pdnce George, B.C., V2L 3H9 until 2:00 
p.m. (local time) on February 27, 1992, when tenders will be opened in 
public. 
A surety bid bond will be required (in accordance with the conditions of the 
tender.) 
A pre.tonder meeting is not scheduled at this time; " 1 
Tender documents complete with" envelope, plans, specifications and 
conditions of tender are available at a cost of $25.00 per set plus 6% PST 
($1.50) and 7% GST ($1.75) for a total of $28.25 frgm the Ministry of 
Transportation and Highways available at #213-1011 4th Avenue, Pdnce 
George, B.C., V2L 3H9 or may be ordered/viewed through any Regional 
Office of the MinisW of Transportation and Highways. if applicable please 
send fax revisions to 565-7016, between the hours of 8:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. 
Monday to Fdday, except holidays. " 
Where required, payment for contract documentation shall be made by 
certified cheque or money order, made payable-to the Minister of Rnance 
and Corporate Relations. All purchases are non-refundable. 
For further information contact Mr. Ken Cullen, Project Supervi'sorl 
~ ~ ~"  n o ~t (604) ~ 4  , or fax (604) ~9~ 1J I 
The lowest or any tender will not necessedly be accepted, 
4 ~ a J ld ,~ Province of 
j ~ N r ~  "British Columbia 
** - - __*********************  
' ~ ~  Ministry of Transportation 
jp~ V " "  and Highways 
t • 
HIRED EQUIPMENT 
- - - " -  ' .....  '":REGISTRATION . . . . .  
The Ministry of Transportation and Highways is compiling its Hired Equip- 
meat List for the Stikine Distdct and advises all persons or companies wlsn- 
ing to have their rentable equipment such as trucks, backhoes, loaders, 
excavators, graders, rollers, scrapers, tractors, etc. listed, should contact the 
District Oflice at .Gc,,--~r-.J D;;livery, Dense Lake, V0C 1L0. Owners of current- 
ly registered equipment will receive a re-registration letter and instructions 
prior to March 1st, and will not be required to complete newregistration 
forms. 
Current policy does riot permit the hiring of equipment hat is not registered 
with theMinistry. This MinisW will be hiring local equipment (where avail- 
able) for projects in their area. 
Deadline for registration in the District is March 15, 1992. Applications 
received after this day may notreceive a share of the available work. . 
For more informa~n "please contact Sueenn Ciamplchini at 771-4511. 
B.F. Mackay 
District Highways Manager 
Stiklne District 
Dated at 0ease Lake, B.C. this 3 day of February, t992. 
Province 
British Colum°Lia 
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'~ i~~'Mln ls t ry  of Transportation 
V w and Highways 
LAND ACT 
NOTICE OF INTENTION TO 
APPLY FOR A DISPOSITION 
OF CROWN LAND 
Take notice that Norbert Kossler of 
Terrace, occupation Angling Guide 
intends to make application for a 
one-year permit of land generally 
situated 70 km SE of Pdnce Rupert 
on the Ecstall River and more 
specifically dascdbed below: 
Commendng at a post planted 50. 
metres square on the southside Of 
the Ecstall River, approximately 
150 metres downstream of the 
confluence of Johnston Creek and 
Ecstell River and containing .25 ha 
more or less. 
The purpose for which the land is 
required is temporary angling 
camp. 
Comments concerning this applica- 
tion may be made to the Senior 
Land Officer, Ministry of Environ- 
ment, Lands and Parks, Lands 
Division, Bag 5000, Smithers, B.C. 
VOJ 2NO, Telephone: 847-7334 
File No.: 6405057 
Dated: February S, 1992 
Invitation to Tender 
Sealed Tenders, marked92-005 
Janitorial Contract for the Dormito- 
ries and Cafeteria building at 
Northwest Community College, 
Terrace, will be received up to 2.'00 
p;m. local time the 28th February 
and those available at that time will 
be opened in public at the Terrace 
Campus. 
Tendering documents may be 
obtained at the Terrace Campus 
aftar 9:00 a.m. on the 17th Febru- 
ary 1992. Tenders must be filed on 
the forms provided, in sealed, 
cieady marked envelopes. 
The lowest or any Tender will not 
necessarily be accepted. 
Please direct all enquires ~: 
Mr; Peter Crompton, 
Facilities Manager 
Northwem t Community>College 
5331 McConnell Avenue 
Tenmce, B.C. VeG 4(:2 
Phone 63s-gall, local 272 
L • 
" "T I  
- . i : :  
L ~ 
I!,~ 
ii 
• • . . .  . 
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does have it's share of l).robiems!.: ' ' " ' 
As it did here, the ,mechanical 
" " 1 • " . . . .  ~ revolution" introduced a whole 
- I nv i ta t ion  to  Tender  
In accordance with.the Ministry of Transportation and Highways Act, 
Section 49(1), sealed tenders are invited for the following: 
Project No. 07079-9203 Location: CentreUNorth East Region and North 
. .  . , . . . . .  . • : ,  
West Regtm ' . I 
I I~i~ption:.To aupply on an IWudY .all found.rental .f~ .a 3 ~.b.,cme~e 
loader, tO load graded aggregates into clump trucks. 1he ioaoer snail De I~PO,~ 
or newer, four wheel drive, with a minimum (~f 170 horsepower. The minimum 
I ~pdearance  will be 2.75mand have a bucket canying capacity (at full 
extension) of more than 6 tonnes. 
Sealed tenders, :completed In accordance with the Conditions of Tender on 
-the fonts provicl~l, will be received by the Ministry of Transportation and 
High~mya t #213-1011 4th Avenue, Pdnce C~oq]e, B.C., V2L 3Hguntil 2:00 
~ l~:al time) on February 27, 1992, when tenders will be opened in- 
A surety bid bond will be required (in accordance with the concitfons of the 
aonder.) 
A IXe.tender meeting is not scheduled at this time. 
Tender documents complete with envelope, plans, specifications and 
gxxKlilfons of tender are available at a cost of $25.00 per set plus 6% PST 
($L50) and 7% GST ($1.75) for a total of $28.25 from the Ministry of  
Trensporta~nand Highways available at #213.1011 4th Avenue, Prince 
, George. B.C:, V2L 3H9 or may be ordered/viewed through any..P, egionai 
Office of ~ Ministry o~ Transportation and Highways. If appucaom Ixease 
• send fax revislens~o 565-7016. between the hours of 8:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. 
Monday:k )  ,Friday. exmpt hofideys. 
Where required, payment for contract documentation shall be made by 
certified cheque or money order, made payable .to the.Ministor of Rnance 
and Corporate Relations. All purchases are non-minnesota. 
For further information contact Mr. Ken CuIlen, Projagt Supervisor, 
• Sealcoa~g at (604) 549-5454, or fax (604) 545-9381. 
• The lowest or m3:Y _tender win not necessarily be a~epted: 
Province of 
BritishColumbla 
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1: ::invitation to Tender' i 
• , • .•  . .  , , , ' .  - 
i i  
I nv i ta t ion  to :B id  " " 
NOTICETO: CONTRACTORS " 
Sealed tende~ endorsed "Exterior Cladding P~se 2 -  Nechako Eleme_ntaW. 
School" will be received by Ran Beret, Secretary-Treasurer at the Boaro 
office of School District No. 80 (Kitimat), Kitimat, B.C. up .tO 2.~0 p.m. local 
time, Februmy 28, 1992. " .- 
Genera l  Conb-actors may obtain a set of:construction documents from ,the 
Archite~ on deposit of $100.00 refunded Only upon return of.the documents 
in good conditio.n within ten (10) days of closeof tenders. ., , : . . . .  '. . : , ~ 
Documents will be available for inspection from: - ' : . i,.. . . 
T~rrece Plan,Room . . . . . .  : ' : . -. 
Kitlmat Plan Ro~m " " " " . ,::-~ . . . . . .  . 
NotthwmB.C.Construoti0n Auoofation " • " : 
Amalgamated Conatmndon Aseoohdion . . . .  . 
Bulldey Valley. Lakes .plstrfot Construction ,Association 
Tenden must be accompanied .bY a~d bond ~ in.~.vo~ of.the.Own,_e~_= 
in the amount of $10,000.00 wh¢li will be forfe'.~d ~ wure ov me mnoor~ 
• to enter into a mnuac~ when requk~l. 
The successful tenderer is required to iurnish a 50 percent Performance 
Bond within fourteen (14) daya elternotificalJon of award of the contract 
The rules of the Prince George Bid Depository SHALL NOT APPLY. 
Royce Candle Associates Architect " for: School Oisffi~.No. 80 (K~mat) 
#200- 3219 Eby Slmet 
-. Terrace, B.C. • , . . . .  , • 
VaG 41:13 
Telephone: 635~7191 
Contact: Dave Oleksewich 
1515 l~ngfisher Avenue :. 
l<i~mat; B.C. • 
VaC IS5 
Telepho/~e: ~9-9~el 
Contact'. Ray Ellis 
BULKLEY VALLEY D I S T R I ~  HOSP ITAL  
. . . . .  ~ ~' '= " . . . . . . . . . .  " -' requires a . . . .  
Pharmacist/Pharmacy Assistant 
. . P lease  forward resume or Can: 
:* lh :=~ce with .the Minlatry.of. Tr.ans_poH. a,.ti0n _and Highways Act, Jan!ee Polkman, B,Sc,(Phann), PRH 
i : :~  40(1), sealed tenders are ,nv~eo mr me mmm 9. ' do Bulkley Valley District Hospital, 
pm)e~t No. 07079-9204 LOcation: Centrel/Norlh East Region and North., 
.West Region I 
Description: To supply a 19800r newer self loading tandem axle flush truck 
capable of hauling 14,000 litres or more. Equipped with an adjustable 1.2 [ 
n~Nre to 3.75 metre spray bar and 2 front and 2 side flushing, commercially . . , - '~  
manufactured, am shogs, individually cab controlled. 
Sealed tenders, completed in accordance with the Conditions of Tender on 
the forms provided, will be recoived by the Ministry of Transportation and 
Highways at #213-1011 4th Avenue, Prince George, B.C., V2L 3H9 until 2:00 
p.m. (local time) on February 27, 1992, when tenders will I~ opened in 
p.br~ 
I A mxetybid bond wN be required (in a(x~rdance with the condilions of the. 
tender.) 
-A pretender meeting is not scheduled at this time. 
- Tender documents complete with envelope, plans, specifications and 
• condilions of tender are available at a cost of $25.00 per set plus 6% PST 
($1.50) and 7% GST ($1.75) for a total of $28.25 from the" Ministry of 
Transportation and Highways available at #213-1011 4th Avenue, Pdnce 
George, B.C., V2L 3H9 or may be ordered/viewed through any Regional 
Office of the Ministry of Transportation and Highways. If applicable please 
sendfax revistona to 565-7016.:between the hours of 8:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. 
Monday to Fdday; except holidays. 
Where required, payment for contract documentation shall be made by 
cerlilkKI cheque or money order, made payable to the Minister of Rnance 
and Corporate Relations. All purchases are non-refundable, 
For  further information contact Mr. Ken Cullen, Project Supervisor, 
~un¢ at (s04) 84 .~8484. or fax (s04) 545-9381. 
: ~The fewest orany tender will not necessarily be accepted. 
4 _ al ~ Province of 
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Professional PalMing i Decorating 
• Veryreasonable ra tes . . .  
• Commercial or Reeldemml 
• Free Estimates 
- .References Available 
i 
. a l l  WI i  Brian. 638 8056 
for relief purposes.. Ex~ence preferred, but not necessary. 
I I I I  T I I [ . . . . .  
_ " : , :  . - -  . 
" :-.: T~$toek  ~r  Auodalien is adverlis. 
• N ~ ~dm to operate food c~w.e.lon 
, for tSe upcoming season. This should 
preferably be I mobile unit. Successful 
* app)icant will be required to pay a $250 
' wx l  ; nod, O b.Oe i ,  
• r, ~ .  ~cked up and properly disposed of. 
: ,~ , : r~ m~ aplxoxlma~ly from May 1 to 
October t, Please apply to the Terrace 
: i i#~ car /~:~.  Box !02~, Te,e~. 
i LO .V~i  4Vt. For further .information, 
/ : . i • :~ i i~  ~kqg-060g after 6, p.m. Oudl lml  io 
Box 370, Smithers, B.C. V0J 2N0 
Phone (604) 847-2611 or FAX (604) 847-2446 
you Wr-~-- " 
= widl care. 
on ly  
,1 
V E RYDAY IS 
SHIRT LAUNDRY DAY 
Men's or Ladies" cotton or poly blend shirt 
Richards  
on Emerson  
THE DRYCLEANER & SHIgT  LAUNDRY 
Swing in to our DRIVE THRU 
' " Richards  Cleaners . ' 
' i ~ 3223 Emerson  St.. , " " 
' ~,,.:,. -Ter race  , ' ' 
8:oo~:m. to 6:00 p.m. =- Monday t0 Fdday 
" r 8:30 a.ml to 5;30 p.m. ~ Saturday' 
' "' : .... : Ph0ne:63s -sH§  - :  ' 
new Set of, ecological problems,. 
and Sweden "too. was wrestling 
with the dilemma of soil degra- 
dation.- • . 
Still, Sweden had a measurable 
inventory of qualitytrees and.. 
they used every one:of them to 
good .advantage. Forget about• 
exporting whole logs-or .com- 
modity r lumber. Why.  exP0 rt 
jobs? Why not manufacture: 
finished products like •window 
frames ,or furniture? 
A light drizZle was beginning 
to fall as Herby Squlsh swung 
• into the entrance of-Jo~;lal's 
Cedarvale sawmill. As  he 
switched on the Windshield 
wipers, it Suddenly dawned on 
him that he had Just driven over 
30 miles and didn't remember 
• travelling even one of them; 
A dangero~ . situation, he rea l '  
ized. It indicated to him the true 
intensity Of his preoccupation; 
,What was he to do? Come up 
with a harvesting plan to meet 
Jovial's monetary demands? CUt 
a balance and add a little respon- 
sible management even when 
faced with Jovial's censure7 
"That wouldn't work," Squlsh 
decided. "Even if I did throw a 
few responsible iman~gement 
ideas into the plan, they would 
die from a lack-of financial 
commitment." 
i~"~was an hour before mid- 
night. Squish knew he should be 
heading home. But he also knew_ 
he would never be able to sleep. 
He had a decision to make, and 
it had to be made tonight. 
Lost deep in thought Once 
more, Squls h began walking 
: slowly across the rain-soaked 
parking lot. He would seek the 
refuge of his office tonight. A~d 
in the morning... Who knows? 
Herby ;Squish. didn't know why. 
But somehow he knew he would 
find a solution to his dilemma 
before the sun rose again. 
¢48 Nn per rem/Imr night 
on a Standard Single, Double or Twin 
Room any. Friday. Saturday or Sunday 
Come in and enjoy our 
Water f ront  Restaurant  
of have I drink in 
i Char ley 'sL0unge.  
I Call for a Relervation 
I Toll F,ee 1-800-663-8150 ~ 
I MOTbR HOTEL I 
/222 w,,, :,, Av®. ~ ~ I 
) 
Polly's Ca e   Chinese &'Western Cuisine 
' ~  Mon,- -Thurs.  10:30 a.m, - -  midnight 
Fd. & Sat. 10:30 a.m. - -  1 a.m. 
~¢nday 12:00 a.m. - -  10 p.m." 
4913 Keith Ayenue, 
638-1848 0, 638-8034 
GIM'S 
~,~£"" Ch inese  & Canad ian  Food  ~, '~.~ 
.~;. OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK '~),~), 
/ I~ " Mon-  .Wed i1:30 a.m.  - -  10.'00 p .m.  ~ i~ 
%'.. Tl,,r  aj, a . , , .  - -  , '00  
Fri - Sat  l l .30  a.m.  - -  1;00 a.m.  
Sttndaj, 12:00 a.m.  lO:OOp.m. . . 
4643 Park A venue ' 635.6111 
• • ,•  • , 
Terrace Rev iew 
New  ,.poult,ry far, m owner 
promises cleaner operatio,n, 
Wednesday, February12,.1992 31 
Samson's Poultry Farm is 
gone. Daybreak Farms Ltd. is 
here. There may not be a notice- 
able difference right away but 
changes, ~according to Daybreak 
Farms manager Ron Floritto, 
will be significant in the months 
to come. 
Daybreak Farms is a new 
entity in B.C. formed by Duncan 
area operators Ian Chdstison of 
Morningside Farms and Roy 
Jansen of Island Eggs. Effective 
Feb. 1, 1992, Daybreak Farms 
purchased the layers, equipment 
and 30 acres of Samson Poultry 
property. Former Samson Poul- 
try owner Stan Kinkead retains 
his private residence and 2.5 
acres of land on the northern 
perimeter of the property. 
Floritto names a number of 
changes that will be taking place 
in the coming months. Changes 
he says will mean fresher air for 
neighbondng homes. The treat- 
ment lagoons that were being 
Constructed by Samson's will 
soon be a thing of the past. 
The "cup" style water distribu- 
tion system will be replaced with 
"nipple" drinkers. This means an 
end to leakage and spillage 
problems that have kept manure 
in the barns wet in the past. And 
dry chicken manure, says 
Floritto, does not smell. An 
added feature will be a new 
ventilation system that will keep 
the air ih the barns drier as well 
Perhaps the most significant 
factor, though, will be a major 
cleanup in the barns. Tons of 
damp manure will soon be 
removed, a major source of foul 
air in warm weather, says 
Floritto, and from that point on 
the barns will be cleaned on a 
regular basis and keptdry. 
Where will all the manure go? 
Plans are currently being maOe 
for the disposal of the existing 
damp manure, and in the future, 
Floritto says he doesn't see a 
problem. A total of 150 acres of 
farmland, pasture or hayfield is 
all that is needed to utilize the 
annual output of the dairy farm 
and he doesn't believe that will 
be difficult to find. 
Floritto learned the poultry 
business on the family farm in 
Mission Flats in Kamloops. The 
location of that farm became the 
site of the Weyerhauser pulp 
mill in the 1960's and since that 
time Floritto has worked on and 
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Our ComlngEvents column is a public service offered by the Terrace 
Review. Deadline isFriday at 5 p.m. Coming Events must be mailed In 
or dropped off at our office, 4535 Grelg Avenue, typed or in legible 
writing. .- 
Information concerning the Twin River Estates project is available from 
the Skeena Senior Citizens' Housing Society office, corner of Apsley Street 
and Lakelse Avenue, on the last Thursday of each month from 2 to 4 p.m., 
or phone 638-1518 for a taped message or further information. 
The Terrace Little rTheatre ~ouid like Io present an evening of short plays 
in May." If anyone is interest~l in directing, acting or other areas, please 
contact Alan Weston at 635-2942. 
February 13 to 15 - -  The Heart and Stroke Foundation of B.C. & Yukon, 
Terrace Unit, presents its annual Heart and Stroke Education Days at the 
Skeena Mall from 10 a.m. to 8 p.m. daily. Volunteers will be available to 
provide information on many topics related to heart and blood vessel dis- 
ease, supplied by the Foundation in book, pamphlet, video and poster for- 
mats~ Blood ~3ressure testing will again be offered along with information 
about the significance of this simple test. Stop by our tables and you're 
sure to find something of value for yourself or your family. 
Friday, Feb. 14 - -  Support group meeting for persons suffering from M.E. 
(Myalgic Encephalomyelitis), also known as C.F.I.D.S. (Chronic Fatigue 
and Immune Dysfunction Syndrome), at 7:30 p.m. in the downstairs meet- 
ing room of the Terrace Public Library. For more information, please con- 
tact Kathleen Talstra at 635-2718. 
Feb. 14 to March 6 - -  The Terrace Art Gallery features Orlean Hermann in 
a one-woman show of oil paintings and limited edition prints. Gallery hours 
are Tuesday to Saturday, 12 noon to 3 p.m.; Tuesday to Thursday, 7 to 9 
p.m.; and Sunday, 2 to 3 p.m. Upcoming shows: March, B.C. children's art; 
Apdl, Joanne Thomson and Vicki MacKay; May, local quilters;• July, Dawn 
Germyn, Marjorie Spisak and Carolyn Hayduk;" August, annual members' 
show. 
Saturday, Feb. 15 - -  11th annual Alcan Family Cross Country Ski 
Marathon at the Onion Lake ski trails. Register at 9 a.m., start time is 10 
a .m.  
Sunday, Feb. 16 -- The Kinsmen and Kinette Clubs of Terrace are holding 
their annual Seniors' Sweetheart Dinner and Dance at the Elks Hall on 
Tetrault. Doors open at 4:30 p.m. If you require tra0sportation, phone 
Joyce at 635-7913 or Pat at 638-1726. • 
Monday, Feb. 17 - -  Terrace• Big Brothers and Sisters general meeting at 
the Big Brothers/Sisters office, 4619 Lakelse Ave., Terrace, at 7:30 p.m. 
Everyone welcome. 
Monday, Feb, 17 - -  The general meeting of the Mills Memodal Hospital 
Auxiliary will be held at 8:15 p.m. in the board room of Mills Memorial • 
Hospital. -AI! members are urged to attend. New members are welcome. 
Tuesday, Feb. 18 m Friends and Families of Schizophrenics Support 
Group meeting at 7:30 p.m. in the psych conference room at Mills Memorial 
Hospital. Contact Mental Health, 638-3325, for further information. 
Feb. 18, March 3 and 10 - -  Diabetic Clinics will be held. Two-day clinic for 
Type I and II diabetics Jan. 28, Feb. 4, March 3 and 10; one-day refresher 
on Feb. 18. A doctor's referral is required for the clinics. Contact Mills 
Memorial Hospital dietitian Joan Marr at 638-4050 for further information. 
Wednesday, Feb. 19 - -  Homebased Business regular monthly meeting at 
7 p.m. at Gim's Restaurant. All newcomers welcome. Phone 635-9415 for 
further information. 
Thursday, Feb. 20 - -  The annual general meeting of the Terrace Public 
Library Association will be held at 7 p.m. in the library meeting room. 
Elections to the Board of Trustees will take place and nominations for these 
positions will be accepted from the floor. Light refreshmentswill be served. 
Friday, Feb. 21 .--There will be a reception with artist Orlean Herrmann 
from 7:30 to 9 p.m. at the Terrace Art Gallery. The public is welcome to 
• attend. 
Saturday, Feb. 22-  The 16th annual BIG BAND DANCE will be held at 
Caledonia Senior Secondary School gymnasium. Cocktails at 7 p.m. 
Dinner at 8 p.m. Tickets are available at Sight and Sound. 
Saturday, Feb. 22 --Terrace Multicultu ral Association presents Images of 
Ecuador, South America, at 7:30 p.m. in the Terrace library basement. Join 
Kim Saulnier for a slide presentation of 5er experiences as an overseas 
volunteer with Canadian Crossroads International and meet Terrace's 
newest "Crossroader" Kirsten Murphy. Refreshments will be served. 
Sunday, Feb. 23 -- The Terrace Regional Museum Society, the City of 
Terrace Parks and Recreation Dept. and the Terrace Scouts and Guides 
will present a Heritage Day Celebration from 1:30 to 4:30 p.m. at the 
Terrace arena banquet room. Theme will be Family Heirlooms and Attic 
Treasures. Coffee and donuts will be available. Everyone welcome. No 
charge. 
Wednesday, Feb. 26 - ;  A meeting with Wendy Klyne, manager of the 
Homebased Business Program of the B.C. Ministry of Economic 
Development, Small Business and Trade, at 7 p.m. at the TEC Centre. 
Free. Space limited. Phone 635-9415 for reservations. 
Saturday, Feb. 29 - -  Northern Singles are hosting a dinner with entertain- 
ment at the Terrace Legion at 7 p.m. This will be an event that will be held 
the third Saturday of every second month. Only R.S.V.P. Phone 635-3238 
or 632-3547 for further information. 
Friday, March 6 - -  Everyone is invited to attend a "World Day of Prayer" 
meeting at the Terrace Christian Reformed'Church, 3602 Sparks St., at 
7:30 p.m. The topic is "Living Wisely With Creation". Coffee and refresh- 
ments will be served. 
March 10 to 25 - -  The B.C. Young Artists exhibition will be opening at the 
Terrace Art Gallery featirung a selection of art submitted by children from 
all over the province, .79 pieces in all. The paintings, drawings, prints and 
other works are by artists aged three to 18. Gallery hours are: Tuesday to 
Saturday, 12 noon to 3 p.m.; Tuesday to Thursday, 7 to 9 p.m.; and 
SundaY, I to 4 p.m. Groups wishing to tour the show should contact Maw- 
Alice at 638-8884' to arrange a time. " 
Saturday, March 14 - -  CELTIC NIGHTI Join us for the third,annual fun 
night of Celtic Fun. Live band, ceili dancing, pub singing, great dinner by 
the Legion ladies. Tickets are available at Misty River Books on Lakelse 
Ave. Sponsored by the Irish Cultural Sbciety. 
Saturday, March 28 - -  Terrace C.entennlal Lions' Ladies' Diamond Dinner. 
Saturday, March 28 - -The spring Arts and Crafts Show, sponsored by 
the Terrace Art Association, is back by popular demand after several years 
absence. This year's show will be compact, energizing and IN the gallery. 
Come out and enjoyl Coffee and light snacks will be available. Anyone 
wishing to exhibit is invited to apply for a space. Contact Mary-Alice at 638- 
8884. Limited space is available on a first come first serve basis. The show 
will be one day only from 10a.m. to4 p.m. 
Saturday, Nov. 14 - -  The Dr. R.E.M. Lee Hospital Foundation will be hold- 
ing a Christmas Arts and Crafts Fair. There will be door prizes and a raffle 
held in conjunction with the fair. This promises to be one of the largest craft 
fairs in the region with 40 craft tables available. Craft tables are now on 
sale and going fast. If you would like to book a table, contact Debble at 
635-4601 evenings. 
operated a number of poultry 
farms and ranches. 
In recent years, Flofltto has 
served four years on the B.C. 
egg marketing board and three 
years as the B.C. representative 
on the national egg marketing 
board..While on the national 
board, he also served on the 
cost-of-production committee. 
Daybreak Farms is the only 
poultry Operation in north- 
western B.C. and will provide 
eggs for the marketing area from 
Prince Rupert to Houston. 
Floritto says the operation cur- 
rently has "about 25,500 laying 
hens which produce between 
1,500 and 1,600 dozen eggs per 
day. A company goal is to 
increase that to 35,000 hens and 
over 2,000 dozen eggs per day. 
With that growth, Floritto says 
Daybreak Farms will remain at 
the present location, but long 
term plans include consideration 
for relocating at some time in 
the future. 
11m Ikst Fares I1~ im Ik Wd 
I t 'n t ime to call  your  
Welcome Wagon hoetelm, 
KAREN: 638-0707 
Assistants:. 
Eleta Moye, Gillian Wilde 
& Natalie Wiens . 
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:~4~ Chevy Silverado GMC Sierra SLE ~ " 
S1800" WORTH OF OPTIONS AT NO EXIRA COST__PLUS Ii : 
V8ENGINE V8 ENGINE V8 ENGINE V8 ENGINE V8 ENGINE/4 WHEELDRIVE 
V8 ENGINE 
AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION 
BEDLINER 
REAR STEP BUMPER 
CARGO IAMPS~ . '~  
AM/FM RADIO-& CAS[~ETI~, 
CRUISE CONTROL 
TILT STEERING - . 
• SLIDING REAR WINDOW 
COLD CLIMATE PACKAGE 
AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION 
MR CONDITIONING 
.BEDLINER 
REAR STEP BUMPER 
CARGO lAMPS 
AM/FM RADIO & CASSETTE 
CRUISE CONTROL 
TILT .STEERING 
COLD CLIMATE PACKAGE 
AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION 
AIR CONDITIONING 
BEDLINER 
CHROME REAR STEP BUMPER 
FRONT BUMPER GUARDS 
CARGO LAMPS 
POWER DOOR LOCKS/WINDOWS 
AM/FM RADIO & CASSETTE 
• CRUISE CONTROL 
TILT STEERING 
:COLD CLIMATE PACKAGE 
4 WHEEL DRIVE 
AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION 
BEDLINER 
REAR STEP BUMPER• 
CARGO LAMPS 
AM/FM RADIO & CASSETTE 
CRUISE CONTROL 
TILT STEERING 
SLIDING REAR WINDOW, 
COLDCLIMATE PACKAGE 
4 WHEEL DRIVE 
AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION. 
• AIR CONDITIONING 
BEDLINER - 
REAR STEP BUMPER 
CARGO LAMPS 
AM/FM RADIO & CASSETTE - .  
CRUISE CONTROL 
.TILT STEERING 
COLD CLIMATE PACKAGE 
ENGINE OIL COOLER 
HEAVY DUTY RAD/ 
TRANSMISSION OILCOOLER 
AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION 
.AIR CONDITIONING 
BEDLINER/CARGO LAMPS 
• CHROME.REAR STEP BUMPER 
FRONT BUMPER GUARDS 
PO~M~R DOOR LOCKS/WINDOWS 
AM/FM RADIO & CASSE~/'~E 
CRUISE CONTROL 
TILT STEERING 
COLD 0LIMATE PACKAGE 
EN(HNB OIL COOLER 
HEAVY DU,TY RAD/ 
TRANSMISSION OIL COOLER 
AT YOUR CHEVY AND GMC TRUCK DEALERS 
JIM McEWAN MOTORS (TERRACE) LTD. 
635-4941 
t Offer applies to new 1992 regular cab pickups purchased from special GM inventory. Offer valid for a limited time at 
participating dealers while quantifies last and applies to retail deliveries and retail leases only. Dealer may sell for less.S650 
freight and applicable taxes extra. *Value option package based onMSRP value of options purchased separately. 
See your participating dealer for details.** Cash back assigned to dealer. Cash back offerincludes GST. 
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